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Foreword

This Working Paper reports on a study undertakenby us
as a private venture for the Commission of the EuropeanCom-
munities. The subject-matteris however closely related to
the sub-task, InternationalData Exchange, included in the
1977 researchplan of the Computer ScienceGroup: one of
the main areasof internationaldata exchangeat the scien-
tific and technical level is the interactive interrogation
of computer bibliographic and fact databases. During the
presentdecadethis has grown from insignificant levels to
become an internationalbusinessin North America and Europe
with a total utilisation of severalhundred thousandhours
of terminal connectionsper year.

At a Workshop on InternationalData Exchangeheld by
IIASA at Toronto in August 1977, to identify the critical
issues for researchin this general field, economic issues
scored the highest individual rating, and it is evident that
such problems may have a determining effect on future growth-
rates, particularly outside the industrializedregions.

The study reportedhere was essentiallya fact-finding
exerciseon one aspectof the economicsof scientific and
technical information flows, that of the relation between
chargesto users and chargeslevied by the producersof
scientific and technical information databasesfor the use
of computerisedversions of their products. Other important
aspectsremain open, in particular the influence of the
changing policies of internationalcarriers and telecom- .
munication administrationson total user costs, the economles
of scale to be obtained from multi databaseoperatorsetc.

John Page

Ulrike Sichra
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pp. 4-5

pp. 5-6

ｍ ａ ｎ ａ ｇ ｅ ｾ ｭ ｎ ｔ ｓ ｕ ｾ Ｑ ａ ｒ ｙ

Note: To assist the reader who wishes more
detail on certain ｰ ｯ ｩ ｮ ｴ ｳ ｾ references
to the conclusionschapter and to tables
or other data elsewherein the report
are noted in the lefthand margin.

OBJECT OF THE STUDY

The study was designed to provide factual

information on

(i) Charging systems and levels applied by data-

base producers for on-line use.

(ii) The proportion of total user charges repre-

sented by the database element.

(iii) Trends in levels of charging for the database

element.

The terms of reference also called for investigation

of the methods of collecting payments for on-line

use of the database, condition of access,effect of

ｾ ｩ ｳ ｣ ｯ ｵ ｮ ｴ schemes, etc.

Limitations

Broader questions of the economics of database

production, including the effects of expansion of

on-line use on revenue from printed versions and

longer-term future trends in prices were expressly

excluded in the study.
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pp. 9-14

Tables
1-4

OperatorCharges

While the study objectives are primarily con-

cernedwith isolation of the database element in

costs to the user, it is apparentthat, to derive

the proportion of this element in total user charges,

it is necessaryalso to examine operator and other

elements. Aside from this questionof arithmetic,

in almost every case the prices which the user

must pay are those levied by the system operator;

databasechargesand operator chargesand charging

systemsare not independentof each other. For

these reasons,equal weight to both aspectshas

been given in the data collection and analysis for

this study.

THE DATA

Altogether data on some 80 databaseswere

collected for the study. While all the candidate

databasesfor EURONET were examined, rather few

of Europeanorigin were able to produce quantitative

data for the study, although a number contributed

information on charging systems. The table below

shows the databasesincluded by country of origin.

Databasesby Country of Origin

p. 13
Belgium

FRG

U.K.

1

5

7

International 4

France 6

Netherlands 1

U.S.A. 56

Databasescontributing information to the study

representan almost 100% sample of those publically
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p.14
available on-line in the USA and Europe. End-user

prices were available for about 90% of the sample,

the remaindernot yet having fUlly developed

pricing policies. Quantitativedata on the data-

base price element was directly available for 35

databasesin the sample: the remaining casesare

discussedunder "DatabaseCharging Systems" below.

Data was collected from both systemsoperators

and databaseproducers, in order to bring to light

any anomalieswhich might exist.

CHARGING SYSTEMS

DatabaseCharging Systems

The databasescontributinginformationto the study can

be classified thus:-

(i)pp. 34-35

Table 5

pp. 90-91

(ii)

pp. 35-37

Table 6

po' 91

No-charge systems in which the databaseprice

element is zero. Most of these are the result of

input-exchangeagreementse.g., MEDLARS and

INIS (input costs may be included in end-user

prices but if so are not separatelyidentified).

Eleven no-chargedatabaseswere included in the

sample.

Fixed, PublishedPrice Systems, in which producers

make their prices generally available: the database

element is therefore transparent to the user.

Twenty-four databaseswere in this category,

and typically thesewere producedby learned

institutions in the pure and applied sciences.

Examples are Chemical AbstractsCondensates,

BIOSIS, INSPEC. Chargestypically include a license

fee payable by the operator and royalties payable

by the user.
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pp. 30-40

Table 7

pp. 91-92

pp. 39-40

p. S2

pp. 28-29

p. 87

(iii) Confidential BusinessArrangementsbetween

producer and operator in which the parties

concerneddo not disclosethe manner in which

payments from the user are shared. Prob-

ably the majority involve a straight split

of the end-userprice between the parties,

often with exclusive rights to the operator

and possibly a minumum guaranteedsum to the

producer. It was not possible to identify

unambiguouslyall such databases,but thirteen

are certainly in the confidential class, a

further eleven are highly probable and three

doubtful. This class contains a relatively

high proportion of business,marketing and

patent information; some institutional pro-

ducers are also represented.

(iv) Operator as On-line Contractor to Producer:

one such systemwas positively identified

(DERWENT). The producer controls all access

to the databaseand bills users dirprr

Since the user cannot know the financial arrange-

ments betweenproducer and operator in categories

(iii) and (iv) above, the databaseelement is non-

transparentfor about twenty-five databasesor

some 30% of the sample.

Operators'Charging Systems

Operatorsproviding accessto the great majority

of databasesin the study require the user to pay an

accessfee per connect hour and a charge per item

printed, the amounts varying according to the data-

base. Both may include royalty payments to the

producer, not separatelyidentifiable by the user

in the casesof Lockheed and SOC. SDS now bills

-xii-



pp. 30-31

p. 87

pp. 31-32

p. 88

Table 19

pp. 62-65

Table 21
pp. 74-75

the user for accessand royalties in a single

account, but publishesthe royalties demandedby

producers.

A secondmethod is to charge a flat rate for

accessto any of the databasesoffered: royalties

are billed separately. This system is adoptedby

BRS, BLAISE and FIZ-4. Two operators (DIMDI and

the EPIC management)charge by the amount of com-

puter resourcesused in a search. There are a few

casesin which operatorsrequire a substantialannual

subscription in addition to a connect-hourpayment.

LEVELS OF CHARGING

ProducerCharges

The results of the study in this area are

briefly summarizedin the following table.

DATABASE CHARGING LEVELS

CONNECT-HOUR PRINT CHARGES
DATABASE CLASS ROYALTIES

$ $

MEAN RANGE MEAN RANGE

-

No charge

Fixed Published *
Price

15 4 - 30 0.04 0.02-0.10

Confidential
28 10 - 78 no information

(inferred)

Notes:

(a) The total return to the producer for fixed price

databaseswill be increasedby the license fee;

apportioning this to the connect hour charge depends

* .There 1S however one case in which no royalties
are charged.
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p. 61

pp.71-73

on the volume of use achievedby the different

operators. $2 - 3 should be added to the producer's

return to allow for this but the amount could be

as high as $7 for COMPENDEX at a total usage rate of

only 1000 hrs per year.

(b) In the caseof confidential databases,the

accuracyof the return to the producer.cannot be

exactly known: the averagegiven is inferred using

the price of no-chargedatabasesand other data on

operatorcharges.

Operator Charges

These chargeswere investigatedas a step

towards calculating the proportional return to the

pp. 88-89 producer. They proved to have an important effect

on both end-userprices as such and on the proportion

returned to the producer. The results may be sum-

marized thus:-

(i) The price of no-chargedatabasesprovide a base

operatingcost for different operators,e.g.

Table 17,
p. 58

Lockheed

SDC

SDS

$25

$35

$28.

pp. 66-68

(ii) End-userprices for the fixed published price

databasesshow that both major US operators

increasetheir chargesfor those databases

substantiallyabove the base cost: SDS does

not, in the general case, although in all

three casesthe variance for different databases

about the mean is rather high, indicating that

operatorsmake business decisions in establishing

an end-userprice for a database. Operator

chargesas a proportion of the base cost (price/

cost factor) averagedover thesedatabases,



Table 20
p. 66

pp. 68-70
Fig. 2
pp. 93-94

pp. 73-75
Table 26

p. 94

with variance dre as follows:-

PRICE/COST FACTOR IN OPERATOR CHARGES

(

I
Operator Mean Price/CostFactor Variance

Lockheed 1. 46 0.36

SOC 1. 34 0.35

SDS 1. 03 o. 19

THE DATABASE ELEMENT AS A PROPORTION OF END-USER

CHARGES

Proportion of Connect-hourPrice

Neglecting users' own costs, networking

and telecommunicationcharges,and chargesfor

print-out, but making some allowance for leasing

fees, the following are the proportions returned

to the producer:-

(i) For fixed-price databases,the range is between

10% (3 cases) and 40% (1 case). For the majority of

databases,the proportion lies between 20% and 30%.

For any particular databasethe proportional return

may differ considerablybetweenoperatorsas a

consequenceof operatorcharges.

(ii) For the confidential class of databases,the

return to the producer is higher, ranging between

20% and 50%, with the majority between 30% and 40%.

No great accuracycan be claimed for the proportion

for individual databasesin this class.
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pp. 56-57
p. 97

p. 59

pp. 76-78

p. 97

pp. 40-54

Fig. 2

p. 96

Relative Importanceof Other Elements in User Charges

Aside from users' own costs, two other elements

could significantly modify the proportionsof total

end-userchargesreturned to the producer. These

are communicationscosts and print-out charges.

At present, network chargesin Europe (SDS) are a

minimum of $22 per hour, and probably around $50

per hour for accessingu.s. operators.

Off-line Print Charges,which often include a

royalty element, can substantiallyincreasetotal

user costs if this option is exercised. The

additional cost might be as high as $20 - $30 per

hour, or even more. Print-out charges in excessof

$0.06 to $0.10 will usually include a royalty

element.

Discount Systems

Discounts are offered by the major U.s. operators

and SDS. Except for BRS, they apply to the total

connecthour price, and thereforehave the effect

of reducing the operator'sshare of this cost. There

are a number of options available in the us systems,

including higher discount rates for guaranteedrates

of use: SDS offers a cash rebatewithout guaranteed

minimum use and is now competitive with similar

schemesoffered by us operators. The following

table summarisesthe percentagereduction for two

classesof user.
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pp. 53-54

ｰ ｾ 96

pp. 78-82
pp. 94....96

see also
pp. 23-27

DISCOUNTS OBTAINABLE - PERCENT REDUCTIONS

OPERATOR USE R

Major Documentation Libraries, etc.
Centres 20 hrs/month
120 hours per month

Lockheed 27 - 32% 12 - 25%

SDC 18% 9%

SDS 30% 15%

BRS 25 - 31% 7%

TRENDS IN DATABASE PRICES

Chargesrequired by the producersfor accessto

their databaseshave increasedfrom zero to their

present levels of $15 - $20 for fixed price data-

basesas a consequenceof three factors:-

(i) The early history of on-line was dominatedby

no-chargedatabases.

(ii) The institutional databasesreactedto increased

on-line use (1974-1975) by a change from leasing

arrangementsappropriateto batch-mode

operation to licensing/royalty systems. Only

a few producersof such databaseshave increased

their royalty levels more than once since intro-

ducing licensing systems.

(iii) The entry of a new category of databasesinto the

on-line market in the USA under confidential

businessarrangementswith operatorshas con-

siderably increasedthe price per connect-hour

averagedover all databases.
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The market has in general not yet fully

adapteditself to the on-line situation; revenue

from this source is not yet a substantialelement

for most institutional producers, and there is con-

siderableuncertaintyabout the future development

of pricing policies in general. There is some

evidencetending to show that institutional data-

basesrecently added to operators' lists are associ-

ated with royalty levels in the region of $30-$40

per connect hour as comparedwith the $10-$20 level

currently required by those with a longer on-line

history.

IMPACT ON EURONET POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT

End-userprices are one, but not the only

factor in the rate at which on-line use grows. While

increasesin the databaseelement in these prices

are naturally a matter of concern, at their present

level (20% of the hourly connect charge, not

taking into account network charges), they probably

do not greatly deter users, bearing in mind the

price they must pay under present levels of tele-

communicationsand network chargesin Europe.

Nevertheless,the presenttrend towards increasing

databaseprices may continue, and therefore the

situation requires regular monitoring and review.

PossibleAction by the EURONET Management

It is unlikely that the EURONET managementcan

directly influence databaseprices, which are at

presentprobably more dominatedby the North

American market conditions than those in Europe.

However, fact-finding studies and projectionsof

trends where possible, will help to make the

developing situation more transparentto managers

and users. EURONET could playa major role in this
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respect. Aside from the promotion of studies such

as EFAG-21 and 22, the following specific points

might receive attention:-

(i) Encouragementof information exchangebetween

host operatorsto assist them in their negoti-

ations with producers.

(ii) An in-depth study, in cooperationwith host

operators,of the actual impact of print-out

chargeson end-userprices: we do not know

how far the examplesof numbers of items

printed as a result of an hour's searching

quoted in this study are typical, and what

factors influence this.

(iii) Assistanceto host operatorsat present

developing their pricing policies with the

aim of arriving at systemsand charging levels

which can command a large measureof user

acceptance.

The Confidentiality Issue

Whether the spreadof confidential business

arrangementsbetweenoperator and producer noted in

this report is in the general interest is arguable;

at all events it seems that such arrangementshave

resulted in increaseduser charges. This practice

has now spreadto Europeanproducers,mainly in

negotiationswith u.s. operators,but clearly

influencing charges in EURONET.

DatabaseCosts in Relation to Share of the Market

Databasecosts are virtually a fixed element,

not necessarilyvery visible, in the costs which

a user sees in his monthly bills. Increasingcosts
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for accessto databasescan only be offset by

decreasedtelecommunicationschargesor operators'

charges. EURONET therefore has an interest in pro-

moting low network chargesand increasedvolume of

use, thus enabling host organisationsto take

advantageof better economiesof scale.

This raises the problem of competition with

u.s. operatorsfor the Europeanon-line market,

which while outside the terms of referencefor

this study, is indirectly linked with its findings.

u.s. operatorsoffering servicesin Europe currently

face a penalty in the shape of high transatlantic

data transmissioncosts: however, if current guess-

timates of the degreeof us penetrationcan be

believed, total prices for on-line accessmay have a

less determinanteffect on user acceptabilityof

services than has been previously assumed. Users

may not choose the cheapestoption, but questions

of familiarity with a system, the possibility of

interrogatinga large number of databaseswithout

complications, systemreliability, and general user

support, may be of at least equal importance.

We do not know, however, whether Europeanusers

of the u.s. services,particularly users of the

more expensivedatabasesin these collections,

constitutea typical cross-section,or whether

as a group they are less concernedwith costs

than the averageuser. These are large and

difficult questions,but outside the scope of

the presentstudy.
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CflJ1T'TIW I

INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY

The price which a user must pay for on-line interrogation

of a scientific and technical information (STI) databaseis

governedby a number of factors, including particularly the

charges imposed by databaseproducers, those required by the

systemsoperators,and network and communicationcosts. The

presentstudy is chiefly concernedwith the first of these, the

databaseelement. Prices paid by on-line users have been

surveyedand analysedby P. Vickers and J. Collins in "Financing

and Pricing Policy in Europe for STID Services" (Aslib, Feb-

ruary 1977), but that study was primarily concernedwith tarifi-

cation policies of and prices chargedby service operators,

rather than with analysis of the price to users to derive the

databaseelement in such prices.
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In the early days of on-line searching, it was often quite

impossible to separateout the databaseelement from the com-

puter centre operatingcost elements, and this is still diffi-

cult in many cases. Databaseproducers in the last few years

have developedcharging systemswhich have renderedthe data-

base element in total chargesmuch more visible to both system

operatorsand users. Many producersnow require payments, whether

from the user or the operator, which are directly related to the

amount of use made of the databasein the on-line mode; royalty

payments, at so much a connect hour for manipulationof the

data-baseand charges for print-out of selecteditems are examples.

Thus users, both in the United Statesand in Europe, have become

consciousof the databasecost element in the prices they pay;

the earliestuse of on-line systemswas built up on the basis of

a zero-databaseelement, becausethe databasesthemselveswere

governmentallyproduced and made available without charge to

restricteduser groups. MEDLARS, NASA, and NSA are examples.

With the rapid broadeningof the field to include data-

basesproducedby professionalinstitutions, and latterly by

commercial organizations,chargesdirectly related to the data-

base are becoming an increasinglyvisible (and significant)

proportion of the total chargespayable for on-line interroga-

tion. Major retailers of on-line servicesare now a dominating

part of the scene, replacing to a large extent government

agenciesas the "trend setters". This has resultedin a major

extensionof the user population, particularly in the U.S.A.,

and the total number of on-line connect hours in the U.S.A.

and Europe is now probably at least 300.000 per annum. It

seemsclear, that under thesecircumstances,whether producers

and operatorsare governmentagencies, learned institutions,

or for-profit organizations,total prices to the user are

bound to involve considerationsof cost recovery or even of

a commercial nature.

It is against this backgroundthat the concern over data-

base price increasesexpressedby some sectionsof the STI

community should be viewed.
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Importance in the EURONET Context

When full first stageoperationalstatus is achieved,

EURONET will be a major retailer and distributor of STI;

becauseof its co-operativebasis, its relationshipswith

its users and service suppliers (host organizations)will

essentiallybe of a different nature, comparedwith those of

the major American retailers. While it is clearly impractical,

if not undesirable,to control prices or conditions of access

for users, some degreeof harmonizationin these areasmay be

consideredappropriate. At all events, there are many different

charging systemsat both the data-baseproducer and system

operator levels, and making users aware of the situation is

clearly the kind of coordinating activity which is best

performed at the network managementlevel. Trends in total

prices, as well as trends in the data-baseprice element,

may also be important if it appearsthat beyond a certain

level price is a deterrent to the expansionof use, since

this could affect traffic patternsand traffic volumes, an

essentialpre-occupationof EURONET management.

outside these longer-rangeproblems of EURONET policy

and development, it is also perhapsnow opportune to carry out a

survey of existing charging systemsand levels of charging:

it seems that many of the Europeanhost organizationsfor

EURONET have not yet developeda clear pricing policy.

A survey of the kind carried out in this study may therefore

be of some assistancein providing these organizationswith

a general picture of what has happenedelsewhere,and current

charging systemsand price mechanisms. In this connection,

it may be appropriateto note that EURONET will exist in a

competitive environment; it seems to be generally accepted

that the major American retailers have already obtained a

significant foothold in the Europeanmarket for on-line

services, and in spite of the heavier network charges

necessitatedby the transatlanticlinks to TYMSHARE and

TELENET, it cannot be assumedthat EURONET will enjoy a
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monopoly position in Europe. Many of the databasesavailable

from American-basedoperatorsare not available here as yet,

and some national telecommunicationadministrationsare already

tying their TYMSHARE and TELENET nodes into their domestic

data transfer services. The competing u.s. retailers already

have some years experienceof successfuloperationsand marketing

in Europe, at a level which may not be immediately attainedby

many Europeanhost organizationsby the start-update for EURO-

NET. While price of servicesmay not be the determining factor,

therefore, it will be important for the EURONET managementand

host operatorsto keep price structuresunder continuous review

in providing effective answers to the u.s. competition for its

Europeanclient base.

STUDY OBJECTIVE

The general objective is to provide factual data on

charging systems and chargesfor the on-line use of STI data-

bases, to analyze the trends in these charges, and to derive

the proportion of the total charge payable by the user which

is representedby the databaseelement. The terms of reference

are set out below:-

"Purposeof the Study

The study is aimed at assessingthe presentand near-term
situation with regard to:

charging schemesand levels currently applied by data-base
producers

the proportion of total chargespayable by the user that the
data base charge represents

the proceduresused to collect data base chargesfrom the
user

the terms and conditions to which the user must agree before
purchasingthe data-baseservice.

The study is primarily meant to throw light on current trends
in data-basecharging practices. Hence special emphasisshould
be given to recent modifications in charges,especiallywhere
the method of calculation has changed, as opposedto the actual
price level. The investigationand analysis should be under-
taken with a view to providing information and guidelines for
EURONET development.
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Work to be Carried Out

The contractor should gather data from a representativerange
of data base suppliers, host operatorsand users, and the co-
operation and viewpoints of organizationssuch as ICSU AB and
EUSIOIC should be sought. In collecting the data required for
analyzing the above-mentionedfactors, the contractor ｳ ｨ ｯ ｵ ｬ ｾ
also note related factors, such as any minimum chargesapplled,
any different approachesto levying for SOl services,off-line
printing, etc."

Limitations

It should be noted that the study objectives are limited.

They do not extend to analysis of the underlying reasonsfor

price trends, still less with an examinationof the effects

of increasinguse of data-basesin the on-line mode on the

complex problems of economicsof data-baseproduction. While

it is obvious that data-baseproducers,whether they be

learned institutions or purely commercial organizations,must

relate steadily rising costs in the intellectual and publishing

work of creating a databasewith the increaseof on-line access,

and a possibledecreasein revenue from printed versions,

thesequestionsare explicitly outside the scope of the present

study. Nevertheless,it has become apparent in collecting the

data for this study, that we are as yet in an early stageof

databasepricing policy in facing a new situation ｾ ｡ ｵ ｳ ･ ､ by the

expansionof on-line services. Many of those producersinter-

viewed during the courseof the study were uncertain about the

ultimate effects of on-line accesson their operations; pricing

policies are at the moment based less on a thoroughly worked

out long-term strategy than on an ad-hoc trial-and-errorbasis.

The data obtained in the study should therefore be used with

caution, especially in inferring the longer-termtrends.

Further, the situation both with respect to operator and

the data-baseproducer chargesis changing rapidly. Data

collection for the study took place during the summer and

early autumn of 1977, but some of the information collected

was already out of date by the close of the data collection
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phase. While as much follow-up action as was practicablewas

undertakento check on such changes,it is inevitable that

material presentedin January 1978 may not reflect the true

situation at that time. During the preliminary analysis of

the data obtained, producersbegan to announcetheir on-line

prices for 1978, and so far as possible, the prices quoted

are those for 1978. One major Europeanoperator, the Space

DocumentationService (SDS) of the EuropeanSpace Agency

reorganizedits entire price structure in November; these

changeshave been incorporatedin the report, but there can

be no guaranteethat all such tarification changeshave been

identified.

METHODOLOGY

Since it was probable that data on somethingapproaching

100 databasesmight have to be collected, a pilot questionnaire

approachwas adopted - questionnaireswere testedon a sample

of Europeanproducersand operatorsin face-to-faceinterviews,

followed by general issue of the revised questionnaires,and

backed up by further interviews to the extent that the avail-

able time made this possible. Altogether, host operatorsand

producerswere visited in France, Italy, the united Kingdom

and the U.S.A. Owing to schedulingproblems it was not pos-

sible to visit Germany in the data collection phase, but this

loss to the study was compensatedby active assistance'rendered

by Frau Dipl. Chern. Ockenfeld, whose help in administeringthe

questionnaires,and in interpretationof their results was

invaluable.

From the outset, it was decided to collect data from both

producersand operators, to provide a check on price data, and

also becauseit was recognizedthat anything approachinga

100% responseto questionnaireswould be impossible; lack of

a reply to a questionnairewould not necessarilybe a statisti-

cally random event which could be ignored, provided the sample

was large enough and reasonablyhomogeneous,but might be due
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to the information being regardedas confidential. Conse-

quently, it was decided to use the preliminary interview phase

to discuss the study as a whole with operatorsand producers,

particularly in the U.S.A., so that some feel could be obtained

for the extent to which confidential pricing arrangementsexisted.

The emphasison U.S.-produceddata-baseswas felt to be

necessaryas togetherwith one or two Europeans,they appeared

to constitute the "market leaders" in the on-line business.

Nevertheless,since the study results would be examined in the

EURONET context, it was decided at the outset, to try to obtain

data on all the data-basesoffered by host operatorsfor the

opening phasesof EURONET, irrespectiveof country of origin.

However, a relatively large number of Europeandatabases

announcedfor EURONET are not as yet at the point at which

their sponsorscan contribute hard data in terms of pricing

policy in an internationalnetworking environment.

Following the initial data collection phase, the existence

of special arrangementswith confidential prices betweenpro-

ducers and operatorswas establishedas a factor likely to be of

importance in the study. These arrangementsappearedto relate

particularly to U.S.-produceddatabasesoffered exclusively by

U.S. producers, and it was thereforedecided to extend the

study to this group.

Analysis

Sophisticatedmethods of statisticalanalysiswere felt

to be inappropriatein this study, and in general only a simple

analysis into functional categories (from the price policy point

of view) was attempted. Historical data on which to base recent

trends was provided for in the questionnaires,but this was

supplementedby the very detailed information given in "Computer

ReadableBibliographic Databases,a Directory and Data Source

Book" by M. Williams and S.H. Rouse, published by the American

Association for Information Science in October 1976. This

document gives price data for 1975. Becauseof the comparatively
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short on-line history of many databases,extensivetime series

in terms of charging rates and policies are not possible. It

was hoped that the analysis could be supplementedby using

pre-on-line batch processingcharging rates as a base line from

which to estimatethe "added value" which the databaseproducers

might place on their product as a consequenceof the possibility

of on-line access,but this proved impracticable following a

trial analysis.

Where the databaseprice to the operator is not known,

becausethis is confidential information, an approximate level

may often be determinedby referenceto the accessprice of a

zero-costdatabase,i.e., one for which the producer requires

no cash payments. This techniqueand its limitations are

describedin Chapter IV.
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CHAPTER II

THE DATABASE SAMPLE - DATA OBTAINED

OFFERS FOR EURONET

The point of departurein selectingdatabasesfor the

study was the list given in document EHG/9/77, at the EURONET

host information meeting on 10th January 1977, and amplified

in document CIDST/306/77 of 17th June 1977. The resulting

list was examinedwith the assistanceand advice of members

of the EFAG 21 working group, in order to delete any which,

for one reasonor another, were unlikely starters: for

example, becausethey were as yet experimentaland were after

all unlikely to be available for the first phase, etc.

Table 1 below lists the initial deletions at this stage.
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TABLE 1

EURONET DATABASES: INITIAL EXCLUSIONS

FRG

France

Italy

U.K.

Commission

Poisons, Experts and Institutions in Environ-

mental Protection, IDIS (Social Medicine) ,

Hospital Affairs, Sport Science (DIMDI), IDC

databases,Astronomy and Astrophysics,

Crystallography (FIZ-4), Kraftfahrwesen

(FIZ-16/DKF), Zentraler Datenpool der Agrar-

documentation,DeutscheBibliographie.

No initial exclusions, pending more information

on offers.

No initial exclusions,pending more information

on offers.

CADC Cambridge (Computer-aideddesign).

No Commission databasesto be included. as all
J

data is already available.

These deletions reflected the position as far as it was known,

in July/August 1977; it is probable that the formulation of

pricing policies will reach a point in early 1978 at which

some of the excluded databasescould well be re-examimed,but

that is both beyond the time scale and scope of the study.

SubsequentModification of the EURONET Sample

While the remaining databaseson the original list of

offers for EURONET were all the subject of enquiries, either

by visits, telephonecalls or questionnaires,it subsequently

became necessaryto modify the list still further. The general

basis for this modification was the new information on the
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French and Italian databaseswhich becameavailable from visits,

and the replies from questionnairesand other inquiries in

Germany and the U.K. Bearing in mind theobjects of the study,

to obtain information on pricing policy and price trends,it was

necessaryto exclude databaseproducing organizationswho as

yet, had not offered an on-line service, or who had no

pricing policy for on-line use. The distinction should be

made here betweenorganizationshaving a pricing policy, but

as yet no general on-line service, and those offering an

on-line service with regular price schedules. While the first

grQup could not contribute much to the numerical part of the

analysis, i.e. that concernedwith the relation of total costs

to the user and the databaseprice element, they could potenti-

ally contribute to the analysisof the charging systemsas

such. Consequently,they are retained in the overall sample.

The results of the second round examinationare given in

Table 2 below:-

TABLE 2

EURONET DATABASES: EXCLUSIONS ON PRICING POLICY GROUNDS

*FRG DECHEMA No on-line price data

KKF "

France *BIAM "
*CDIUPA (CERDIA) "

INRA databases "
CANCERNET "

PLURIDATA "

Table 2 cont'd.
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Table 2 cant'd.

Italy EnvironmentalDatabase,
CNUCE Pisa

Fine Arts, CNUCE Pisa

Geological Database,
CSATA Bari

GeothermalDatabase,
CNUCE Pisa

Marc Italy

MTS Naples

OceanographyCNUCE Pisa

Other proposals

experimental

databaseunder
development

experimental

experimental

no information

experimental

experimental

no information

Netherlands *EXCERPTA MEDICA

U.K. *NCC Databases

contractsfor
on-line use still
under negotiation

no on-line price
data

*ｉｮｴ｣ｲｮ｡ｴｩｮｮｾｬ AGRIS

IRRD

no operator yet for on-
line services

Managementcommittee not
yet decided on hosts.

USA *Int.Pharm.Abstracts no operator charges

*These databases,while not yet able to provide on-line
price data, contribute information on charging systems.

INCLUSION OF ADDITIONAL U.S. DATABASES

While the original EURONET sample containeda number of

U.S. databases,particularly those available from ESA, DIMDI

and BLAISE, it was decided for the reasonsnoted in Chapter I

(the "special arrangements"problem) to extend the overall

sample by including as many as possibleof the databases

offered by Lockheed and SDC, but not available directly from

operatorsin Europe. Accordingly, a further batch of
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questionnaireswas sent to databaseproducers in the U.S.A. in

respectof some 45 additional databases. Responsewas good

(about 75% of questionnaireswere returned, although not

always providing full information). At the final count there-

fore, including U.S. databasesfrom the original EURONET sample,

inquiries were made of some 45 American databases. For some,

the only information is that given by one or the other of the

U.S. operators,and this will not include databaseroyalties

and other chargespayable to the producer.

The final sample, by country of origin, is thereforemade

up as follows:

TABLE :3

FINAL SAMPLE BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

Belgium 1 (EPIC)

FRG 5 (DECHEMA, DOMA, IKK, Nuclear Pool, ZDE)

France 6 (ARIANE, BIAM, CDIUPA, PASCAL, THERMO-
DATA, and TITUS)

Netherlands 1 (EXCERPTA MEDICA)

UK 7 (CAB, DERWENT, Library & Information
ScienceAbstracts, INSPEC, ISMEC,
MARC UK, and NCC Databases)

USA - 55 (including US-basedserviceswhich are
operatedindependentlyin Europe under
input exchangearrangements)- see
Table 4 for details).

International 4 (AGRIS, Electronic ComponentsDatabank
[SDS], FSTA, and INIS).

TOTAL 80

Note: This table includes seven databaseswhich do not
contribute quantitativedata to the study (see
Table 2).
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The sample is clearly heavily weighted towards u.s.
originated databases,but this was necessaryand inevitable

for the purposesof the study, since it is these databases

which have a longer on-line history, and for which pricing

data is available, or can be deduced.

THE FINAL SAMPLE

Table ｾ below lists in alphabeticalorder, all the data-

basesmaking up the final sample for the study, with producers

and operators. The operatornotifications are probably not

fully complete, but they representthe sources from which

confirmatory data has been obtained.

The individual databasesare coded thus:-

* End-userprice data obtained

t Databaseprice data to operatorobtained.

No superscript- no on-line price data available yet,

but non-quantitativedata on charging

policy or systemexists.

Thus, the final sample consistsof some 80 databases;

for 34 of thesewe have data on both end-userprices and

prices to the operator. Price data on end-userprices only

is available on a further 39 and the remaining 7 do not

contribute quantitative data, providing information on

charging systemsonly.

It may be noted that the sample contains some examples

of factual and numerical databanks,in addition to the biblio-

graphic databases. Details on the databasesconsideredin this

study are given in Annex I. The information is mostly taken

from operators'publications.
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Table 4

FINAL SAMPLE - DATABASES CONTRIBUTING TO THE STUDY

*

*
*

Name of Database

ABI/INFORM

ACCOUNTANTS INDEX

AGRICOLA (CAIN)

AGRIS

Producer

Data Courier

Am. Inst. C.P.A.

N.A.L.

F.A.O.

Operator

Lockheed
SDC
BRS

SDC

Lockheed
SDC
BRS

* AMERICA: HISTORY AND
LIFE

*t AIM/ARM

* APILIT

* APIPAT

*t APTIC

* ARIANE

* ART BIBLIOGRAPHIES MODERN

* ASI

BIAM

*t BIOSIS

*t CAB

*t ｃ ａ ｎ ｃ Ｑ ｒ ｌ ｉ ｎ ｅ Ｏ ｃ ａ ｎ ｃ Ｑ ｾ ｌ ｉ ｔ

*t CANCERPROJECT

*t C.A. CONDENSATES

Am. Bib1. Cen.

C. Voc. Ed. Ohio Un.

A.P.I.

A.P.I.

E.P.A.

CATED

Am. Bib1. Cen.

Congo 1.S.

Banque d'Inf. ｡ ｵ ｴ ｯ ｭ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｳ ｾ ･

s.1. Medicaments

B.A.

C.A.B.

N.L.M.

N.L.M.

C.A.

Lockheed

Lockheed

SDC

SDC

Lockheed

CATED

Lockheed

snc

Banque d' Inf.
aut. s.1. Med.

DIMDI
SDS
Lockheed
RRS
SDC

Lockheed
SDS

DIMDI

DIMDI

INFOLINE
SDS
LOCKHEED
BRS
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Name of Database

CDIUPA

*t CHEMLINE

* CLAIMS/CHEM

* CLAIMS/CLASS

* CLAIMS/GEM

*t COMPENDEX

* CIS INDEX

* COMPo DISS. INDEX

* CRECOHD

* CRIS

DECHil4A (Chem. Technik)
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Producer

CERDIA

CA/MEDLARS

LF.L

LF.L

LF.I.

Eng. Index

Congo 1.S.

U. Mic. Int.

Capitol Servo Inc.

U.S.D.A.

DECHEMA

Operator

BLAISE

Lockheed

Lockheed

Lockheed

Lockheed
SDC
SDS
FIZ-4

SDC

J.orkheed
SDC

SDC

Lockheed

DECHEMA

*
*

DERWENT

DOMA

DERWENT

DOMA

INFOLINE/SDC

ZDE/FIZ 4

*t ElDB ERDA

*
*t

*
*t

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

ENERGYLINE

ENVIROBIB/EPB On-line

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
INDEX (ENVIROLINE)

SDS

E.LC.

Env. St. Inst.

E.LC.

SDS

SDC
SDS

Lockheed

Lockheed
SDS

*t EPIC

*t ERIC

*t EXCEPT. CHILD ED. RE-
SOURCES

EXCERPI'A MEDICA

Belg.Min.Econ.Aff.

N.LE.

Counc. Except.Children

EXCERPI'A MEDICA

Lockheed
SDC
BRS

Lockheed

*

*

FfJUNIJATIUN lHREC'I'OHY

FUUNDATION GRANTS INDEX

Foundat. Center

Foundat. Center

Lockheed

Lockheed
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Name of Database

*t FSTA

*t GEOREF

* GRANTS

* HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS

* IKK

*t INSPEC

*t INIS

INT. PHARM. AI3S'l'RAC'I'E)

*t ISMEC

* LANGUAGE & LANGUAGE
BEHAVIOUR ABSTRACTS

* LIBCON E & F

* LIBRARY and INFORMA-
TION SCIENCE ABSTRACTS

* MARC U. K.

*t M1DLARS

*t MEI'ADEX

* METEOROLOGICAL and
GEOPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS

NCC Databases
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Producer

IFIS

Am. Geol. Inst.

Oryx Press

Am. Bib!. Cen.

FIZ 4

lEE

I All'J\

Am. Soc. Hosp. Pharm.

lEE

Soc. Abstracts

SDC

Libr. Assoc. England

Brit. Library

N.L.M.

Metals Abstracts

Am. Met. Soc. & NOAA

NCC Manchester

Operator
Lockheed
SDC
ZMD

SDC

SDC

Lockheed

FIZ 4

Lockheed
SDC
SDS
INFOLINE
BRS
FIZ 4

C.T.I. of Belg.
Min. of Econ.Aff.

SDS/Lockheed

Lockheed

SDC

SDC

BLAISE

DIMDI/BLAISE
BRS

Lockheed
SDS

Lockheed

NCC Manchester

*
*t

*
*1"

NICEM

NTIS

NUCLEAR POOL

OCEANIC ABSTRACTS

Nat. Inf. Cent. Educ. Media Lockheed

NTIS Lockheed
SDC
SDS
BRS
FIZ 4

FIZ 4 FIZ 4

Data Courier Lockheed
SDS
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Table 4 cont'd.

Name of Database Producer

*t PAPERCHEM Inst. Paper Chem

*t PASCAL CNRS

* piE News API

*t Pollution Abstracts Data Courier Inc.

Operator

SDC

SDS

SDC

Lockheed
SDC
SDS
BRS

*

*
*t

*t

*
*
*
*t

*t

Pharm. News Index

PRE:DICASTS

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS

SCIENCE CITATION INDEX

SOCIOLOGICAL ABSTRACT

SSIE

STAR/1M

ｔ ｈ ｽ ｾ ｍ ｏ ｄ ｙ ｎ ａ ｍ ｉ ｃ DATA

TITUS

Data Courier

PREDICASTS

Am. Psych. Ass.

lSI

Soc. Abstracts

SmithsonianSc.Int.Exch.

NASA

ThermodataGrenoble

Institut Textile

Lockheed
SDC
BRS

Lockheed

Lockheed
SDC
ZMD
DIMDI
BRS

Lockheed
DIMDI
SDS

Lockheed

SDC

SDS

Thermodata
Grenoble

Institut Textile
ZTDI
SDC

*t TOXLINE NLM

* TULSA Univ. Tulsa

*t World Aluminium Abstr. WI\A

* ZDE (Electrotechnik) ZDE

* End-userprice data obtained

DIMDI
BLAISE

SDC

SDS
LOCKHEED

ZDE

t Dataprice data to operatorobtained.

No superscript- no on-line price data availableyet, but non-quantitative
data on charging policy or systemexists.
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DATA OBTAINED

The price data obtained is presentedin tabular form in

Annex II. While these data will form the basis of detailed

analysis in Chapters III and IV, some more general points are

briefly discussedin this section.

Sources

Questionnairesand interviews were structuredslightly

differently for databaseproducerswho did not themselves

operate their own databases,those who were both producers

and operators,and for systemsoperatorsrunning databases

obtained from producers. Prices paid by end-userswere

obtaineddirectly from systemsoperators,but prices (license/

lease fees, royaltiesetc.) required from operatorsby producers

were sought from both operatorsand producers, in order to get

the most complete information possible. In some casesas was

expected,either the producer or the operator expresseda

certain sensitivity about these paymentsand therefore the

source of data on prices to operatorsis not specifically dis-

closed in this report. End-user prices for the same database

may vary from operator to operator, and all such variations are

noted in Annex II.

Producer/Operators

From one point of view, organizationswho both produce

and operatea databasemight be expectedto have the best

overall view of the price-costrelationshipsinvolved in both

areasof charging policy. For this reasonproducer-operator

organisationswere asked what their chargeswould be to

anotheroperator should they make their databaseavailable

for use by other user groups in this way: they were also

asked to give their best estimateof the percentageof their

own chargesto users which they consideredshould be allocated

to the costs of producing the database.
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Unfortunately there are rather few producer/operators

in the sample: DOMA and ZDE were able to give information

on the chargesthey would apply to other operators; BLAISE

and FIZ 4 have a single accessprice for all the databases

they offer, whether their own or imported, and were thus

clearly unable to make any division of the price charged for

their own databases. SDS are both the producer and operator

of the Electronic ComponentsDatabank, but this has only

recently reachedfull on-line operationalstatus. While an

on-line price per connect-hourexists, the SDS management

considersthis as unrealistic: an entirely different tarifica-

tion system is required where an enquiry may be precisely

answeredin a few minutes' interrogation.

It is concluded therefore that no particular insights

can be gained by more detailed study of producer-operator

data in presentcircumstances.

Some Anomalies

It will be noted that there are a number of cases in the

sample in which the databasehas no price attachedto it by

the producer. The majority of these involve exchangeagree-

ments to provide input, the whole database(or accessto it)

being provided free to the exchangepartners, who may be

subject to certain restrictions in providing an on-line service.

These are identified as "no-charge" databasesin the study.

This does not necessarilymean, however, that the database

element in on-line chargesto users is nil; some operators

may seek to recover their costs in providing input; some may

not, and this may result in differential charges for use of

the same databaseoperatedby different organisations. This

problem is more fully analysedin Chapter III, but in the

presentcontext it is sufficient to note that "no charge" are

not necessarilyfree; their user price may include hidden charges

for input.
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Not-for-Profit and Commercial Databases

Producerswere asked to classify their operations (in the

information products area) in terms of (i) input exchange

arrangements, (ii) not-for-profit, or (iii) commercial for-

profit. Of those respondingto this question (45) about 57%

(26) consider themselvesnot-for-profit and 28% (13) commercial.

Following a trial analysis, this categorisationwas abandoned

as a means of analysing price levels and conditions. While,

as would be expected,exchangeagreement (no charge) databases

were clearly the cheapestin terms of end-userprices, and

some of the commercial databaseswere the most expensive,

neither charging systemsnor levels of charging among the

majority of not-for-profit and commercial databaseswere

correlatedwith this classification. While some fine distinc-

tions could be drawn in terms of the relative occurenceof

certain elementsin charging systemsbetween the two charging

policies, theseare of academic interestonly: from a practical

point of view no useful generalizationscan be made by comparing

not-for-profit and commercial databaseproduction.
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CHAPTER III

CHARGING SYSTEMS AND CONDITIONS OF ACCESS

HISTORICAL

To understandthe presentcharging systems for on-line

use of databases,it is necessaryto go back to the early

1960's, when computersbegan to be extensivelyused in the

preparationof abstractand indexing journals. Most of these

operationsinvolve the translationof worksheetsin which the

bibliographical and indexing information, including abstracts

where thesewere prepared, into machine-readableform, the

resulting tape being operatedupon by computer programs to

produce listings by categoryand author, etc.; these listings

being subsequentlyconvertedinto master pages from which the

journal was printed, by a photocompositionprocess. At the

various stagesin the processof creating the printed version,

there were thereforemachine-readableproductswhich could be
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used for retrieval, and the governmentaland institutional

organisationspublishing such journals often made these

machine-readableproducts available for use by other organisa-

tions, as well as providing their own computerisedretrieval

service for particular sectionsof their clientele. By and

large, governmentagency tape producersdid not, at this stage,

offer their products for sale, but insteadnegotiatedinput

exchangeagreementsin exchangefor free copies of the database

on tape, and these exchangeagreementsincluded certain restric-

tions on how the exchangepartnerscould use the machine-readable

database. Often, since the agency concernedwould negotiate

severalbilateral agreements,there were geographicrestrictions

on the extent of serviceswhich the exchangepartner could pro-

vide from the database. In other cases, the exchangepartner

undertook to provide service only to those organisationswithin

his territory who provided input, or were otherwise approved

by the agency owning the databaseitself.

At this stage, the agenciesproducing machine-readable

databaseswere largely, if not exclusively, those of the

U.S. government, for example, the National Library of Medicine,

NASA, and AEC. They operatedunder policies for the free

exchangeof unclassifiedinformation pursued by the U.S. govern-

ment, and consequentlythe emphasiswas less on financial

terms than on the promotion of a free and equal international

exchangeof information. To a considerableextent, such

considerationsstill apply in the caseof the U.S. govern-

ment agency databaseswhich are made available under exchange

agreementconditions. However, financial considerationshave

begun to enter into thesebilateral or multilateral arrange-

ments in recent years; for example, the bilateral agreements

which cover the provision of input to, and the use of, the

MEDLARS databasesnow often include a commitment by the

exchangepartner to supply input to a value of so many thousands

of dollars, rather than the former, less precise, commitment to

provide input from local sources. The case of NTIS is somewhat

different. NTIS is made available overseas,less on the basis
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of input exchangeagreements(though foreign input is sought)

than on semi-commercialconsiderations. NTIS contains references

to all new technology generatedunder U.S. governmentcontracts,

and its distribution, particularly overseas,is subject to

a form of cost recovery policy.

The Institutional Databases

Side by side with the developmentsnoted above, professional

institutions who were publishersof abstract journals began also

to make the computer-readableversions of their databases,

producedas a by-product in the publication process,available

for use for retrieval purposesby third parties. In most

cases,however, there was not the same requirementfor

extending coverageby exchangeagreementtechniques,since

information collection was already worldwide in character,and

consequently,tapes were made available under leasing or

purchasingarrangements. In the earlier stages,clients for

such tape serviceswere largely big industrial firms whose

information departmentswished to provide retrospectiveand

SDI services for their own internal clients: or were information

centres, usually governmentdepartment-oruniversity-operated

who had missions to provide information to a relatively

restricteduser clientele. Most such information services

serving external clients operatedon a part cost recovery

policies,andchargedfor their information products. Tape

serviceswere (and probably still are) a very small part of

the turnover of the institutions producing thesedatabases,

and the policy for charging for tapes seemsmainly to have

been one of recovering the marginal cost of producing the

tape copy plus a minor contribution to overheads. The basic

cost of acquisition, processingand convertion into machine-

readableform was regardedas part of the production costs

of preparing the printed version, and these costs were met

by sale of the printed products. However, in view of the

different use made of the machine-readableversion by

information centres serving a purely in-house clientele, and
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those offering servicesagainstrepaymentby outside clients,

the practice grew up of charging different leasing fees in

these two cases. Moreover, since a tape copy could be used

to derive many or few services, these leasing arrangements

have developedinto licensing systemsunder which the receiving

organisationmay pay additional chargesbasedon the number of

SOl profiles run. A present-dayexample of such differential

pricing systems is. provided by COMPENOEX; in addition to the

license, royalties for SOl servicesare payable on a sliding

scale, ranging from $3.20 per profile per year for the first

hundred profiles to $2.40 for each profile over 1000 profiles.

Batch and On-line Processing

The leasing charging systemsdevelopedby the institutional

databaseproducerswere essentiallydesignedto deal with batch

processretrieval operationsby third parties. with the

advent of on-line systems,which offered far greaterpotential

exposureof the information contained in a database, pure

leasing systemswere thought, by many institutional producers,

to be no longer applicable to the new circumstances. Aside

from the question of the greaterpotential exposure, it was

virtually impossible to estimatethe kinds of use made of the

databaseby a large number of simultaneouson-line users;

simple leasing systemswere therefore replacedby a two-part

royalty system plus a licensing charge payable by the systems

operator. The latter correspondsapproximately to the leasing

·or licensing payments required under the earlier charging

systems,while the royalty payment per connect hour may be

viewed as a charge for consulting the database,and the royalty

per item printed out may be thought of as a charge for copying

the relevent parts of the database. Not all institutional

producersrequire a per item charge for printout.

It may also be noted that some institutional producers

have adaptedtheir charging systemsin such a manner that they

ｾ ｡ ｮ decentralisetheir input collection and processingoperations;
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the Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) is an example. CAS,

Columbus, have reachedagreementswith agenciesin the U.K.,

Germany and Japan, to provide input in exchangefor distribu-

tion rights, including on-line. Although the arrangements

differ in that the U.K. provides physical input, while the

German agency provides cash in lieu of undertaking the actual

collection and processing,both arrangementsare not unlike

the type of agreementwhich NLM makes with its foreign partners,

except of course, for the financial provisions covering the

local distribution rights. From the on-line users point of

view, it of coursemakes little difference whether royalty

paymentsgo to the agency with whom CAS has an agreementin

the country concerned,or whether they are paid direct to

Columbus.

Commercial and Institutional Producers

In the last few years, the governmentalagency and

institutional databaseproducershave been joined by commercial

organisationsoffering machine-readabledatabasesin areas

such as economics,businessinformation, and marketing. These

organizationscan be regardedas commercial publishers, the

computer databasebeing a product to be marketedas part of

a range, in much the same way as financial news letter services

or market analyses. Arrangementswith retailersof on-line

servicestend to be regardedmore in the light of confidential

businessdeals than those of the institutional producerswho,

for the most part, have open, non-confidentialcontractswith

systemsoperators. Also, exclusive rights clausesin which a

particular operator has exclusive rights to exploit on-line

use of the database,are more common in the caseof commercial

than institutional databases. Too fine distinctions should not

however be drawn. In terms of charging systems,both groups

require royalty paymentsof one kind or the other; commercial

databasesmay cost more to the user than institutional data-

bases,and so far as can be ascertained,commercial producers

are more likely to dispensewith annual leasepayments, and
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demand instead a straight percentageof the connect charges

payable by the user.

*SYSTEMS OPERATORS' CHARGING SYSTEMS

Severalwidely differing types of charging systems for

on-line accesspractisedby systemsoperatorshave been

identified in this study, and as some of them are virtually

independentof the databaseprice element, operatorcharging

systemswill be discussedfirst in this analysis. They will

be dealt with in three main classifications,first, variable

price database-dependentsystems, second flat-rate systems

independentof the database,and third, computer operations-

dependentsystems independentof the database. There are,

in addition, a few examplesof charging methods which do not

fit readily into any of these categories.

variable Price Database-dependentSystems

This type of approachto charging by the systemsoperator

is probably the most wide-spread; it is the method adoptedby

Lockheed, SDC, and SDS, and severalproducer-operatorssuch

as the Institut Textile de France for TITUS, and THERMODATA

Grenoble in charging for use of a single database. In the case

of Lockheed and SDC, users are required to pay three types of

charges: 1) a per connect hour accessfee which includes the

royalty payable to the databaseproducer (not separately

visible to the end-user), 2) a hit charge per reference

printed, again with print-out royalties included but not

visible in the price, and 3) a network charge if the database

is accessedthrough TYMNET or TELENET. For the user in the

United States, the network fee is separatelyidentified and

payable to the operator. For users in Europe, following

new arrangementsmade by certain telecommunicationsadministra-

tions with ｾ ｙ ｍ ｓ ｈ ａ ｒ ｅ and TELENET, networking operationsand

*. . See ｡ ｾ ｳ ｯ ｾ Ｎ Vickers and J. Collins in "Financing and
Prlclng POI1Cy ln Europe for STID Services" (Aslib, Febr. 1977)
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tariffs have been taken over by thesePTT's who publish

tariffs for accessto databasesand computer systemson the

two American networks. Thesetariffs are usually on the basis

of a fixed accesscharge per connect hour plus a per character

charge for data passingover the network node. There may

additionally be a signing-on fee, also payable to the PTT

at the commencementof an accesscontract.

For SOS, the system employed up to the end of 1977 involved

the following paymentsrelative to accessto a particular data-

base: accessfee payable to SOS, expressedin accounting

unlts, an SOS printout charge also in accountingunits, data-

base royalties per connect hour and per item printed, expressed

in u.s. dollars, and fees dependenton the mode of access,

also in accountingunits. These latter were embodied in the

terminal rental and maintenancecharges for high speed terminals,

and for dial-in connectionswere expressedin accounting units

per connect hour.

Network chargesas such were not separatelyidentified,

although the dial-in surchargecould be viewed as a means of

recoveringpart of the cost of concentrators. The reasonsfor

this complicatedsystemwere historical. The sole advantage

to the user was that unlike with the Lockheed and SOC systems,

the royalties required by the databaseproducerwere clearly

stated in price lists and monthly accounts. From 1st January

1978, a simplified systemwith a single connect-hourprice

and a print-out charge, both expressedin accountingunits,

has been adopted, though the royalties payable to the database

producerwill continue to be clearly identified, but not

separatedin the accessprice schedules.

The raison d'etre of thesevariable price, database-

dependentsystemsis that they permit the operator to show,

in his scale of prices, not only the relative costs of the

databasesto him, but also the relative amount of his resources

required to maintain, update and operate the databases. The

degree to which price follows costs for different databases

is however far from precise, since the operatormust take into

accountmarket factors.
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Flat-rate Systems Independentof the Database

In these charging systems the operator requires a single

accessfee per connect hour, independentof the database

chosen by the user, presumablyestablishingthis price by

averagingout the costs of databaseoperation, maintenance

and updating. Where the databaseproducer demandsconnect

hour royalty payments, theseare usually passedon to the

user directly, though this may not be a universal practice.

Network accessand telecommunicationchargesare shown

separately. Typical of such charging systemsare BRS

in the united States, BLAISE and FIZ-4 in Europe. In the

case of BRS, one of the leaders in discount systems, the

basic connect hour price is highly dependenton the volume of

use which the subscribermakes of the service; the effect of

this and other discount schemeson the end-userprices are

discussedlater in this chapter. Databaseroyalties are

accountedfor separatelyin the billing procedure. BLAISE

offers all its bibliographic databasesat a fixed price,

irrespectiveof costs. In the caseof U.K. MARC no separate

chargesfor creation of the databaseare identified, and in

the caseof MEDLARS, in which a U.K. input operation is

involved, no specific proportion of the on-line chargesto

recover input costs can be identified. This operator also

employs a discount schemeof a special kind, the connect hour

rates varying between £20 and £25 per hour, dependingon the

amount the client decides to pay in advance. An advanceof

£1,000 is associatedwith a connect hour price of £20, a £100

advancewith a price of £23, and no advancepayment with a

price of £25. Databaseroyalties are in addition to the basic

connecthour price. It may also be noted that BLAISE charges

an annual subscriptionof £25 to all its clients, but this can

be regardedas a special charge for introductory and updating

training coursesand regular documentationon the BLAISE

system. It is understood (mid-December1977) that BLAISE is

contemplatinga new charging policy.
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FIZ-4 is still in the processof determining their

charging policy in respectof clients outside Germany, but

it seems that they will also operateon the basis of a fixed

connect hour price irrespectiveof the databaseused. A figure

of DM 107 per connect hour has been suggested. This may be

associatedwith a fixed communicationschargewithin Germany,

in the form of a "package-deal"on the lines of the Bundespost's

accessarrangementsfor TYMSHARE and TELENET.

Fixed price systemsare the simplest from the user's

point of view since, aside from royalty payments there are

no complicationsand he can switch from one databaseto another

without accountingproblems. However, they are only possible

for small, relatively homogeneouscollectionswhere the price

to the operatorof each databasedoes not vary greatly.

Computer Operations-dependentSystems

These are characterisedby an attempt on the part of the

operator to chargeon-line users for the actual usethey make

of the machine; an important example is the charging system

adoptedby DIMDI. There are separatechargesfor connect

time and computer operations,but the connect time charge is

associatedwith the intellectual costs of question formulation

and only applies to questionsrun by DIMDI staff on behalf of

clients. Operating chargesare divided into four elements

CPU seconds, input/outputoperations,and two other charges

approximatelycorrespondingto hit chargesin other systems

(Zielinformation und Versandeinheiten). ｒ ｯ ｹ ｡ ｬ ｾ ｹ chargesare

added as a separateitem. Hit chargesare associatedwith

"segments"of the databases,since in general, the larger

databasesare divided into on-line and off-line segments.

DIMDI statesthat the averagecost of a searchlasting about

34 minutes is between 20 and 50 OM, the lower figure corresponding

to searchesof the on-line segmentonly. These costs do not

include the connect hour price for ｾ ｮ ｴ ･ ｬ ｬ ･ ｣ ｴ ｵ ｡ ｬ work in running

the question, nor do they include databaseroyalties. Con-

verting theseprices into an overall connect hour fee, for
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comparisonwith the systemspreviously discussed,it appears

that a comparativefigure might be between DM 40 and DM 100

per hour.

The EPIC system in Belgium also has a charging system

dependentupon CPU use, with additional sums for connect hours

and print-outs. 50% is added to cover maintenanceand develop-

ment expenses. The dominant part of the tariff is the cost

per CPU secondat BF 7.7 for off-peak hours and BF 12 per

secondduring normal working hours. On the average, one hours'

interrogationof EPIC costs about BF 1000.

Miscellaneous

The following may be noted:-

INFOLINE - charging policy not yet announced,but it is

expectedthat it will follow a connect hour pattern. The

partners in this operationbeing for the most part database

producers,will presumablyrequire normal royalty payments

in addition to an element for operating costs.

CDIUPA - a connect hour price with print-out chargesand a

fee to cover maintenanceand data elaboration.

DECHEMA - no on-line price policy had been determinedup to

October 1977, but this organisationwas willing to sell

copies of the databasefor a basic fee of DM 10,000 plus

0.5 DM per referenceon the file.

DOMA - propose a monthly subscriptionof DM 500 plus DM 0.4

per connectminute. They are also preparedto make their

databaseavailable to other operatorsfor about 30% of the

cost of input. (DM 2.5 per item).

Use of SystemsOperator Data

For each of the charging systemsdiscussedin the

previous paragraphs,it is possible to obtain comparative

figures of the total cost per connecthour which the user
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must pay to accessvarious databasesby different systems

operators. Except in the casesof U.K. MARC (BLAISE) and

Nuclear Pool, all the databasesoffered in flat-rate price

systemsare also offered in the variable price systems; end-

user prices from the variable price systemswill be used in

Chapter IV in preferenceto the prices charged in flat-rate

systems,becausethis will permit databaseand operator's

elementsin the price to the user to be more accurately

assessed.

DATABASE PRODUCERS' CHARGING SYSTEMS

The evolution of charging systemsfor on-line use of

databaseshas been discussedin the first section of this

chapter. It remains to classify these systemsinto convenient

groupings to provide a basis for discussingprices in the next

chapters. A review of the charging practicesof the databases

listed in Table 4 (Chapter II) suggeststhe following groups:-

1) No-chargedatabases,including those whose use is

governedby exchangeagreements.

2) Fixed price, non-confidential license/royaltysystems.

3) Confidential businessarrangementsbetweenproducer

and operator, involving sharedconnect hour charges.

4) Operator as contractor to the producer.

No-Charge Databases

These are listed in Table 5 below:-
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TABLE 5

NO-CHARGE DATABASES

AIM/ARM

AGRICOLA (CAIN)

AGRIS

APTIC

EIDB

ERIC

ExceptionalChild Education Resources

INIS

MEDLARS

NASA/IAA

THERMODATA

TOTAL - 11 databases

Of thesedatabases,AGRIS, possibly EIDB, INIS, MEDLARS,

NASA/IAA and THERMODATA are databasesto which accessor

copies of the databaseitself are g!anted without direct

payment under input etc. exchangeagreements. AGRIS and

INIS are made available to countriesparticipating in these

U.N. agency programs, and the INIS arrangementis that each

member country is responsiblefor exploiting both on-line and

off-line use within its own territory. In addition, the INIS

managementproposedto make on-line accessavailable from

their own computer to those member stateswishing this service.

It is also available to EEC countriesunder an arrangementmade

by the Commissionwith the Belgian authorities. AGRIS will be

made available on-line, alongsideINIS, by the IAEA in

1978, for those AGRIS participantswho wish to avail themselves

of this service.

EIDB, formerly producedby the Energy ResearchandDevelop-

ment Administration in the U.S.A., now the U.S. Department

of Energy, is made available outside the U.S.A. under bilateral

arrangements,the precisecontentsof which have yet to be

formalised; it is understoodthat these may follow the same

pattern as in the case of the earlier NSA database,
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taking into account the ability of the partner organizationto

provide input. The bilateral agreementswith NLM in the case

of MEDLARS involve the provision of input and a certain

restriction on the geographicallimits within which services

from the databasemay be offered by the exchangepartner.

In the case of the THERMODATA data bank, a number of

laboratoriesinterestedin the thermodynamicbehaviour of

chemical compoundshave agreedtogether to provide input

and thesehave free accessto the bank. On-line operations

are at present confined to the central THERMODATA unit at

Grenoble, who make a charge for computer operations,but

no charge for the databaseitself.

The NASA database(STAR/IAA) is made available in Europe

under an exchange agreement betweenNASA and ESA.

Terminal users on ESANET who require accessto the database

are required to sign a simple form of agreementwith ESA and

NASA under which they undertaketo provide input and report

on use of the database•
. - ,

Fixed Price, Non-Confidential Licensing Arrangements

The databaseslisted in Table 6 below clearly belong in

this category.

TABLE 6

FIXED PRICE, NON-CONFIDENTIAL LICENSING ARRANGEMENTS

• ABI INFORM

ARIANE

BIOSIS

CANCERLINE/CANCERLIT

CA CONDENSATES

ole CHEMLINE

COMPENDEX

DOMA

• ENERGY LINE

• ENVIROLINE

EPIC

FSTA

GEOREF

INSPEC

Table 6 cont'd.
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Table 6 cont'd.

ISMEC * PharmaceuticalNews Index

METADEX PsychologicalAbstracts

NTIS * ScienceCitation Index

OceanicAbstracts * TITUS

PASCAL * TOXLINE

TOT A L 24 databases

* indicatesprice pUblished by operator, but no con-
firmatory data from producer.

We are left with some 40 databaseswhich are neither no-charge,

nor clearly in the fixed price non-confidentialclassifica-

tions. Many of these are producer operatedwith quite open

price policies, but the producer is unable to allocate part

of the total on-line charge to databaseproduction, or has

not yet fully developeda pricing policy. The following

belong in this class: BIAM, CDIUPA, DECHEMA, Electronic

ComponentsDatabank, IKK, NCC Databases,MARC U.K., and

Nuclear Pool.

Among the remainder there are some doubtful or ambiguous

cases. The producersof CRIS stateclearly that it is

only available to governmentdepartmentsin the U.S. and to

SSIE and therefore no price tag can be applied to it. However,

it is operatedcommercially by Lockheed. Library and Informa-

tion ScienceAbstracts is almost certainly non-confidential

in price, but no confirmation has so far been obtained.
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Sociological Abstracts is probably a similar case, but the

producer replied ambiguously to questionson this point.

LIBCON E & F has been sold by the original producer to SDC,

the operator; no reply has been received to an inquiry about

the estimatedpercentageof the databaseelement in SDC's

prices. EXCERPTA MEDICA is in processof finalising its

contractsfor on-line use of its two databases,and at this

point can contribute no useful information on the database

price element in on-line costs. It would appear that the

conditions under which the EXCERPTAMEDICA databasesare made

available for on-line use are more of a straightforward

commercial nature than on a pUblished royalty basis.

PossibleConfidential Arrangements

It was not possible to positively identify all confidential

arrangementsin respectof databaseprices, even though the

secondbatch of questionnaireswas dispatchedin early October,

and reminders sent if the reply had not been receivedwithin

one month. Some eventual replies were ambiguous and follow-up

letters were not always answered. However, it is possible

to make an estimateof the probable extent of these confiden-

tial arrangementsby referenceto two factors: first, it was

positively statedduring the interviews of databaseoperators

that "exclusive" in the pUblicity material meant in fact, a

confidential arrangementto divide on-line chargesbetween

producer and operator. Second, we know that severaldatabases

offered by the u.S. producersare no-chargedatabases,and

therefore their on-line price per connect hour can to a first

approximationbe regardedas the baseprice of their operation.

As will be shown in the next chapter, this can be verified

numerically by comparisonwith SDS, whose charging mechanisms

are more transparent. Based on such calculations, approximate

royalty levels paid by the systemsoperator can be determinedin

the casesof the suspectedconfidential arrangements. In one

or two confidential cases, the percentageof the total

on-line price required by the producer is known. These percen-

tages are significantly higher than for non-confidential
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databases. Therefore by reference to the estimated base price

associatedwith a particular operator, a percentage of the total

price equal to or greater than that in the known "confidential"

cases, probably indicates a confidential arrangement.

Table 7 below lists those databases for which confidential

arrangements have either been firmly established, or can be

inferred on these grounds.

TABLE ?

POSSIBLE CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS

Database

Accountants Index

APILIT )
APIPAT )

ASI

CAB

CLAIMS CHEM )
" CLASS)
" GEM )

CIS INDEX

COMP.DISS.INDEX

CRECORD

ENVIROBIB/EPB on-line

FOUNDATION DIRECTORY )
" GRANTS INDEX )

Remarks

No reply. SDC "Exclusive"

Ambiguous reply. SDC "Exclusive"

No reply. SDC "Exclusive"

Statedto be confidential by producer

Statedto be confidential by producer

No reply. "SDC Exclusive"

" . 1 t "Producerstates specla arrangemens

Producerstates "by negotiation".
SDC "Exclusive".

Statedto be confidential by producer

Statedas confidential by producer

Table 7 cont'd.
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Table 7 cont'd.

Database

GRANTS

Historical Abstracts )
America: History and Life )
Art Bibl. Modern )

Languageand Language
BehaviourAbstracts

Meteorological and Geoastro-
physical Abstracts

NICEM

PAPERCHEM:

piE News

PREDICASTS

SOCIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS

SSIE

TULSA

TOT A L

Remarks

No reply. SDC "Exclusive"

Confirmed as confidential by prOducer

Exclusive to Lockheed. Ambiguous
reply, but connect hour price at
medium level.

Producerstatessubject to negotiation,
but Lockheedprice at medium level.

Ambiguous reply, but high Lockheedprice.

Statedas confidential by producer.

No reply. SDC "Exclusive"

No reply. High Lockheed price

See above note. Exclusive to Lockheed
but medium price level.

No reply. SDC "Exclusive". High
price.

No reply. SDC "Exclusive". High
pr1.ce.

27 databasesof which 13 are confirmed

as confidential arrangements,11 are

highly probable andthreedoubtful.

Operator as Contractor to Database Producer

One case of this kind has clearly been established: it is

that of DERWENT. The producer of this database places a contract

with an on-line retailer (SOC, presumably to be followed by a

similar contract with INFOLINE), under which the price to the

end-user is set by the database producer, who controls all

access, and undertakes all billing and invoicing procedures

himself. The system operator is a contractor to DERWENT,
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undertakingall necessaryoperationsto make the database

available for on-line use, but having no responsibility him-

self for setting prices, or for collecting the proceedsfor

use of the database. The exact details of the contractual

relationshipare not published. The produceroffers several

options at different prices, dependingon the extent to which

the user subscribesto the printed version of the various

componentparts of the databaseitself. It may be that this

is not the only arrangement'ofthis kind, but it is the only

one that is ｰ ｕ ｢ ｬ ｩ ｣ ｡ ｾ ｬ ｹ acknowledged.

Other Elements in Operator/ProducerBusinessArrangements

Aside from the three broad types of businessarrangements

betweenoperator and producer, and the terms under which

no-chargedatabasesare made available to an operator, a few

more detailed points may be noted. Not all the "confidentialll

arrangementsseem to be equally regardedby both producers

and operators,and there are a number of casesin which

royalty paymentsopenly publishedby one operatorare at

variancewith figures obtained from another. Most of these

relate to royalty levels publishedby BRS: a possiblereason

for the discrepancyis the addition of averagedfigures for

print-out, to simplify accounting. Aside from thesecases,

all producers in the two categorieswhose databasesare

available through more than one operatorapply the same royalty

levels to all, as would be expected.

One or two casesof producersrequiring a minimum guarantee

have been noted, and it is possible that in thesecasesopera-

tors may be treateddifferently: the minimum guaranteeclauses

seem to be regardedas negotiableby some producers.

DISCOUNT SYSTEMS

The effects of the charging systemsdiscussedin this

chapteron the prices paid by the end-usermay be considerably
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modified by discount schemesintroduced by the operator, which

are primarily designedto promote increaseduse of the data-

bases. Differential price schemessuch as that operatedby

BLAISE could also be regardedas a type of discount, but in

this case the object is probably more to increasecash flow

than directly to promote increaseduse. Nevertheless,some

of the options offered by the major operatorshaving extensive

discount schemeshave features in common with BLAISE, i.e.,

lower unit prices for higher sUbscription payments.

While most of the major operatorshave offered some kind

of discount for high volume users, the presentsystemscan be

said to have originated in consequenceof the entry of BRS

into the on-line market. From the outset, BRS offered several

discount options, starting at very low levels of use, and

including group discounts. Coupled with low unit prices, this

had an immediate effect in enabling them to secure a satis-

factory share of the market, even though the files available

were not so numerous as those of their competitors, and only

provided recent material rather than on-line accessto sub-

stantial back-files. Other operatorshave since extendedtheir

discount schemesto meet the new challenge.

Before the presentschemesare examined in detail, mention

should be made of another important element in discount policy,

the free service given on signatureof a contract.

Discounts on Signatureof Service Contracts

The object of these offers

an opportunity of familiarizing

databasesat little or no cost.

features:-

are to provide new users with

themselveswith systemsand

The following are the main
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Lockheed: on signatureof the contract Lockheed offers two

hours free connect time per database(communicationchargesand

off-line printing costs are excluded.)

SDC Identical with the Lockheed offer.

SDS offers approximately $ 90 reduction, upon signature

of a contract, which will be deducted from the first bill. The

credit cannot be carried over to the secondmonth's account.

BRS holds an initial sessionof at leastone day for all

new users (on user'ssite or on a selectedsite). Further

searchworkshops take place throughout the year.

Previous Studies

Discount options of the major operatorswere extensively

describedand contrastedby J. Soreille, of the Bibliotheque

Royale, Brussels, issued as ESA/DAG (77) 16 in May 1977.

Since that date SDS has announceda major revision of its

discount policy, and this has changedthe situation consider-

ably. Neverthelessthe Soreille study remains a key paper in

reviewing the effects of discount schemeson total end-user

prices, including elementsrelating to print-out chargesand

communicationcharges.The following summary treatment

follows that of the earlier paper, taking into account changes

announcedby SDS for 1978.

The Lockheed Options

Lockheed'sfirst option is dependenton the connect-

hours accumulatedover a month. It results in a simple

cash rebate on the monthly bills, increasingwith hours used,

as shown in Table 8 below.
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'TABLE 8

DISCOUNTS - LOCKHEED FIRST OPTION

Total hours/month Discount/hour

0 - 4.99 0 $

5 - 9.99 5 $

10 - 19.99 9 $

20 - 39.99 12 $

40 - 79.99 14 $

80 - 15 $

The Second Lockheed Option is on a cash reduction per

hour billed basis, associatedwith various levels of expen-

diture per month guaranteedby the user. The higher the

amount guaranteedper month by the user, the greater the

per-hour discount. Moreover, the hourly discount rate is

broken down into segments,the higher segmentsattracting

a higher discount rate than the lower, as shown in Table 9

below:-

TABLE 9

DISCOUNTS - LOCKHEED SECOND OPTION

Total connection time Minimum amounts billed

200 $ 400 $ 800 $ 1600 $ 3200 $

Discount per hour billed

:J

.
from 0.00 h to 4.99 :] 5

from 5.00 h to 9.99 9 $ 12 $

from 10.00 h to 19.99 h 9 14 $

from 20.00 h to 39.99 h 12 $ 12 $ 15 $

from 40.00 h to 79.99 h 14 $ 14 $ 14 $

+ 80.00 h 15 $ 15 $ 15 $ 15 $
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Example: when a customer committed to a monthly minimum of

400 $ attains 26 h of connectionhe is entitled to a reduction

of 252 $, broken down as follows:

20 hours at 9 $ = 180 $

6 hours at 12 $ = 72 $

252 $
=====

The Third Lockheed Option

It is basically the same as the

ranges. A group gets multiples

guaranteed. The ranges are the

applies to group contracts.

secondoption, but with different

of five passwords,for each level

following:

ｔ ａ ｂ ｛ Ｇ ｉ ｾ Ｇ 10

LOCKHEED GROUP DISCOUNTS

Hours billed GuaranteedMonthly Minimum

per month $500 $1000 $2000 $4000 $8000

Discount per hour billed

-

1o - 49 $5 $9]
$J50 - 99 9

100 - 199 12 12

200 - 399 14 14 14 $14

400 - 15 15 15 15 $ 15
--

SDC Single Option

The discount is proportional to the number of connect-

hours accumulatedover a month. Some points in the continuous

discount function are as follows:
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TABLE 11

SOC DISCOUNT SCHEME

Hours/month Total Discount Average Discount/hour

o - 4.9 0 0

10 $ 26 $ 2.6

20 96.74 4.84

30 188 6.27

40 294 7.35

50 410.14 8.2

. . .
. . .
90 864.95 9.61

SDS

The discount schemeoffered by SDS up to the end of 1977

was mainly based (for historical reasons) on the use of the

service by documentationcentres serving external clients

by high-speedterminals. It was not therefore helpful to

the increasingly large number of users operating low-speed

terminals with dialled connectionsto ESANET nodes, who had

different usagepatterns.

rectify this, and is based

of connect time, increasing

The 1978 scheme is designedto

on a simple cash rebate per hour

with the number of hours used, as

in the first option offered by Lockheed. The slightly less

favourable position of high volume users operating high-speed

terminals as comparedwith the earlier scheme is offset by

other reductions, e.g., in terminal rental and maintenance

costs.
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TABLE 12

SDS DISCOUNT SCHEME

Hours/month Rebate/hour

0 - 4.9 $ 0

5 - 14.9 6.54

15 - 29.9 10.9

30 - 49.9 13.08

45 - 15.26

BRS Options

There are three different options for accessingBRS:-

BRS First Option. Hourly contract access,which guarantees

a minimum number of accesshours per month. If more hours are

used, the next lower rate will apply for the surplus, etc.

TABLE 13 A

DISCOUNTS: BRS FIRST OPTION

Minimum hours/month Cost/hour

5 $25

10 20

20 16

40 13

(The hourly costs do not include communicationcharges,royalties

and off-line printed references).

The prices per hour may be converted into cash rebates for

comparisonwith other operators' schemes,as follows:-
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TABLE 13 B

ｂｒｾ FIRST OPTION REBATES

Hours/month Rebate/hour

o - 9.9 $ 0

10 - 19.9 5

20 - 39.9 9

40 - 12

BRS SecondOption (Annual SubscriptionAccess). This is

similar to the first option, but the user ｧ ｵ ｡ ｲ ｡ ｮ ｴ ･ ｾ ｳ a minimum

number of hours per year. The surplus is handled differently:

it' is chargedin the same way as the required minimum (corre-

sponding to the subscriptionrate).

TABLE 14 A

DISCOUNTS UNDER BRS ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION OPTION

Annual Connect Hours SubscriptionPrice Cost/hour

60 $ 1500 $ 25

120 2400 20

240 3800 15.83

480 6000 12.50

Five passwordsmay be used simultaneouslyand thus a higher

discount might be achievedby pooling severalusers to one

bill. Translating this to hourly discountswe obtain:
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TABLE 14 'B

BRS REBATES: ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION OPTION

Hours/year Hours/month Discount/hour

o - 119.9 0 - 9.9 $ 0

120 - 239.9 10 - 19.9 5

240 - 479.9 20 - 39.9 9.17

480 - 40 - 12.50

BRS Group MembershipAccess: In this option a minimum of

160 hour/monthmust be guaranteed.

Note: The MEDLARS databaseis available for $10/connecthour,

regardlessthe number of hours accessed.

Comparison

In order to compare the Lockheed second and third discount

schemeswith those offered by the other distributors, the com-

mitment limits for the discount applications ($2QO, $400, ... )

were divided by the averagehourly cost of a Lockheed database.

The correspondingconnect hours are then:

TABLE 15

LOCKHEED SECOND AND THIRD OPTIONS: AVERAGE COMMITMENT

Monthly Commitment hours/month

Single User

$ 200 3

$ 400 6

$ 800 12

$ 1600 24

$ 3200 48

Table 15 cont'd.
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Table 15 cont'd.:

Monthly Commitment hours/month

Group Discount

$ 500 7.5

$ 1000 15

$ 2000 30

$ 4000 60

$ 8000 120

If one assumesthat a user is able to estimateaccuratelyhis

monthly use, he can always stay at the maximum possibledis-

count level. The resulting values for Lockheed are plotted

in Figure 1.

The BRS tariffs were recalculatedto give hourly discount

at different levels, dependentupon the starting point.

Lockheed offers two discount methods, a continuous function

(first option) and a step function (second and third options).

SDS has a continuousdiscount function, which is slightly

better, in terms of higher discount rates than Lockheed.

Its plateau is $15.26/hourdiscount, that of Lockheed isat$15.

SOC has also a continuous function, but its plateau is at $10.5.

It is worse than Lockheed and SDS at any level of use. The

discount schemeof BRS is somewhatmore complicated, as it

dependsvery much on the commitment incurred, which must be

maintained for the next six months; the same is true for Lock-

heed who offer either six-monthly or yearly contractsunder

their subscriptionoptions. A BRS user who is quite unable to

estimatethe level of his requirementsis on the least

advantageousdiscount curve. The minimum commitment is five

hours per month. On a monthly commitment basis the different

discount curves for BRS are rather close together at the

200 hours level and higher.
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If one considersthe yearly commitments, the discount is

the same for each hour, starting from a minimum usagewhich

will always be billed. If one divides the commited hours by

the number of possible passwords,the BRS discountsare very

advantageousat a lower level (5- 40 hours/month). From

110 hours/monthonwards they all are worse than Lockheed (all

three options) and SOS. One advantageof the yearly commit-

ment must be stressed,and that is the possibility to use up

the hours in a much more flexible way (within one year) than

in the casesof SOS, Lockheed and SOC, who require monthly

minima.

The effect of the various discount schemesis plotted in

Figure 1 on the opposite page. The various curves are as

follows:-

Lockheed a. - Normal hourly basis

Lockheed b. - Minimum guarantee

Lockheed c. - Group discount, minimum guarantee.

BRS a. - Hourly contract/month, minimum 5 hours/month

BRS b. - " " " " 10 " "
BRS c. - " " " " 20 " "
BRS d. " " " " 40 " "

I

BRS f. - Hourly contract/year, minimum 120 hours/year

BRS g. - " " " " 240 " "

BRS h. " " " " 480 " "
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FIGURE 1

COMPARISON OF DISCOUNT SCHEMES
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Comparisonof Systems in Terms of End-userPrices

For this purpose, databasesoffered by three out of the

four major suppliers have been covered. In Table 16 below

royalties and accesschargeshave been recordedseparately,

since while BRS does not include royalty parrnents in the

prices to which discount applies, the other three operators

apply discount rates to the total accessprice including

royalties. The maximum hourly discount rate has been chosen

from the best option for each distributor.

Averaging on the listed databases,BRS has the most

advantageousoffers, specially as the discount rate applies

from very low usage (in the subscriptionaccess). As noted

above however, BRS offers rather few databases,without sub-

stantial backfiles. The next best offer in general is that

of SDS, followed by Lockheed: the latter however offers more

databases.

TABLE 16

COMPARISON OF DISCOUNTED ACCESS PRICES FOR COMMON DATABASES

Database Royal- l hour royalty & access 1 hr.roy.& access-max.discount
ties Lock SDC SDS BRS Lock SDC SDS BRS

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

ABI/INFORM 30.0 65.0 65.0 - 55.0 50.0 54.50 - 42.50

AGRICOLA - 25.0 35.0 - 25.0 10.0 24.50 - 12.50

CHEMCON 4 35.0 60.0 37.27 29.0 20.0 Ｉ ｾ Ｙ Ｎ 50 22.01 16.50

CoMPENDEX 10 65.0 65.0 45.18 - 50.0 54.50 29.92 -

INSPEC 15.0 45.0 - 44.05 40.0 30.0 - 28.79 27.50

NTIS 12 45.0 45.0 40.68 37.0 30.0 34.50 25.42 24.50

BIOSIS 15.0 40.0 65.0 44.05 40.0 25.0 54.50 28.79 27.50

POLLUTION 30 ( 10) 65.0 65.0 51.98 55.0 50.0 54.50 36.72 42.50

ERIC - 25.0 35.0 - 25.0 10.0 24.50 - 12.50

PHARM.UEW.I. 30.0 65.0 65.0 - 55.0 50.0 54.50 - 42.50

AVEHAGE 47.50 55.55 43.87 40. 11 32.50 45.05 28.61 27.61

MAXIMAL 15.0 10.5 15.:->6 1:-'.50
DISCOUNT
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Summary, Effects of Discounts on End-userPrices

If we averagethe databaseprices over all the databases

for which discountsapply, and assumemaximum possiblediscount

rates, then for Lockheed users connect hour rates are reduced

by 25%, for SDC users by 13%, for SDS users by 33% and for BRS

users by 32%. A more realistic comparison is given if we take

into account only those databasesoperatedby at least three

of the major operators. The maximum possible discount is then

for Lockheed 32%, for SDC 19%, for SDS 35%, and for BRS 31%.

The difference may be accountedfor by the fact that databases

operatedby at least three operatorsare more likely to be

popular, attracting high usage rates; the higher percentage

discountsare more a reflection of lower connect-hourprices,

probably more competitively calculated, than a function of the

discount schemesthemselves. However, maximum discount rates

only apply to very high levels of usage, i.e. about 400 hours

per month which is clearly unattainable,except on multi-

passwordcontracts.

A more realistic intensive-uselevel of utilisation might

be 120 hours per month, appropriateto a documentationcentre

running questionsfor clients at a total of 6 connect-hours

per working day. For SDC and SDS the percentagediscount is

than 18% and 30% averagedover the popular databases(i.e. those

operatedby at least three of the major operators). For Lock-

heed and BRS the percentagediscount dependson the form of

contract; for Lockheed the rates are either 27% or 32% (see

Lockheed First and Second Options, Tables 8 and 9). For BRS

the rates are 25% or 31% of the basic connect hour price,

again dependingon whether the contract is with guaranteed

annual minimum usageor otherwise (see Tables 13B, 14A and

14B). For the small but regular user, 20 hours/month, Lock-

heed offers a favourable discount if this degreeof utilisa-

tion can be guaranteed: 25%, if not, 12%. SDC and SDS pro-

vide discountsof 9% and 15% of the connect-hourprice, with-

out guaranteedminima. For BRS, only the worst option is open

to this class of user, who obtains a discount of 7%, the more
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favourable rates, on a subscriptionbasis are only available

for userswho guaranteean averageutilisation of 40 hours

per month.

It must however be stressedthat these summary discount

rates only apply to connect hour charges. Off-line prints and

communicationchargesare excluded. For users of US systems

in Europe communicationchargesmight amount to 100% or more

of the undiscountedconnect charges,and therefore the price

reductionsoffered by discount schemesare not so attractive

in terms of the total the user must paY,as they would seem

from the foregoing discussion. The effect of communication

chargesand print-out chargesare more fully discussedin the

following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

THE DATABASE ELEMENT IN THE PRICE TO THE USER

PRICE ELEMENTS

The price a user has to pay in order to accessa database

is composedof three main elements:-

a) Communicationcharges (from the user'ssite to the
databaseoperator'ssite)

b) Databasecharges (mostly in the form of royalties,
tape leasing chargesor licensing fees)

c) Operating charges (handling of the databaseat the
operator'ssite).

In this chapter, these three elementswill be analysedin order

to see how they influence the price structureof databasecosts

for the end-user.
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Communication Charges

The costs to accessthe distributor's site of a database

are distance-and geography-dependent,therefore they were not

included in the analysis. If we had included them, the results

would neither have been general enough, nor appiicable to

other countries (continents). On the other hand, taking into

account all possible tariffs would not have been practicable.

But a few important figures can be given.

It is possible to accessthe SOS databasevia the SOS

network. The communicationchargesare as follows:

dial up at 300 bps

dial up at 1200 bps

leasedat 2400 bps

$22/hour

$26.50/hour

$29/hour

TELENET charges$5 per connect-hourin the US, Canada

and Mexico; TYMNET users in those countries pay $8 per

connect-hour. They are also accessiblein some European

countries. The tariffs are:-

FRG:

France:

UK:

$23.68 (OM 54) / connect hour
$ 0.63 (OM 1 . 50) / 1000 characterstransmitted

$23.76 (Fr 108) / connect hour
$ 0.55 (Fr 2.5) / 1000 characterstransmitted
$393 (Fr 1800) / year SUbscription fee

$11.25 (£ 6.6) / connect hour

$ 0.51 (£ 0.3) / 1000 characterstransmitted

$ 8.85 (£ 5) / 3 months SUbscription fee

Belgium: $14

$ 0.70

$26

(BF 480) / connect hour

(BF 24) / 1000 characterstransmitted

(BF 900) / month SUbscription fee
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Netherlands:

Switzerland:

*Austria :

$10.50 (FI 25) / connect hour

$ 0.52 (FI 1 . 25) / 1000 characterstransmitted

$24 (SFr 60) / connect hour

$ 0.52 (SFr 1.30) / 1000 characterstransmitted

$45 (AS 720) / connect hour

$ 0.63 (AS 10) / 1000 characterstransmitted

$ 6.25 (AS100) / month subscriptionfee

*probable prices from 1st March 1978 onwards, when the
service will start.

The number of characterstransmittedper hour are typically

15000-30000 (on a 300 bps terminal). The local line costs to

a node may have to be added to the Telenet fees in Belgium,

Netherlandsand U.K.

Another reason for not including the communicationcosts

in the analysis was that they are operator independentand do

not influence the other elements.

DatabaseCharges

The databasecosts (licence fees, royalties etc.) which

the operator pays to the producer are in some shapeor form

passedon to the end-user. Some operatorssplit their bills

very clearly into databasecosts (royalties), operating

costs, etc., as for example BRS.

OperatingCharges

It is difficult to determine the handling costs of a

database. Some operatorslist each separatefunction of the

operatingcost and its price (CPU seconds, I/O operations,

core memory, etc), such as DIMDI. But the disadvantageof

this method is the difficulty of determining the hourly
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operationcost for each databasefrom that operator, without

a broad enough experienceof the interaction between retrieval

system and database. In most casessuch a detailed division

is not attemptedand an estimateof the operationalcosts

must be made by other methods.

For Lockheed, SDC, BRS and SDS the price to the user of

"no charge" databaseswas taken as the "base price", represen-

ting the pure operatingcost for that operator. This assump-

tion could be challengedon two main grounds. First, some

databasesmay be more expensiveto operate than others (more

storageor more complex software); second, overheadsand any

profit elementsmay not be evenly distributed over all files

operated.

It is clear that prices per databasereflect actual costs

only indirectly: operatorsdo not employ carefully balanced

cost-accountingmethods in arriving at accessprices. As a

first approximation, however, the concept that the relative

prices of a no-chargedatabase,as comparedwith prices of

other databases,is a valid measureof the operator's"base

price", seems not incorrect.

The following Table 17 shows operator, no-chargedatabase

and connect hour charge (operation cost):-

TABLE 17

OPERATOR'S ASSUMED BASE COST

Operator Database Connect hour charge

BRS any $ 25

Lockheed ERIC $ 25

ECER $ 25

SDC ERIC $ 35

SDS STAR/NASA $ 28
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Print Charges

This element in chargesto the user, while not strictly

a charge for on-line accessto a database,requires special

mention here; the cost of printing referencesselectedas the

result of a searchcould have a substantialinfluence on the

total cost per search. Print chargesare composedof charges

representingthe costs of the batch-modecomputer operation,

including overheadssuch as mailing, plus in many casesa

royalty element for the databaseproducer. Total print-out

chargesof $0.10 per referenceare not uncommon, and may be

as much as $0.30 per reference.

The general impact of these chargesis directly dependent

on the number of referencesprinted out as the result of an

hour's searching: one study carried out at the Bibliotheque

Royale, Brussels (reportedby J. Soreille in ESA/DAG(77) 16,

May 1977), suggeststhat the averagenumber of referencesfor

-which prints are required per hour of searchingwas 300, based

on a ten-month survey. Intuitively, this figure seemshigh:

much may dependon the type of query, the role of the inter-

mediary, etc.: the subject requires further study. For the

present, it may be noted that if the Belgian figures are

typical, the cost of an hour's interrogationcould be increased

by about $30 - $90, dependingon the database. The effect on

the split of total chargesbetweenoperator and producerwill

be discussedlater in this chapter.

ANALYSIS OF COST COMPONENTS BY DATABASE CLASS

In Chapter I a sample consistingof some 80 databaseswas

derived as the basis for the study (see Table 4). For seven of

these no price data was available, for example, becausethere

was no regular on-line price as yet. The databaseson which

some form of price data was available were classified into four

main categories (see Chapter III) as follows:

no charge

fixed price, pUblished royalties/licensefees

confidential businessarrangements
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operator as contractor to producer.

In this section we discussthe available price data on each

category from the point of view of the price componentsnoted

in the previous paragraphs.

NO-CHARGE DATABASES

The producer chargesneither royalties nor lease/license

fees. The connect hour price for the severaldistributors can

be consideredas the base price to a first approximation, as

discussedearlier. There were 11 databasesin this category,

but two of them (AGRIS and EIDB) were not available on-line

on a regular basis; a third, INIS, is operatedby Belgium on

behalf of the Commission under terms which it is understood,

will shortly be revised. Prices etc. for the remainder are

listed in Table 18 below.

TABLE 18

NO-CHARGE DATABASE PRICES

Database Operator Charge per
Connect hour

AIM/ARM

ERIC

Exc. Child Ed. Res.

INIS

MEDLARS

STAR/1M (NASA)

ThermodynamicData

AGRICOLA

Lockheed

Lockheed
SDC
BRS

Lockheed

Belgium

DIMDI
BLAISE

SDS

ThermodataGrenoble

Lockheed
SDC
BRS

$25

$25
$35
$25

$25

$62.50

$17.50
$45 - $36

$28

$51

$25
$35
$25
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FIXED PUBLISHED PRICE DATABASES

Royalties per connect hour and off-line printed reference,

leasing or licencing fees are available on request from the

producersor are openly published by the operator(s), for the

27 databasesin this class, Table 19 lists thesedata for each

databaseand operator; royalties are per connect hour and per

off-line print (where available) and licence etc. fees are for

the current year only, in order to facilitate comparison

betweendatabases.

Licence fees often constitutea sUbstantial sum which

must be included along with royalties in the return to the

producer: they should ideally be spreadover the total usage

of the databasefor each operator. Operatingstatisticsof

this kind are not available from the U.S. operators,but we

know that SDS (with about 20 databases)has a total usageof

about 20,000 connect-hoursper year: assumingan average

utilisation rate of 1000 hours of each databaseper year,

which is of course inaccurate,we can obtain a very approxi-

mate figure for the licence fee element per connect-hourfor

this operator.

Although no firm evidence is available for Lockheed and

SDC utilisation rates per year, it is thought that they might

be of the order of 120,000 hours and 60,000 hours per year

respectively, and these figures were used to derive the licence

fee element per connect hour for these two operators. Column e

in Table 19 shows the sum of all known price elements (exclud-

ing off-line): column f shows the connecthour charges,not

necessarilythe same for different operatorsoffering the

same database.

Column g gives the quotient between the connect-hourprices

and approximatehourly cost calculatedon the rough-and-ready

assumptionsdescribedabove. This quotient gives an indication

of the revenue achievedby the different operators; this

price/cost factor will also be used in subsequentcalculations.



TABLE: 19

PRICE ANALYSIS OF FIXED PUBLISHED PRICE DATABASES IN US DOLLARS

a b c d e f g h i

NAME OF DATABASE OPERATOR Roya1ty/ Roya1ty/ License Base a+c+d connect f a+c ahour off-line etc. cost/ per hour divided --100 - -100
reference fee hour hour charge/ by e f f

hour

* ABI/INFORM Lockheed 30 ? ? 25 - 65

SDC 35 65

BRS
I

*t APTIC
CJ'I

Lockheed - - 1800 25 25.70 35 1.36 IV
I

* ARIANE CATED 100

*t BIOSIS DIMDI
SDS 28 46.78 44 0.94 42 34
Lockheed 15 0.025 3540 25 41.38 45 1.09 36 33
SDC 35 52.66 65 1.23 27 23
BRS

* CANCERLINE DIMDI

* CANCERPROJECT DIMDI

*t C.A.CONDENSATES INFOLINE
SDS 4 0.02 4000 28 36.24 37 1.03 21 11
Lockheed 25 30.50 35 1.15 16 11
SOC 35 42.00 60 1.43 12 7
BRS

*t CHEMLINE BLAISE 14 0.04 45 32



a b C d e f g h i

NAME OF DATABASE OPERATOR Royalty/ Royalty/ License Base a+c+d connect f a+c a
hour off-line etc. cost/ per hour divided -'100 _. 100

reference fee hour hour charge/ by e f f
hour

*t COMPENDEX Lockheed 25 37.89 65 1.72 20 15
SDC 10 0.03 7700 35 50.78 65 1.28 24 15
SDS 28 45.94 45 0.98 39 22

*t ENERGYLINE SDC 10 - 3500 35 47.63 95 2.00 13 11
SDS 28 41.74 52 1.25 26 19

*t ENVIROLINE Lockheed 15 - 6500 25 42.44 90 2.12 19 17
SDS 28 49.74 45 0.91 48 33 I

0'1

*t EPIC Belgium 8 8750 25
w

32 I

*t FSTA ZMD

Lockheed 22 0.03 3060 25 48.90 65 1.33 37 35
SDC 35 60.05 65 1.08 39 35

*t GeoRef SCD 15 0.10 1200 35 51.00 75 1.47 21 20

*t INSPEC INFOLINE
Lockheed 25 42.53 45 1.06 39 33
SDC 15 - 6750 35 55.06
SDS 28 49.99 44 0.88 49 34
BRS

* ISMEC SDS 10 0.03 28 60 16

*t METADEX Lockheed 25 0.04 1600 25 50.60 80 1.58 32 31
SDS 28 54.84 53 0.97 50 47



Table 19 cont'd.

a b c d e +' g h iJ

NAME OF DATABASE OPERATOR Royalty/ Royalty/ License Base a+c+d connect f
hour off-line etc. cost/ per hour divided a+c .100 ｾ ·100

reference fee hour hour charge/ bye f fhour

*t NTIS Lockheed 25 38.50 45 1.17 30 27
SOC 12 4000 35 50.00 45 0.90 33 27
SOS 28 48.24 40 0.84 39 29

*t OCEANIC ABSTRACTS Lockheed 5 0.03 2500 25 30.94 55 1.78 11 9
SOS 28 35.74 51 1.45 14 10

*t PASCAL SOS 13 - 4075 28 45.32 45 1.- 38 29

* Pharrnac.NewsIndex Lockheed
I

25 55.- 65 0'1

SOC 30 ? 35 65
+=- 65.- I

BRS

*t pollution Abstr. Lockheed 25 35.75 65 1.82 17 15
SOC 10 - 2000 35 46.50 65 1.40 18 15
SOS 28 40.24 51 1. 29 23 19 '
BRS

*t Psychol. Abstr. Lockheed 25 45.30 50 1.1 41 40
SOC 20 800 35 55.60 ?

BRS
ZMO
OIMOI

*t SCIENCE CITATION Lockheed 25 42.50 70 1.65 25 14

INDEX (SCI) SDS 10 - 20000 28 58.24 50 0.87 59 20



Column a - Royalty per connecthour to the producer

*t TITUS ITF
ZDI 20 ? ?
SDC 35

*t TOXLINE BLAISE 14 0.04
DIMDI

*t World Alum.Abstr. SDS - - ? 28
Lockheed 25

45

e f g h 'Z-

a.+c+d connect f a+c a
per hour divided -°100 f0100

hour charge/ by e f
hour--
71

80 25

I
0'1

,Vl
I

30
50

End-userprice data obtained*

b c d

Royalty/ License Base
off-line etc. cost!
reference fee hour

a

Royalty/
hour

OPERATORNAME OF DATABASE

"

"
"

"

"

"

"

"

b - Royalty per off-line printed referenceto the
producer

c - Licence/leasefee for the current year tape

d - Assumed base cost for the operator

e - Sum of a + c per accessionhour + d

(license etc. fees [c] are allocatedover
assumedconnect-hours).

f - Connect-hourcharge by the operator

g - Connect-hourcharge divided by (total return to the
producer + base cost) = price/cost factor

h - Producer'sreturn {a + c} as percentageof connect-hour
price {f} .

'Z- - Royalty {a} as percentageof connect-hourprice {f}.

t Databaseprice data to operator
obtained.

No superscript- no on-line price data
available yet, but
non-quantitativedata
on charging policy or
system exists.
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Price/CostFactor

Table 20 below shows, for each of the three major operators,

the mean price/cost factor, averagedover all fixed price data-

basesand its variance.

TABLE 20

MEAN PRICE/COST FACTOR

Operator Number Mean Variance
of Oata- Factor
bases

Lockheed 12 1.46 0.36

SOC 7 1. 34 0.35

SOS 10 1.03 0.19

The price/cost factor is not very sensitiveto the

assumptionsmade on the number of connect-hoursper year for

each operator, nor to the averagingof the accesshour per

year over all databases. For example, if Lockheeds' share of

the on-line market has been underestimatedby 30%, the factor

only changesby about 0.05.

BRS was excluded in these claculationsbecausethis

operatorchargesthe royalties separatelyand the hourly

on-line charge is the same for all databases. It may be

noted that, in casesin which we can check BRS' published

royalty figures with those for the same databaseoffered by

SOS, BRS royalties are usually higher; this is probably due

to inclusion of an averagedelementof off-line print royal-

ties and possibly licensefees. BRS "royalties" may there-

fore representthat operator'sview of the total database

price element reduced to a per-hour rate.
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If operatorspriced their connect-hourchargesby simply

adding royalty and license fee elementsto their base cost,

the price/cost factor would be approximatelyone, and its

variancewould be small, dependingon the volume of use of the

databaseas comparedwith the mean over all databases. Taking

first the fact that the factor is well above one in the case

of the vast majority of databasesoperatedby Lockheed and

SOC, severalexplanationssuggestthemselves.

(i) The base cost derived from the price of no-charge

databasesmay be too low: if so, it may be that thesedata-

basesare offered below cost as a public service or even as

"loss-leaders". The latter alternative seems unlikely, in

view of the rather limited'audienceto which they appeal.

(ii) The operating costs of fixed price databasesas

a class are uniformly higher than those of no-chargedatabases.

While this might be true in respectof storagecosts for some

of the very large databases,these are those which command

high utilisation volumes, and storagecosts per unit of use

will therefore reduce. However operatorsmay incur more over-

heads in the shapeof marketing and training costs.

(iii) The increaseof the mean base price shown by the

mean factor is a businessdecision on the part of the operator,

1.e. he considersthat, in the light of the likely volume of use

he expects, and the potential users' willingness to pay higher

prices, additional revenue can be obtainedover and above

that provided by the base price.

Of thesepossibilities, the first two seem the least

likely, except to the extent that operatorsmay allocate a

greaterproportion of their overheadsmarketing costs to

fixed-price than to no-chargedatabases.

It may be noted that the mean factor for SOS is one;

SOS allocatesall its costs to the basic elementsof its

operation, except for those not SUbject to the cost recovery

policy, which form a separatecost centre (e.g. input to

NASA). Thus, the assumedbase price of about $28, in
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proportion to the prices charged for other databasesis a

relatively accuratemeasureof operationalcosts alone. In

absoluterather than relative terms, this base cost is prob-

ably lower than it should be to reach break-evenat the pre-

sent volume of use, since the service is still partly sub-

sidised from ESA funds. Taking into account the higher

annual utilisation of the two u.s. services, the base prices

of $25 or $35 assumedfor them seem correct in the light of

the known SDS cost structure.

The rather large variance in the calculation of the mean

factor for Lockheed and SDC is partly a consequenceof averaging,

but also could be due to businessdecisions in respectof

prices to be charged for particular databases. For databases

offered by both operators,competition will tend to equalise

end-userprices; SDC cannot charge more than Lockheed for such

databaseseven though its base price is higher. SDS prices

on the other hand have a smaller variance about the mean

factor (0.19) as would be expectedfrom their pricing policy

basedon relative costs; this however is not rigid, and the

last version of prices containeda businessdecision element,

in particular the need to meet competition from us operators.

In summary, the mean price/cost factor, while admittedly

suffering all the defects of the averaging techniquesused

and the assumptionsabout usagemade, does provide a guide to

the proportion of the end-userprice which is retainedby the

operator, an essentialstep in determining the proportion of

the return to the producer.

Average DatabasePrice Element in Connect-hourPrices

To obtain some indication of the return to the producer

for fixed price databases,we consideronly those operated

by three of the four major distributors: if all fixed-price

databaseswere to be included, the average figures for each

operatorwould have been distorted by individual high-cost

databasesoperatedby a single operator. Consequentlythe
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averagesobtained are those for the "popular" databases.

No-chargedatabaseshave been excluded.

If we consideronly connect-hourroyalty payments, the

databaseelement in connect-hourprices is on the average

22.3% for Lockheed, 17.4% for SOC and 24.8% for 50S.

We can however obtain a very approximate indication of

the total return to the producer as a percentageof connect-

hour price by including an element for license fees (Table 19).

In this case the averagedatabaseprice elementswould be

31.3% for Lockheed, 29.4% for SOC and 35.5% for 50S. These

figures are probably on the high side, since the averaging

processused to convert license fees to a per-hour basis in

Table 19 was spreadover all databases;the "popular" data-

basesare likely to be those with high utilisation rates.

Probably therefore these figures should be reduced by 3- 4%.

Thus we see that the databaseprice element for popular

fixed-price databasesis about one-fifth of the connect-hour

price to the user, consideringonly royalties, or betweenone-

quarter and one third if we take all chargesinto account.

(Off-line print and telecommunicationchargesare excluded).

The percentageof the end-userprice returned to the

producer for all fixed-price databasesis plotted in Figure 2

overleaf (excluding license fees). While the plots are rather

scattered,there is some concentrationat the 25% - 30% level.

The horizontal displacementof plots for the same databaseis

an illustration of the effects of the different pricing

strategiesadoptedby the different operatorsin respectof

their operatingcharges,as discussedabove.
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FIGURE 2

PERCENT OF END-USER PRICE RETURNED TO PRODUCER

(FIXED-PRICE DATABASES)
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CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS ARRANGEMENTS

Twenty-sevendatabasesare in this category, of which

thirteen are confirmed, eleven are highly probable and three

are doubtful, available information being inadequate (ChapterIII,

Table 7). In all these cases,we do not know for certain the

nature of the arrangementbetween operator and producer, i.e.

whether a file leasing fee is involved, etc. From other

evidencehowever, it can be inferred that the most probable

arrangementis a straight split of the connect hour prices,

with or without a cash payment in the form of a guaranteed

minimum.

Assumptions

We have seen in the previous section of this chapter that

in the case of the fixed price databases,it is the practice of

the major US operatorsto add an amount to the base price. This

cannot be ignored in any estimationof the split of end-user

prices in the confidential databases. It would, for example,

be incorrect to merely subtract the base price for a particular

operator from the publishedconnect-hourprices for each confi-

dential database,and allocate the balanceto the producer

element: the result would clearly be to exaggeratethe data-

base element in the price of this class.

Two possibleassumptionssuggestthemselves: either that

the operatorelement in the price follows approximately the same

pattern as noted for the fixed-price class, or that the opera-

tor's element is in some way proportional to the published

connect-hourprice. To make the latter assumptionwould mean

that operatorsincreasedtheir proportion for no sound reason,

and would presupposea somewhatnonsensicalnegotiationbetween

producer and operator. The first assumptionis therefore

preferred, i.e., that on the averagethe operator tries to

maintain the same price/cost factor as for the fixed price

category.
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This assumptionmay also be criticized on many grounds:

we have already noted the defects in the averaging techniques

used to calculate the mean factor, and applying the factor to

a relatively large number of other databaseswith very diver-

gent prices could introduce further possibilities of error.

However there is no indirect data which would suggestan

alternativeprocedure, and so this has been adopted.

Estimation of DatabaseElement in Confidential Arrangements

For a fixed price database,if

h
t

is the total connect-hourprice,

h is the producers' share of the connect-hourprice,
p

including a license fee element,

hob is the assumedbase price for the operatorconcerned,

and f is the price/cost factor,

then f = *then f was the mean price/cost factor

for all fixed price databases.
/

We assumethat f for any confidential databaseapproxi-

mates to f*. For any confidential database,therefore

h
P

= f* (h + h b)p 0

h - f*h
t ob=

f*

i. e.

and therefore

That is, the producers' element in the price of a confidential

databaseapproximatesto:-

connect-hourprice - (mean factor X base price)

mean factor
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The results of the calculation are shown in Table 21.

The final column of Table 21 gives an approximate indica-

tion of the probabledivision of the total connect-hourprice

betweenproducer and operator. There is a possibility of

testing theseresults in the case of one databasefor which the

amount of the connect-hourprice required by the producer in

one negotiationwas known, and this was identical with the

amount obtained by the producer in a prior agreementwith

anotheroperator. Using this figure, the proportional split

of the total connect-hourprice in the already existing contract

carne to 40% to the producer and 60% to the operator; the result

given by the mean price/cost factor method produces figures of

30% - 70% respectively. Certainly an accuracyof greater than

10% cannot be expectedin the calculateddivision of end-user

prices given in Table 21; there are some further indications

that for a databasepriced at about $65 - $80 per hour the

return to the producer is about 40%, dependingon exclusivity

to a particular operator. The elementof error by the method

of calculation adoptedmay therefore tend to artificially

increasethe operator'sshare, i.e., the producerselement

may be slightly too low. To the extent that the accuracyof

the data allows, it appearsthat while the majority of the

confidential arrangementsresult in a producer'sproportion

of the on-line price of between 20% and 40%, there are a sub-

stantial number in which the producer takes 40% of the on-line

price or ·over (9 out of 26 databases). For the fixed-price

categoryonly two plots in Figure 2 were at the 40% level or

over, one of which resulted from an abnormally low connect-

hour price (METADEX by SDS). It might therefore be inferred

that there is some tendency for "confidential" arrangements

to result in a higher producer'sshare of the end-userprice.



TABLE 21

. APPROXIMATE DIVISION OF ON-LINE PRICES FOR CONFIDENTIAL DATABASES

calculated
base charge/

Approximate split of
NAME OF DATABASE OPERATOR Factor return to

cost hour
connect hour charge

the producer
Producer Operator

$/hour $/hour $ % %

Accountant Index SDC 1.34 14 35 65.00 20 80

American History
and Life Lockheed 1.46 20 25 65.00 30 70

APILIT SDC 1.34 14 35 65.00 20 80 I
--...J
ｾ

APIPAT SDC 1.34 14 35 65.00 20 80 I

Arts Bibliogr.Modern Lockheed 1.46 20 25 65.00 30 70

ASI SDC 1.34 55 35 120.00 50 50

CAB Lockheed 1.46 20 25 65.00 30 70

CLAIMS/CHEM Lockheed 1.46 78 25 150.00 50 50

CLAIMS/CLASS Lockheed .1.46 37 25 90.00 40 60

CLAIMS/GEM Lockheed 1.46 37 25 90.00 40 60

Comp.Diss.lnd.(CDI) Lockheed 1.46 13 25 55.00 20 80

Crecord SDC 1.34 25 35 80.00 30 70



calculated
base charge/

Approximate split of
NAME OF DATABASE OPERATOR Factor return to

cost hour connecthour charge
the producer

Producer Operator
$/hour $/hr. $ % %

ENVIROBIB (EPB) Lockheed ｾ Ｎ Ｔ Ｖ 20 25 65.00 30 70

FoundationDirectory Lockheed ｾ Ｎ Ｔ Ｖ ｾ Ｖ 25 60.00 30 70

FoundationGrants
Index Lockheed ｾ Ｎ Ｔ Ｖ ｾ Ｖ 25 60.00 30 70

Grants SDC ｾＮＳＴ ｾｏ 35 60.00 20 80

Historical Abstr. Lockheed L46 20 25 65.00 30 70

I
Language& Language -....J

Behaviour Abstracts Lockheed ｾ Ｎ Ｔ Ｖ 13 25 55.00 20 80 U1
I

Meteorological and
GeographicalAbstr. Lockheed 1.46 ｾ ｯ 25 50.00 20 80

NICEM Lockheed L46 23 25 70.00 30 70

PIE News SDC ｾＮＳＴ 51 35 115.00 40 60

PAPERCHEM SDC 1.34 47 35 ｾ Ｑ Ｐ Ｎ Ｐ Ｐ 40 60

PREDICAST Lockheed 1.46 37 25 90.00 40 60

Sociological Abstr. Lockheed 1.46 13 25 55.00 20 80

SSIE SDC 1.39 47 35 Ｑ ｾ Ｐ Ｎ Ｐ Ｐ 40 60

TULSA SDC 1.34 58 35 125.00 50 50
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Other Characteristicsof "Confidential" Databases

This class of databasestend to be more expensive in

terms of end-userprices than the fixed-price category. The

averageconnect-hourprice for Lockheed confidential data-

basesis $72 per hour, and for SOC $92 per hour as compared

with the general overall averageof $60 (Lockheed) and $81

(SOC) .

It may also be noted that many of the "confidential"

databasesare in the general subject area of businessand

economic information (the PREDICASTS seriesof databases),

patents (the CLAIMS series), and specialisedindustrial

services (APILIT) etc.

Operator as Contractor to Producer

The single positively identified caseof this kind is

the DERWENT seriesof patent information databases. The

details of the arrangementare regardedas confidential by

both producer and operator (SOC). However, it is known that

the producer controls all accessto the database,allocating

passwordsand billing usersdirect. Prices to the end-user

vary according to the class of subscriptionto the printed

products, but it is understoodthat some revision of these

arrangementsis contemplated. As with other patent informa-

tion systems, prices are high ($120 per hour and $0.25 per

referencevia SOC). The costs of accessto the DERWENT data-

basesvia INFOLINE in Europe are not yet known: DERWENT is a

member organisationof INFOLINE, but it seemsprobable that

a similar arrangementwill be negotiatedas with SOC, DERWENT

retaining control of use of the database.

OFF-LINE PRINT CHARGES

Element due to the Operator

Not all operatorscharge by reference. BRS, for example,

chargesper page printed. It is difficult to compare BRS with
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the other operatorssince the number of referencesper page is

entirely dependenton the database,obviously a databasewith

abstractsresults in fewer referencesper page than one ｷ ｩ ｴ ｨ ｾ

out.

Referring to Annex II, one can determine a baseprice per

referencefor each of the other major operators,which appears

to be about $0.06 to $0.08 for SOC, $0.05 to $0.10 for Lock-

heed and $0.06 for SOS. (The latter is a standardprice for

most SOS databases,while the Lockheed and SOC figures are

those appropriateto the ERIC, CRIS and AGRICOLA databases).

There are of course higher figures in the off-line print price

column. Some apply to the "confidential" class of databases

in which one may expect that the arrangementbetweenproducer

and operatoralso includes an element for dividing off-line

print chargesbetween them in the same way that connect-hour

prices are divided. Other chargeshigher than the baseprice

reflect print royalties for the fixed price class.

Off-line Print Royalties

These can be regardedas the databaseelement in total

off-line printing charges. Not all databaseproducersrequest

such payments,but where they do, the level of royalties varies

quite widely, from $0.02 to $0.20 per reference.* BIOSIS is

an exceptionalcase, requiring half the amount by which the

operator'sprint charge exceeds$0.10 per reference. High

royalty levels are not necessarilycorrelatedwith high on-

line charges. This might be accountedfor by different views

taken by producerson the relative weight they attach to

chargesfor inspecting a databaseand actually copying portions

of it.

Division of Total Off-line Print Charges

From.thematerial in Annex II, it appearsthat roughly

one third of the total print chargesare returned to the

*With some higher charges,see next page.
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producer, either in the shapeof openly pUblished royalties

per item printed, or otherwise. The majority of the databases

consideredin this study are associatedwith total off-line

print chargesof $0.10 to $0.20, but a few are significantly

higher, for example TULSA ($0.5), GRANTS ($0.35), Foundation

Directory and FoundationGrants Index ($0.3). These are all

in the confidential class and it may be expectedthat these

chargesembody a substantialreturn to the producer per item

printed.

In summary, it seemsclear that print-out chargeswhich

embody a substantialroyalty element could influence very

considerablythe total cost of a searchto the end-user, and

provide a significant source of additional revenue to the

producer. It is difficult to determine the effect precisely,

but if we take the figure given in the Belgian study discussed

on page 59 (300 items printed per hour's searchas an upper

limit), the extra cost might range from about $18 -$25 per

hour to $80- $90 per hour (with high royalties). The minimum

increase ｩ ｾ zero, since the end-usercan dispensewith print-

out altogether, if he so wishes.

PRICE TRENDS

Only a minority of the databaseproducers involved in the

study were able to provide an answer to the questionson price

trends of their products over the last three years. In fact,

only 25 answers to this questionwere obtained. The reasons

are however fairly clear since the majority of all databases

in the study have only a recent on-line history: the great

expansionin the number of databasesavailable on-line via

US services took place in 1975 - 1976. The databaseswith a

substantialon-line history are mainly no-chargeor old-

establishedinstitutional products.

The replies obtained cover most of the databaseswith a

substantialon-line history, so that these replies can be

taken as presentinga reasonablycomplete picture of changes

in price levels which have ｯ ｣ ｣ ｵ ｲ ｲ ･ ､ ｾ
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DatabasesRecording a Price Increase

Of the twenty-five in the sub-sampleanswering this ques-

tion, twelve have increasedone or more elementsof their on-

line prices at some time during the last three years. These

are listed in Table 22 below; one database,EPIC, records a

reduction in the price per connect-hour,and this is also in-

cluded in the table., It will be -recalled that EPIC is a sci-

entific databank, recently on-line in Belgium on a strictly

non-commercialbasis. It is understoodthat the reason for

reduction is a reduction in the standardrates chargedby the

computer centre operating the databaseon behalf of the EPIC

management. It may be noted that GeoRef has reduced its license

etc. fees for 1978; royalties remain unchanged.

TABLE 22

DATABASE PRICE CHANGES

Royalties Tapes/Lease/Licence

NAME OF DATABASE (current year) other
previous 1978 previous 1978

$ $ $ $

CA Condensates - 4 2500 4000

COMPENDEX 8 10 6900 7400

DOMA increased increased

ENVIROLINE 11 15

EPIC - 40% per
connect-hour

GeoRef reduced

INSPEC 10 15

METADEX 1 25 increased

NTIS 2 12

PASCAL 9 13

Oceanic Abstr. 1250 2500

Pollution Abstr. 1250 2500

Psychological From 1975 chargesmodified to differentiatebatch and
Abstracts on-line use.

TITUS increased
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Increasesin Royalty Levels

Most of the increasesin on-line royalties have only

occurred recently, during 1977/78, with one notable exception,

that of METADEX, where the increaseoccurred in 1976.

Previously, during the first years'Europeanon-line operation,

METADEX had chargeda nominal $1 per connecthour royalty,

but the Metals Abstracts managementregardedthis as a purely

temporary measure,while they assessedon-line use in both the

USA and Europe. They regard the 1976/77 figure of $25 per

connect hour as representingthe value to the user of being able

to accessthis databaseon-line. They state that the price

increase has had rto deterrenteffect on the volume of on-line

interrogation; no further increaseshave been proposedfor 1978.

It may be noted that METADEX was the first databaseto make a

radical increasein royalties.

The recent steep increasein NTIS royalties (1977 - 1978)

is said to be due to the further developmentof the cost

recovery policy which governs the operationsof this agency.

Changesin Lease/LicensingFees

With the exception of GeoRef, most databaseproducers in

Table 22 have increasedtheir basic chargesfor leasing or

licensing. Aside from the particular casesof royalty

increasesalready discussed,the change-overfrom the purely

leasing arrangements,carried over from the pre-on-line era

to more expensivelicensing arrangementsseems so far to have

been a more or less universal reaction of institutional data-

base producers. CAS introduced licensing arrangementsfrom

1977 onwards for all users of its tape services, increasing

the basic annual charge from $2500 to $4000, and adding a

royalty for on-line access. PsychologicalAbstracts also

changedfrom a lease-basisto a license fee plus royalty

arrangementin 1975.

Fixed price databaseproducershave thereforemostly

reactedto the growth of on-line servicesby changing their
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charging system, and this has meant an increasein cost to

operatorsby some thousandsof dollars per year; this cost

increasehas been typically from the $2000 to the $4000 level,

but some very expensivelicensing fees can also be noted, for

example, COMPENDEX at $7400. At the same time, they have

introducedconnect-hourroyalty payments, having a direct

influence on end-userprices, while increasedannual fees as

a result of the licensing system have only an indirect

influence, not necessarilyvery large if the databaseis used

intensively. What has happenedtherefore is an increasein the

databaseelement of the end-userprice for fixed price data-

basesfrom virtually insignificant levels to 20- 30%. For the

few databaseswhich establisheda licensing system for on-line

use early on, there has been a secondround of price increases

in royalties (e.g. INSPEC) but part of this may be due to an

increasein the growth rate of the databaseitself. CAS, on

the other hand has so far left its initial royalty rates

unchanged.

It may be noted that severaldatabaseproducersresponding

to the question on price increaseshave positively stated that

no price changeshave occured since 1975. These include some

in the confidential arrangementclass. Most of the confidential

databasesdo not yet have a long on-line history and conse-

quently the arrangementswhich have been negotiatedhave taken

place against the backgroundof the exponentialgrowth of

on-line services in the USA between 1974 and 1976. The extent

to which the price changes for confidential databaseshave

influenced the older establishedinstitutional producersin

their recent price changesis not known.

Future trends are very uncertain; producersand oper-

ators interviewed during the course of the study considered

that where the producer'sproportion of the on-line price was

still at the 10- 20% level,priceswould be increasedto the

20- 30% level of return, but beyond that they consideredno

reasonablepredictionswere possible. The market for on-line

serviceshas yet to settle down, and its impacts on salesof
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the printed version are not yet clear. All producersinter-

viewed pointed out that even with price increases,the revenue

obtained from on-line at presentusagevolumes was not very

significant, either in terms of their total costs or their

total revenue.

While total on-line hours for the databasesforming the

sample for this study are not disclosedby producers,all

those interviewed including notably METADEX statedthat in-

creasedprices had in no way halted expansionof on-line use;

over all, including North American userswere apparentlypre-

pared to pay increasedprices. On the other hand, there are

some grounds for believing that users react to high prices by

shorteningthe time taken per search. Whether this means that

the more complicated in-depth searchacross a number of data-

basesis less frequently attempted,or whether preparationof

the searchby use of printed Thesauri etc. is more carefully

done beforehand, is not clear. If there is a causal connec-

tion betweenhigher prices and shorteningof searchtimes it

is presumablymotivated by a desire on the part of inter-

mediaries to quote a more or less uniform price per searchto

end-users.

Note on Price Elasticity

A.D.J. Flowerdew et al., in "Demand for On-line Informa-

tion Systemsas a Function of the Charges" (January 1976)

indicated that, above about the 20% level of price increases,

demand might be reduced. The question therefore ariseswhether,

and to what extent, a continuationof the price trend in the

databaseelement of the total end-userprice discussedin the

precedingparagraphscould slow the increasein demand for

on-line services. Flowerdewandhis co-workers collected their

data in 1975 when the averageprice of a databasein Europe

was probably only a few percentof the total charges;more-

over, the total charge was then dominated (as now) by high

telecommunicationscosts, a situation which will presumably

be changedonce EURONET goes into operation. Thus, the price
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increasesin the databaseelementwhich have occurred in the

last three years for those databasesoperatedin Europe, may

not yet be so great that they have resulted in an increasein

total price above the limits suggestedby Flowerdew.

A better indication of the influence of price on demand

should theoretically be available from experiencein the,
U.S.A., first becauseU.S. on-line history has generally been

longer, and secondbecausecheap and effective networking

facilities have existed for severalyears; use of on-line

services is thereforemore widespread,with greateruser

exposure, the operating and databaseelements in price to

users being a more significant proportion of total costs.

One might therefore expect that increasesin the database

price elasticity relationshipsimilar to that suggestedby

Flowerdew existed under conditions of the American market.

Unfortunately, so far as is known, there is no U.S. counter-

part to the Flowerdew study and we do not know, for example,

the way in which demand has reactedto the introduction of

the relatively expensivedata bases,not yet directly avail-

able in Europe.

However, it seemsclear that, over all databases,use

of on-line servicescontinues to increasein the U.S.A.; the

competition between serviceshas not only occurred in prices

(discount schemes),but has also been for exclusive exploi-

tation rights for relatively expensivedatabases. On the

face of it, however, the major U.S. operatorsseem to have

found that the strategyof increasingthe number of expensive

databasesin their collections has been successfulas a means

of increasingrevenue; this would suggestthat under the con-

ditions of the American market, price may not be a determi-

nant factor in demand, at least at present levelsj enough

clients for high-price databasesseem to exist to make their

operation a viable businessenterprise. How far these con-

ditions apply in Europe must unfortunately remain a matter of

conjecture: we do not know, for example, who are the users

of US servicesin Europe, nor the extent to which they are



preparedto pay high prices for particular databasesor

services. It may however be noted that there have been

insufficient users of the relatively expensive ISI database

over the SDS network during 1977 to render its operation

viable. The decision to remove this databasefrom the SDS

collection was taken on several grounds, including the high

storagerequirementsand the high cost (leasing fees and

connect-hourprice); the prices of such databasesare by

and large establishedin the American market and it.may well

be that such levels are not an accuratereflection of price -

demand relationshipsin Europe.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS: SUMMARY RESULTS

These conclusionsfollow roughly the order of the terms

of referencefor the study quoted in Chapter I. In some in-

stances,for example the form of contractswhich users sign

with operators, there is relatively little to be said: the

general case is simple and straightforward, the user ｡ ｧ ｲ ･ ･ ｾ ｲ ｩ ｧ

to ｰ ｾ ｹ the prices listed and undertaking to respectthe intel-

lectual property.rights of the owners of the database. Special

provisions, e.g., the requirementfor users of the NASA data-

base to provide input, are mentioned as they arise.

While the terms of referenceemphasisethe charging sys-

tems and levels of charging applied by databaseproducers, the

user only seesthese in the context of operators' charging sys-

tems: in this chapter, therefore the latter are discussedfirst.
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OPERATORS' CHARGING SYSTEMS AND LEVELS OF CHARGING

Three main charging systemshave been identified as follows:

Connect-hourSystems, at Levels dependenton Database

These are by far the most wide-spread;both major US

operators,Lockheed and SDC, and the major Europeanoperator,

SDS, charge the user in this way. The total price is

made up of components,approximatelyrelated to the costs

incurred by the operator for:-

(1) charges levied by the databaseproducers

(2) operator costs, including file update and maintenance,
marketing, training, and other overheadactivities.

(3) communicationcharges incurred by the operator.

Of these, a single connect-hourprice is quoted by both major

American operatorsand SDS; for Lockheed and SDC, separation

of chargeslevied by the databaseproducer and those associated

with operatingcosts, is not directly possible except in cases

in which the databaseproducerpublicallyannounceshisscale of

charges. SDS, on the other hand, while from January 1, 1978

lists a single connecthour price for convenienceof accounting,

continues its former practice of disclosing all royalty payments.

required by producers. Communicationscharges incurred by the

operatorare always chargedseparatelyby operatorsin this

category, whether they operatetheir own network (SDS), or

whether they use other networks suchas value added carriers

(TELENET and US TYMNET) or those of common carriers including

the PTTs.

A further charge for off-line prints is also levied by

all operatorsin this category. These chargescover two

additional cost elements, first the costs incurred by the

operator in providing an off-line print service and second,

(in some casesonly) a royalty or hit charge imposed by the

producer. In almost all cases,however, these two elements

are not separatedin bills sent to clients.
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It should be noted that chargesincurred by the user him-

self have not been included in this study. In addition to

payment for on-line access,communications,and print-out

charges, the end-userof an on-line servicewill normally

have to pay for his own communicationchargesto access

the network. He may also be required to pay terminal rentals

or their equivalent, and if the service is operatedthrough

a documentationcentre as third party, he may be required to

pay for the costs of intermediaryservicesin making an on-line

search. These user chargesclearly dependon individual

circumstancesand they have thereforebeen ignored in this

study.

Flat-rateConnect-hourPrice Systems, Independentof Database

Operatorswith this type of pricing policy include BRS

in the USA, FIZ-4 in Germany and BLAISE in the UK. It should

be noted that, while BRS has a fixed connect-hourprice

($25 per hour) for all its other databases,it offers MEDLARS

exceptionallyat $10 per connect hour. These operators

normally quote royalties to the producer as a separateitem,

outside the basic connect-hourprice, and these royalties

may include elementsfor the leasing charge imposed by the

producers,and for print-out royalties on an averagebasis.

The connect hour royalties quoted by BRS for example, may not

therefore agree with those published by producers in respect

of a pure connecthour royalty. Also in this categorymay be

included certain producer-operatorswho also include a

substantialsubscriptioncharge for accessto their database,

in addition to a connect hour rate; an example is DOMA who

charge a monthly subscriptionof DM 500.

As with databasedependentconnect hour price systems,

these flat - rate systemsdo not include network or communi-

cations charges,which are quoted separately. It is understood

however that FIZ-4 may in future quote prices to foreign users

in terms of a total package, including communicationscharges

within Germany.
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SystemsBased on Computer Costs

DIMDI operatesa charging systembasedon the actual use

of the computer, in terms of CPU secondsand input/output

operationsfor its paying customers. Additionally, charges

are made for the intellectual work in running questionsfor

clients.

Levels of Charging by Operators

Taking the connect-hourchargesof the database-dependent

systemsas a guideline, we find that these can vary very widely

according to the database. For example, the minimum cost in

Lockheed is $25 per hour with a maximum of $150 per hour; for

SDC the figures are respectively$35 an hour and $125 per hour,

while for SDS the spread is from about $28 an hour to about

$60 per hour. The difference betweenmaximum and minimum per

hourly chargesis, at least in part, accountedfor by the database

element in these on-line costs. This will be discussedin

more detail later, but it may be noted that, for each of these

three operators, it is possible to relate the minimum to the

pure operationalcost which the operator incurs in handling a

database,i.e. file storage, convertion to inverted file struc-

ture, updatingandmaintainingthe database,and some element for

overheadcosts of the operation as a whole. These minima are

associatedwith "no-charge" databases. These are databasesfor

which the producer levies no chargeseither on the operator

or the user. Examples are ERIC for Lockheed and SDC, and

NASA STAR/IAA for SDS. The on-line prices are respectively

$25, $35 and $28. To a first approximation these base prices

form a base line from which information about the database

price element may be derived, but practicesdiffer markedly

between the three major operators. SDS, in arriving at its

connect hour price for other files, maintains this base price

to within $3 or $4 per hour, so that in general,the excessaccess

price may be equatedwith the total databaseprice element in

the connecthour charge. Lockheed and SDC, on the other hand,
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appear to increasethe element for their operatingcosts for

databasesfor which higher charges (royalties etc.) are

required by the producers. This is shown by calculationsin

respectof databasesfor which all payments to producersare

known and those which are not connect hour royalties can be

allocated to the connecthour price by simple averaging

techniques. The increaseof operatorchargesdoes not how-

ever seem to be proportional to either total connect hour

price or to the databaseelement in that price. Most prob-

ably it representsa businessdecision by the operator,

taking into account extra marketing costs, his estimateof

usagewhich he can achieve, prices chargedby competitors,

and the like.

For BRS and BLAISE, representingthe flat-rate connect-

hour price,irrespectiveof databaseclass, the chargesrun

from as low as $10 an hour (in the case of MEDLARS from BRS)

to $25 per hour (all other BRS databases),to $45 an hour

(all BLAISE databases). These chargesare exclusive of

royalties and other producer charges. Each distributor bills

separatelyfor royalties, probably averaging the charges

between the original producersof the material making up the

database(CHEMLINE and TOXLINE) or including an element for

lease fees and print-out royalties (BRS). These fixed prices

independentof databasesystemsclearly result from a calcula-

tion of averagecosts on the part of the operatorsconcerned,and

the relatively low figures of BRS, as comparedwith other

operatorsoffering the same databasesmay be due to the

smaller backfiles employed. It may be noted that both dis-

tributors have rather homogeneouscollections, all the data-

basesbeing in the middle price range (of other operators); the

relatively high cost of MEDLARS via BLAISE as comparedwith

other distributors such as BRS and DIMDI may be due in part to

the possible need to recover part of the UK input costs to this

database. The FIZ-4 databasesare offered at a standardprice

of about $46 per connecthour, closely approximating to SDS price

figures for common databases.
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To summarise,operatorconnect-hourprices are by no means

uniform, except in those casesin which the pricing policy is

to charge a flat rate irrespectiveof databases. It seems

clear that most operatorsdo not use finely tuned accountinq

methods in deciding on the prices they charge for their part

in the provision of on-line services. The exception is DIMDI

whose pricing system allows for separateaccounting for

storage, CPU utilisation and input/output operations. We

do not know however, how the particular price elementscon-

cernedwere calculated, but the averagefigure in terms of

cost per hour of about $17 is very low, indicating perhaps

that marginal- cost techniqueswere used, DIMDI's main mission

being to provide virtually free biomedical information services

to academicand non-industrialmedical users in Germany. SDS

employs an accountingsystem in which all costs incurred by

the service are allocatedby proportions to each database

(except those which constitutecost centresof their own,

e.g., input to NASA, and which are thereforenot charged).

Bearing in mind SDS's cost recovery policy, the relative

division of operating costs betweendatabasesis probably

reasonablyaccurate. We have no direct information on the

price-cost relationshipsfor other operators.

PRODUCER'S CHARGING SYSTEMS AND LEVELS OF CHARGING

Four types of charging systemswere identified; these

and the levels of charging for each categoryare discussed

below.

No-Charge Databases

In this class, no actual cash transactiontakes place

betweenproducer and operator. Often, however, these arrange-

ments include a requirementto provide input to the database

(e.g. MEDLARS, STAR/IAA); in others (e.g. ERIC) the database

is made available without such requirements. There may be

geographicor other restrictionson accessto no-chargedata-

bases; partners in bilateral or multilateral agreementsare
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granted exclusive rights to exploit the databasewithin their

own territory. Examples are provided by the INIS and AGRIS

systems. Where there is a bilateral agreementon input,

financial provisions may be included in the arrangement.

That is, input up to a particular cash value may be required.

In all these cases,however, the end-userprice is set by the

operatorand the databaseelement in these prices is virtually

zero, although some operatorsmay seek to recover a proportion

of their input costs in the prices charged.

Fixed, Published-pricedatabases

A majority of the producerscontributing price data to

the study openly publish prices and conditions of accessfor

operatorswishing to provide an on-line service from these data-

bases. (Different price levels etc. may be set for in-house.

use, but as the study was essentiallyconcernedwith prices

for public access,prices for in-house use have been dis-

regarded.) The charging systems for fixed price databases

include an annual licensing fee with additional payments for

backfiles, a royalty per connect hour and often a print-out

royalty. The leasing fee may amount to several thousandsof

dollars (the range was from about $2000 to about $7000). Con-

nect-hour royalties are now typically at the $15 per connect-

hour level, although chargesas low as $4 and as high as $25

were also noted. In at least one case, no royalty charge is

demanded. Royalties for print-out are not always required

by all databaseproducers in the fixed price category.

The range is commonly between $.02 to $.10 per reference.

Confidential BusinessArrangements

During the course of the study it becameapparentthat a

number of databaseproducers,particularly in the economic,

businessand patent information areas, made special arrange-

ments with operatorsfor the on-line use of their databases.

Prices and other conditions of these arrangementswere regarded

as confidential, and so details were not directly obtainable.
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It appearsthat the most usual arrangementis an agreementto

divide the on-line price per connect hour between the parties

concerned, the price per referenceprinted may also be divided

in the same ratio. The producermay also require a guaranteed

minimum annual return from the operator. In a few casesin

which some information on these arrangementswas available or

could be deduced, the split of the end-userconnect-hourprice

was 40% to the producer and 60% to the operator. These however

were associatedwith on-line prices of about $65 per connect-

hour and it is noted that many of the "confidential" databases

are priced at levels considerablyabove this figure. $90 per

hour is not uncommon in this class, and no information is

available on the. type of arrangementmade in these cases.

Many "confidential" arrangementsare associatedwith exclusive

rights for the operator to exploit the databasein particular

regions. The majority of confidential arrangementsare in

respectof US-produceddatabases,operatedby Lockheed and SDC.

Operator as Contractor to Producer

One case of this kind was positively identified; the

DERWENT seriesof patent databasesare operatedby SDC under

an arrangementin which the producer retains all rights,

allocating passwords,setting the on-line price, billing users

direct. The operator is in this case a contractorwho provides

on-line service, but the details of the contract are regarded

as confidential. It may of course be that other arrangements

in the "confidential" class follow this pattern to some extent,

but so far as is known, DERWENT is the only case in which the

user deals directly with producer, rather than with the operator.

Other ProducerCharging Systems

A few caseswere noted in which different charging rates

applied, dependingon whether users were members of an associ-

ation. Some producersare also operatorsof their own data-

bases,e.g. Electronic ComponentsDatabank, EPIC, Thermodata,

and several others. No general inference on the databaseprice
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element can however be derived from these cases,becauseno

information was available on the division of operating and

production costs. In the case of EPIC however, the producer

consideredthat about 30% of the connect hour price was associ-

ated with production costs; the databaseis small and highly

specialised,however.

PROPORTION OF END-USER PRICES REPRESENTED BY DATABASE CHARGES

In the case of the no-chargedatabases,this is clearly

zero, but as already noted, some operatorsmay allocate some

of their operating revenue to offset input costs. In the case

of fixed publishedprice databases,about 20% of the connect-

hour price is returned to the producer in the form of royalties,

the percentagevarying slightly betweenoperatorssince their

operating chargesdiffer. However, if we include an element

for licence fees as an addition to the connect-hourroyalties,

the percentagereturned to the producer could increaseto 25

to 30%. Licence fees are substantialin a few cases (e.g.

COMPENDEX and CA Condensates)and the degree to which they are

significant in both end-userprices and the proportion returned

to the producer dependson the volume of use achievedby a

particular operator. If an operatorobtaining 1000 connect

hours per year from ｃ ｏ ｾ ｐ ｅ ｎ ｄ ｅ ｘ wishes to recover the

lease fee, he must add an extra $7 to $8 to the price he

chargesfor each connect-hour. The above data result from

averagingover all databasesin this category, and there is

naturally some degreeof scatter; several casesof a return

of more than 30%, without taking into account licence fees,

were noted (see Figure 2, Chapter IV). Calculations in this

respectare further complicatedby an uncertainty in the level

of operating costs for thesedatabases,particularly those of

Lockheed and SDC. As already mentioned in this chapter, it

appearsthat these two operatorschargemore for operating

fixed price databasesthan they do for no-chargedatabases.

If we assumethat the price of a no-chargedatabaserepresents

an operator'sbasic costs to which should be added royalty and
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a licence fee element for fixed price databases,the ratio of

price to costs should be approximately 1 in all cases,

assuming that overheadsand profit are allocated evenly

acrossall databases. For Lockheed, the price/cost factor

for fixed price databasesis on the average 1.46 with a

varianceof 0.36 and for SDC 1.34 with a variance of 0.35.

Some possibleexplanationsfor these results have been dis-

cussedin Chapter IV.

In the confidential arrangementcases,while little

direct information on the producer'sshare of the end-user

price is available, but using of the price/cost factor

derived for fixed price databasesand making an assumption

that the mean factor for a particular operator applies also

to confidential databases,it is estimatedthat the producer's

share is a minimum of 20% and a maximum of 50%. The

majority of casesare in the 30% to 40% range. (These estimates

are of course approximate; their accuracy is no better than

10%.)

TRENDS IN THE DATABASE PRICE ELEMENT

The early history of on-line serviceswas dominatedby

accesspolicies formulated by the producersof what have been

called in this study no-chargedatabasesand prices to users

therefore reflected only operating costs. Operatorssupplying

on-line servicessoon added a number of institutional data-

basesin the main areasof chemistry, physics, and applied

scienceand technology. Prior to 1975, most such institutional

databaseswere available on leasing arrangementsand these

were in general designedfor in-house use; leasing arrange-

ments without royalty paymentswere therefore the general

rule in the beginning of the on-line era. From the end of

1974 onwards, most institutional databaseproducersbegan to

offer licensing agreementsto replace leasing arrangements

for on-line servicesoffered to third parties. At this stage,

connect hour and print royalties were small, but associated

with licensing fees considerablyin excessof the ｰ ｲ ･ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｵ ｾ
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lease charges. All databasesin the fixed publishedprice

categoryare now operatedunder licensing arrangementsand

royalties have in most casesconsiderablyincreasedsince 1975.

In some casesthe initial royalty was negligible, at the level

of a dollar or two per connect hour. This was seenby the

producersconcernedas a purely notional figure, to be revised

as soon as the initial experimentalperiod was concluded.

Thus, the royalty increasein the case of METADEX, from $1 to

$25 in 1976, is probably to be viewed in this light, reflecting

the value which the producer places upon on-line access.The

substantialjump in NTIS royalties, from $2 to $12 per hour

in 1977/78 is probably due to the further developmentof cost

recoverypolicieson the part of the governmentagency concerned.

Outside these cases, the general trend has been to arrive at

royalty levels between $10 and $20 per connect hour with asso-

ciated print-out royalties in many cases. A very few insti-

tutional databaseswith a long on-line history have had two

royalty increases,but this is exceptional. The confidential

class of databasesare comparativelyrecent additions to the

on-line market, and it would appear that few increaseshave

occured in this sector; they are in any case probably priced

above the general level of the fixed price category,

both in terms of the end-userconnect hour price and the

percentagereturned to the producer.

It is evident that databaseproducers in general are

still assessingthe consequencesof extensiveon-line use of

their products. It is claimed that increasesup to the

presentlevel of chargeshave not had any deterrenteffect

on the growth of on-line use. At presenthowever, on-line use

accountsfor a rather small portion of the total revenue to

databaseproducers, and contributesto only a small proportion

of their costs.

Taking into account the comparativelyshort on-line history

of most of the databasescontributing price information to

this study, and a general level of uncertaintyon future

pricing policies, it would be unwise to make any extrapolations
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from the short term trends. One could perhaps foresee a further

round of increasesto bring royalty levels in a fixed price

database to something approachingthe returns already

apparentlyachieved by databasesin the confidential class,

perhapsto a level between $20 and $30 per connect hour.

Probably however, everything will depend on the view taken

by producerson the longer term effects of on-line services

on the economicsof their operations.

DISCOUNT SCHEMES

The four major operatorsof substantialnumbers of databases

have introduceddiscount schemeswhich reduced the connect hour

price for the end-useraccording to the volume of use and in

two casesaccording to the guaranteedvolume of use. Some of

these discount schemesare complex and need careful study by

individual users to assessthe probable results of the various

options. They have been analysedin Chapter III to which

referenceshould be made on their detailed effects. Maximum

discount rates amount to 32% of the connect hour price for

Lockheed users, 19% in the SDC system and 35% and 31% in the

casesof SDS and BRS respectively. Probably, however, these

maximum rates can only be achievedby user groups and a more

realistic comparisonis given by discountsat 120 hours per

month, appropriateto a documentationcentre operating a single

terminal at a rate of 6 hours per day. An averagefor Lockheed

is 27% or 32%, dependingon the option, for SDC 18%, for SDS

30%, and for BRS 25% or 31%. For individual users (Libraries

or small information centres who can achieve an utilisation

of 20 hours per month) Lockheed offers 25% if this use is

guaranteed,or 12% if not; SDC offers 9% and SDS 15% with no

guaranteedminimum. with BRS, only 7% discount is possible

at this level.

Discount schemesonly apply to connect hour prices. If

royalties are billed as an extra, discounts do not apply to

these payments.
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OTHER IMPORTANT ELEMENTS IN END-USER PRICES

The study has mainly been directed towards estimatesof the

databaseelement and its proportion of the end-userprice per

connect hour. However, the total price to end-usersincludes

two other elementswhich must be treatedseparately,communi-

cation chargesand the cost of printed references. Communi-

cation chargesare user location dependentwith respect to

that of the operator, and on the means by which the user

accessesthe host computer, i.e. the network used. It is

understoodthat prices for using EURONET have not yet been

established,so that little can be said on this element of

future costs. However, at present,Europeanusers can access

SDS databasesthrough ESANET at rates varying from $22 per

hour to $29 per hour, dependenton the speedof the terminal.

(Telephonechargesto accessESANET are not included). Costs

for accessingLockheed and SDC from Europe via nodes of TYMNET

and TELENET establishedin collaborationwith the PTTs have

recently been published for a number of countries. They

include a per charactertransmitting charge, so that a total

per hour cost is not easily arrived at. The probable cost

level is however at least $40 to $50 per hour making reason-

able assumptionsabout characterstransmitted. It is evident

that at present levels, network costs are a substantial

element in end-userprices.

The cost per printed referencealso makes a substantial

contribution to the total end-userprice. One study suggests

that an hour's searchingproduceson the average300 references

for which prints are required, and at 10 cents a reference

this adds $30 to the user'sbill. However, 300 prints per

hour's interrogationmay not be typical. In any case, the

user can avoid these chargesby use of the printed version

of the databasefor the full bibliographic details and ab-

stractsprovided.
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ANNEX I

DATABASES INCLUDED IN THE STUDY

ABI/INFOID1, August 1971 -present, 50,000 records, monthly
updates (Data Courier, Inc., Louisville, KY)

ABI/INFOID1 includes referencesto significant articles
of interest to managementand administrationfrom approxi-
mately 300 publications in the businessand related
fields. Representativepublications are Harvard Business
Review, Duns Review, Sloan ManagementReview, Fortune,
Wall Street Reports, Journal of Marketing Research.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS

ACCOUNTANTS INDEX

Provides accessto the literature related to accounting,
auditing, taxation, data processing, investments, financial
management,financial reporting, and management. The
coverageis international in scope including English-
languagebooks, speeches,pamphlets, governmentdocu-
ments and journals from the U.S., Canada, England,
Australia, South Africa, and Japan, etc.

OFFERED BY: SDC

PREPARED BY: American Institute of Certified Public Accountants

File Size: Approximately 12,000 citations per year

Coverage: 1974 to present

Updating: ｑ ｵ ｡ ｲ ｴ ･ ｲ ｬ ｹ ｾ approximately 3,000 citations
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AGRICOLA (CAIN), 1970-present,900,000 records, monthly
updates (National Agricultural Library, Belts-
ville, MD)

AGRICOLA (former CAIN) is the cataloging and indexing
data-baseof the National Agricultural Library (NAL).
This massive file provides comprehensivecoverageof
worldwide journal and monographic literature on agri-
culture and related subjects. Since AGRICOLA repre-
sents the actual holdings of the National Agricultural
Library, there is substantialcoverageof all sUbject
matter normally contained in a very large library.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS

AGRIS, 1975 to present225,000 records, monthly updates
(FAO Rome, computer version IAEA Vienna) .

Worldwide coverageof agricultural literature from
70 countries including fisheries.

AIM/ARM (also see ERIC), September1967 - present, 17,500
citations, bimonthly updates (The Center for Voca-
tional Education, The Ohio State University,
Columbus, OH)

AIM/ARM is a specializedindex for locating materials
on vocational and technical educationas well as the
related areasof manpower economics and development,
employment, job training, and vocational guidance.

AIM/AIDtI provides subject and author indexes to the
abstractsof the following: instructional materials
developedby local school districts, state departments
of education, curriculum developmentlaboratories,and
industrial organizations,researchfrom U.S. Office of
Education, Departmentof Labor, Office of Economic
Opportunity, private foundations, and other organizations.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
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AMERICA: HISTORY AND LIFE, 1964-present, 40,000 records,
quarterly updates (ABC-Clio Inc., Santa
Barbara, CA)

AMERICA: HISTORY AND LIFE (AHL), covering the full range
of u.S. and Canadianhistory, area studies, and current
affairs, is a comprehensiveand current aid to biblio-
graphic affairs, is a comprehensiveand current aid to
bibliographic research. The on-line data-basecorre-
sponds to the printed American History and Life, Part A
(Article Abstracts and Citations), Part B (index to
Book Reviews), and Part C (American History Bibliography) .

AHL includes coveragefor the following typical areas:
American studies, ethnic studies, folklore, history,
historiographyand methodology, international relations,
local history, oral history, prehistory, politics and
government, popular culture, teaching of history, and
urban affairs.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

APILIT

Covers worldwide refining literature, including petroleum
refining, petro-chemicals,air and water conservation,
transpbrtationand storage,and petroleum substitutes.
Source documentsinclude trade magazines,technical
journals, meeting papers, and governmentreports.
Available only to subscribersof the Central Abstracting
and Indexing Service of the American PetroleumInstitute.

OFFERED BY: SDC

PREPARED BY: American PetroleumInstitute

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

APIPAT

Approximately 18,000 records per year

January, 1964 to present

Monthly, approximately 1,500 citations. \

Contains citations to refining patents from the u.S. and
nine other countries: Belgium, Canada, France, Germany,
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Great Britain, Holland, Italy, Japan, and South Africa.
Subject coverage include the same areascovered by APILIT.
Available only to subscribersof the Central Abstracting
and Indexing Service of the American PetroleumInstitute.
Available on-line exclusively on the ORBIT system.

OFFERED BY: SDC

PREPARED BY: American PetroleumInstitute

FILE SIZE: Approximately 8,400 records per year

COVERAGE:

urDATING:

January, 1964 to present

Monthly, approximately 600 citations.

APTIC, 1966 to present, 82,000 records, quarterly updates.
(Manpower and Technical Information Branch, u.S.
Environmental ProtectionAgency, ResearchTriangle
Park, NC).

APTIC is a comprehensiveresourceon all aspectsof air
pollution, its effects, prevention, and control. This
data-baseincludes but is not limited to all abstracts
in Air Pollution Abstracts (no longer published).

APTIC covers the field of air pollution in the broadest
sense, including the social, political, legal, and
administrativeaspectsof the field. Subjects treated
in this data-baseinclude: atmosphericinteraction,
control methods, economic aspects,effects on human
health, effects on materials, effects on plants and
livestock, emission sources,governmentparticipation
(legal and administrative),measurementmethods, pollu-
tion data (air quality and emission inventories), and
social aspectsand public involvement.

OFFERED BY:

ARIANE

LOCKHEED

An interlinked seriesof databankson all aspectsof the
building and construction industry, including technical
characteristicsof materials, manufacturerdata and regu-
latory and legislative matters. The scope of the bank is
limited to products etc. available in France, and its size
is variable: a 50% turnover of records per annum is
expected.

PREPARED BY: CATED (Fed.Nat.du Batiment), Paris.
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ART BIBLIOGRAPHIES MODERN, 1974 to present, 21,000 records,
quarterly updates (ABC-Clio, Inc.,
Santa Barbara, CA)

ART MODERN contains referencesto all modern art and
design literature in books, and to referencesin dis-
sertations,exhibition catalogs, and some 300 periodicals.
The initial file will have approximately21,000 records,
including abstractscovering the fields of art history,
biographiesof artists, and artistic media such as
sculpture, ceramics, printing, etc., since the onset
of the nineteenthcentury.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

ASI

American Statistics Index, covering statisticalpublica-
tions of the u.S. Government; periodicals, annuals,
biennials, surveys, analytical reports, statistical
compilations, continuing serials, and special publica-
tions. Subject coverageis as broad as the Government's
national and international interest including the entire
spectrumof social, economic, and demographicdata
(e.g., employment, governmentalfinances, industry-
specific data, transportation,housing, and health).

OFFERED BY: SDC

PREPARED BY: CongressionalInformation Service, Inc.

FILE SIZE: Approximately 9,600 records per year

COVERAGE: January, 1973 to present (and selectedcoverage
of publications issuedduring the 1960's)

UPDATING: Monthly

BIAM

BIAM (Banque d'Informations Automatiseesur les Medica-
ments) [Drug Automated Databank) provides general informa-
tion on drugs, oriented to practical use - two logical
files: Active Principles and PharmaceuticalSpecialities.

FILE SIZE: October 77: 3,000 active principles and 8,500
specialities (presently: 25 mill.
characters)

GROWTH RATE: 40 active principles and 200 specialitiesper year.

PREPARED BY: Association Biam, Paris.
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BIOSIS PREVIEWS, January 1972 to present, 1.230,000 records,
monthly updates (BioSciencesInformation
Service of Biological Abstracts, Philadelphia,
PA) .

BIOSIS PREVIEWS contains citations from both BIOLOGICAL
ABSTRACTS and BIORESEARCH INDEX, the major publications
of BioSciencesInformation Service of BIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS.
Together, these publications constitute the major English
languageservice providing comprehensiveworldwide
coverageof researchin the life sciences. Nearly
8,000 primary journals as well as symposia, reviews,
preliminary reports, semi-popular journals, selected
institutional and governmentreports, researchcommuni-
cations, and other secondarysourcesprovide citations
on all aspectsof the biosciencesand medical research.

OFFERED BY: DIMDI
SDS
LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS

CAB ABSTRACTS, January 1973 to present, 450,000 records,
monthly updates (The CommonwealthAgricultural
Bureaux, Farnham, Farnham Royal, Slough, U.K.)

CAB ABSTRACTS is a comprehensivefile of agricultural and
biological information containing all records in the
22 journals published by CommonwealthAgricultural
Bureaus. Over 8,500 journals in 37 languagesare
scanned,as well as books, reports, and other publica-
tions. In some instancesless accessibleliterature is
abstractedby scientistsworking in other countries.
About 130,000 items are selectedfor publication ｹ ･ ｡ ｲ ｬ ｹ ｾ

significant papers are abstracted,while less important
works are reported with bibliographic details only.

The following journals are included in CAB ABSTRACTS:
Animal Breeding Abstracts, Apicultural Abstracts, Dairy
ScienceAbstracts, Field Crop Abstracts, Forestry
Abstracts, Holminthological Abstracts (A & B), Herbage
Abstracts, Horticultural Abstracts, Index Veterinarius,
Nutrition Abstracts and Reviews (A & B), Plant Breeding
Abstracts, ProtozoologicalAbstracts, Review of Applied
Entomology (A & B), Review of Medical and Veterinary
Mycology, Review of Plant Pathology, Soils and Ferti-
lizers, Veterinary Bulletin, Wood Abstracts, World
Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology Abstracts.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
SDS (1978)
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CANCERLIT, 1973 to present, 80,000 records, quarterly updates
(The National Library of Medicine and the National
Cancer Institute - USA).

CANCERLIT covers the whole field of Oncology, especially
therapy, experimentalclinical studies, epidemological,
pathogeneticand immunological aspectsof cancer research.

OFFERED BY: DIMDI

CANCERPROJECT, 1975 to present, 16,000 records, quarterly
updates (The National Library of Medicine and
the Current Cancer ResearchProject Analysis
Center in collaborationwith the National
Cancer Institute - USA)

CANCERPROJECTcovers cancer researchprojects of the
current three-yearperiod.

OFFERED BY: DIMDI

CANCERNET,

covers cancer and related sciences (Immunology, Virology ... )

SIZE: 110,000 records

ANNUAL GROWTH RATE: 15,000.

PREPARED BY: Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France.

CA CONDENSATES, 1970 to present, 2.420,000 records, monthly
updates (Chemical Abstracts SErvice, Columbus,
Ohio) .

CA CONDENSATES is the computer readablefile corresponding
to the printed Chemical Abstracts (CA), "Key to the World's
Chemical Literature." CA CONDENSATES provides accessto
what is new and significant in the world's scientific
and technical literature for chemistry, chemical engineer-
ing, and chemical aspectsof the life sciences. Coverage
includes journal articles, patent specifications,reviews,
technical reports, monographs,conferenceproceedings,
symposia, dissertationsand books. The treatmentof
patents is quite thorough and allows searchingthrough a
variety of points of access.
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The literature of chemistry and its applicationsare
divided among the following principal divisions: Applied
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Biochemistry, Macro-
molecular Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Physical and
Analytical Chemistry.

OFFERED BY: SDS
LOCKHEED
BRS
INFOLINE

Note: There are several other specializeddatabasesproducedby CAS
which are available from Lockheed and SDC, but CA CONDENSATES
has been included in this study as representingthe basic
databaseof CAS.

CDIUPA

CDIUPA!IALINE covers food science, technology and
economics.

PREPARED BY:

SIZE:

GROWTH RATE:

CHEMLINE

C.D.I.U.P.A. (Centre de Documentationdes
Industries Utilisatrices de Produits Agricoles\ ,
Massy, France.

100.000 references

12.000 ref. per year

is an on-line chemical dictionary file, with CAS Registry
numbers, preferred names, synonyms etc. File size is
about 250,000 words.

It is preparedby the U.S. National Library of Medicine.

Available from BLAISE.

CIS INDEX

Covers U.S. Congresspublications: hearings; committee
prints; House and SenateReports, Documents, and special
publications; SenateExecutive Reports and Documents.
Public Laws are added on an annual basis. Subject
coverageis multi-disciplinary and topical including
public service programs, raw materials and consumerpro-
ducts, and legal policies and events. Non-subscribers
must purchaseone Annual Index from CIS, Inc.
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OFFERED BY: SDC

PREPARED BY: CongressionalInformation Service, Inc.

FILE SIZE: Approximately 12,000 records per year

COVERAGE: January, 1970 to present

UPDATING: Monthly, approximately 1,000 citations

CLAIMS/CHEM, 1950 to present, 360,000 citations, quarterly
updates (IFI/Plenum Data Company, Arlington, VA)

CLAIMS/CHEM containsover 360,000 US chemical and chemi-
cally related patents issued since 1950, plus foreign
equivalentsfrom Belgium, France, Great Britain, Germany
and The Netherlands. This databaseis the result of a
1972 purchaseby the IFI/Plenum Company of the E.I. du
Pont de Nemours patent indexing system and merging of
the IFI/Plenum index with the du Pont databasein
responseto chemical industry need for a more highly
controlled indexing system incorporating a chemical
structuresearchcapability and a more selective index
to polymer chemistry.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

CLAIMS/GEM, 1975 to present, 50,000 ｣ ｩ ｴ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ ｾ quarterly
updates (IFI/Plenum Data Co., Arlington, VA)

CLAIMS/GEM is an analogousfile to CLAIMS/CHEM, containing
information about 50,000 general, electrical and
mechanicalU.S. patents.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

CLAIMS/CLASS

gives indexed information pertaining to the U.S. Patent
classificationsystem as detailed in the U.S.P.o.
Manual of Classification.

PREPARED BY:

SIZE:

GROWTH RATE:

IFI/Plenum Data Company, Arlington, Virginia,
USA.

Oct. 77: 23,000 records

anticipatedgrowth by July 78: to 90,000 records.
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COMPENDEX, January 1970 to present,monthly updates
(Engineering, Index, Inc., New York, N.Y.)
638,000 references.

The COMPENDEX databaseis the machine-readableversion
of the Engineering Index (Monthly/Annual), which pro-
vides the engineeringand information communities with
abstractedinformation from the world's significant
engineeringand technological literature. The database
provides ｷ ｯ ｲ ｬ ｾ ｷ ｩ ､ ･ coverageof approximately 3500
journals, publicationsof engineeringsocietiesand
organizations,papers from the proceedingsof con-
ferences, and selectedgovernmentreports and books.

OFFERED BY: SDC
LOCKHEED
FIZ 4
SDS

COMPREHENSIVE DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS, 1861 to present,
550,000 citations, monthly updates
(University Microfilms International,

Ann Arbor, MI)

COMPREHENSIVE DISSERTATION ABSTRACTS is a definitive
subject, title, and author guide to virtually every
American dissertationacceptedat an accredited
institution since 1861, when academicdoctoral degrees
were first granted in the United States. In addition,
CDA serves to disseminatecitations for thousandsof
Canadiandissertationsand an increasingnumber of
papers acceptedin institutions abroad. Professional
(e.g., M.D., L.L.D.) and honorary degreesare not
included. All subject areasare covered.

Individual, degree-grantinginstitutions submit copies
of dissertationsor lists of dissertationscompleted
to University Microfilm International (UMI). Citations
for these dissertationsare included in the database
and in University Microfilms Internationalprinted
publications: DissertationAbstracts International
(DAI) , American Doctoral Dissertations(ADD), and
ComprehensiveDissertation Index (CDI).

DAI lists abstractsof dissertationsfrom American,
Canadian, and foreign universities, (copies of most
of thesedissertationsare available from University
Microfilms International); ADD supplementsDAI by
adding citations for other American dissertations
written each year; CDI is a comprehensiveindex for
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both DAI and ADD. A complete listing of sourcescon-
sulted in compiling this databasecan be found in the
preface to any volume of ComprehensiveDissertation
Index.

OFFERED BY:

CRECORD

LOCKHEED
SDC

provides comprehensive,highly current coverageof the
CongressionaLRecord, the official journal of proceedings
of the u.s. Congress, including the House, Senate,Exten-
sion of Remarks, and Digest sections. Contains references
to bills and resolutions, committee and subcommitteereports,
legislation schedulesof committee and floor activities,
executive communications,and speeches,participation in
debates,and insertedmaterials by members of Congress.
Referencesare indexed and cross-referencedin 275 legis-
lative areas.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

SDC

Capitol Services, Inc.

Approximately 40,000 records per year

1976 to present (beginning with the second
sessionof the 94th Congress)

Weekly, approximately 1,750 citations.

CURRENT RESEARCH ｉｎｆｏｲｯｾｔｉｏｎ SYSTEM (CRIS), July 1974 to present,

24,000 citations, monthly updates (USDA Coopera-
tive State ResearchService, Washington, DC)

CRrs isa valuable current-awarenessdatabasefor agri-
culturally related researchprojects. The projects
describedin CRIS cover current researchin agriculture
and related sciences,sponsoredor conductedby USDA
researchagencies,State agricultural experimentstations,
State forestry schools, and other cooperatingState
institutions.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
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DECHEMA (ChemischeTechnik)

DECHEMA (ChemischeTechnik) covers technologicalchemistry,
chemical processtechnique.

PREPARED BY: DECHEMA (DeutscheGesellschaftf. chemisches
Apparatewesene.V.), Frankfurt/Main, FRG

SIZE: 10,000 records (since 2 years)

DERWENT

Comprehensiveand authoritativeWorld Patent Index file
containsdocumentsrelating to patent specifications
issued by the PatentOffices of the major industrial
nations. The countries covered since 1963 include
Belgium, France, Japan, the Netherlands,South Africa,
West Germany, Canada, East Germany, the Soviet Union,
Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the U.S., Portugal,
Sweden, Austria, Brazil, Czechoslovakia,Hungary, Israel,
and Rumania were introduced during 1975. Corresponds
in coverageto Central Patents Index and the World Patent
Index. /

OFFERED BY: SDC

PREPARED BY: Derwent Publications,Ltd.

FILE SIZE: Approximately 234,000 new inventions and
264,000 "equivalent" filings per year

COVERAGE: Variable by subject matter: pharmaceuticals,
1963; agricultural chemicals, 1965; plastics,
1966; all chemistry, 1970; mechanical, electrical,
and general, 1974 to present.

UPDATING: Monthly, approximately 19,500 new inventions and
22,000 "equivalent" filings.

DOMA (DokumentationMaschinenbau)

covers mechanicalengineering.

PREPARED BY:

SIZE:
GROWTH RATE:

DOMA-Inform GmbH (Gesellschaftzur Literaturinfor-
mation des Maschinenbauesm.b.H.), Frankfurt/M.,FRG

1972 to 1976: 90,000 records

2.500 records per month
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EIDB

EIDB (Energy Information Database) covers the literature
of energy resourcesand environmentrelated publications.

PREPARED BY: U.S. Departmentof Energy.

SIZE: about 150,000 items

GROWTH RATE: 5,000 items per year.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DATABANK

The Electronic ComponentsDatabank, producedby ESA is
arrangedin two (2) files. The first file contains
12,000 records of passivecomponents,40,000 records of
particular transistors,diodes, thyristors and FETs, and
15,000 records on integratedcircuits, and names,
addressesetc. of 200 manufacturersand suppliers. The
second file contains lists of componentsused in satellites,
consolidatedpreferredparts lists, constructionanalysis
reports, failure analysis reports, quality analysis
reports, manufacturers'test reports, radiation sensi-
tivity reports, and internationallyqualified components
lists.

OFFERED BY: SDS

ENERGYLINE

Comprehensivecoverageof over 200 core journals and
selectedcoverageof 2,000 other journals, as well as
reports and surveys, monographs,conferenceproceedings,
irregular serials, and newspaperarticles. Subject-area
coverageincludes energy economics; U.s. policy and
planning; internationalpolitical and economic issues;
researchand development; resourcesand reserves;
environmental impact; electric power transmissionand
storage; fuel production; fuel transport; nuclear power;
and industrial, transportation,and residentialcon-
sumption.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

SDS (1978)
SOC

Environment Information Center, Inc.
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COVERAGE:

UPDATING:
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Approximately 4,800 records per year

January, 1971 to present

Bi-monthly, approximately 800 citations.

EPB On-line, formerly ENVIROBIB

EPB On-line, the EnvironmentalPeriodicalsBibliography,
covers the fields of general human ecology, atmospheric
studies, energy, land resources,water resources,and
nutrition and health. Almost 250 periodicalsare indexed
in ENVIROBIB, thereby providing quick-and-easyaccess
to article referencesfor every environment research
need. Librarians, chemists, land-useplanners, govern-
ment officials, and corporateexecutives,among others,
will find this databasea functional assetto their work.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATES:

LOCKHEED

Environmental ｓ ｴ ｵ ､ ｾ ･ ｳ Institute, Santa
Barbara, CA

50,000 records

1973 to present

bimonthly.

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE INDEX - ENVIROLINE

The Environmental ScienceIndex provides interdisciplinary
coverageof citations in 2000 of the world's most signifi-
cant environmentalpublications, including periodicals,
books, reports, conferenceproceedings,patentsand
speeches.

Citations are classified into a systemof twenty-one main
entry categoriesof environmentalaffairs and provide
title, source, data and volume, page number and page
length.

The following categoriesare covered: air pollution,
chemical and biological contamination; energy; environ-
mental education; environmentaldesign; food and drugs;
general; international; land use and misuse; noise
pollution; non-renewableresources;oceansand estuaries;
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population planning and control; radiological contamina-
tion; renewableresources- water; renewableresources-
terrestrial; solid waste; transportation;water pollution,
weather modification and geophysicalchange; wildlife.

OFFERED BY:

PRESENTSIZE:

SDS
LOCKHEED

61,000 references.

ENVIRONMENT - CNUCE Pisa

an experimentaldatabase,not yet ready for use.

EPIC (Estimation de proprietespour l'ingenieur chimiste =
Propertiesestimation for chemical engineers)

EPIC covers physical and thermodynamicpropertiesof pure
chemical componentsand their mixtures, including phase
and chemical equilibria.

PREPARED BY: L.A.S.S.C. - University of Liege, Belgium.

SIZE: referencesfor 240 components.

GROWTH RATE: expectedgrowth to 400 componentswithin one year.

ERIC 1966 to present, 265,000 citations, monthly updates
(National Institute of Education, Washington, D.C.,
and ERIC Processingand ReferenceFacility, Bethesda,
MD)

ERIC is the complete databaseon educationalmaterials from
the EducationalResourcesInformation Center. It consists
of two main files: Researahin EduaationJ which is con-
cernedwith identifying the most significant and timely
educationresearchreports and projects; and Current
Index to Journals in EduaationJ an index of more than
350 publicationsof interest to every segmentof the
educationalprofession. Many items (aside from journal
articles) can be purchasedfrom the ERIC Document Repro-
duction Service in paper copy or microfiche. There are
approximately 550 locations throughout the country having
complete collections of the ERIC microfiche, and most are
open to the general public.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS
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EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION ABSTRACTS, 1966 to present,

23,500 citations, quarterly updates (The Council
for Exceptional Children, Reston, VA)

EXCEPTIONAL CHILD EDUCATION ABSTRACTS (CEC) is a compre-
hensive databaseconcernedwith published and unpublished
literature on the educationof handicappedand gifted
children. More than 23,000 citations are included in
the CEC database,covering such sourcesas books,
journal articles, teachingmaterials, and reports.
CEC is a valuable supplementto the EducationalResources
Information Center database(ERIC) since only about one-
fourth of the CEC citations are duplicated in ERIC
(Dialog's File 1). All aspectsof the educationof
handicappedand gifted children are included.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

EXCERPTA MEDICA

consistsof 2 files: a) EXCERPTA MEDICA "EMBASE"
b) EXCERPTA MEDICA "DRUGDOC"

SIZE:

GROWTH R/fTE:

PREPARED BY:

and covers the field of biomedicine.

EXCERPTA MEDICA, Amsterdam, Netherlands.

a) 2.250,000 records b) 540,000 records

a) 250,000 " Iyr. b) 60 to 70,000 records/yr.

() l'FR;1'/' ,.,'D BY: HOECHST A.G.

FINE ARTS CATALOGUE - CNUCE, Pisa

an experimentaldatabase,probably, consistingof 200,000
records of Italian paintings, sculptures,architecture;
etc., by the end of 1978.

FOUNDATION DIRECTORY - Current year's data, 2,500 listings,
semiannualupdates (The ｆ ｯ ｵ ｮ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ

Center, New York, NY)

FOUNDATION DIRECTORY provides descriptionsof more than
2500 foundationswhich have assetsof $ 1 million or more
or which make grants of $ 500,000 or more annually. Each
foundation conforms to the generaldescriptionof a
"nongovernmental,nonprofit organization, with funds and
program managedby its own trusteesor directors, and
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establishedto maintain or aid social, educational,
charitable, religious, or other activities serving the
common welfare, primarily through the making of grants."
The foundations which qualify for inclusion account for
nearly 90 percentof the assetsof all foundations in the
United Statesand 80 percentof all foundation giving.
Grants are given primarily in the fields of education,
health, welfare, sciences,internationalactivities,
and religion, in that order. Principal sourcesof
information are voluntary reports by many foundations
directly to The FoundationCenter and information obtained
from public information returns filed each year with the
Internal Revenue Service by private foundations.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

FOUNDATION GRANTS INDEX - January 1973 to present,

35,000 records, bimonthly updates (The
FoundationCenter, New York, NY)

FOUNDATION GRANTS INDEX contains information on grants
awarded by more than 400 major American philanthropic
foundations, representingall records from the Founda-
tion Grants Index section of the bimonthly Foundation
News. Information on grants given by foundations is
useful in determining types and amounts of grants awarded,
since foundations seldom announcethe availability of
funds for specific purposes. Each foundation conforms
to the descriptionof a "nongovernmental,nonprofit
organization, with funds and program managedby its own
trusteesor directors, and establishedto maintain or
aid social, educational,charitable, religious, or other
activities serving the common welfare, primarily through
the making of grants," as defined in The ｆ ｯ ｵ ｮ ､ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ

Directory, Edition 5. Approximately 10,000 new grant
records are added to the file each year. Grants are given
primarily in the field of education, health, welfare,
sciences, internationalactivities, humanities, and
religion with educationas the most favored field for
foundation giving. Grants to individuals and grants of
less than $5,000 are not included.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
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FSTA (Food Science and Technology Abstracts)

correspondsto the printed Food Scienceand Technology
Abstracts, producedby the International Food Informa-
tion Service. Covers the literature related to all human
food commodities and aspectsof food processing,except
the production of raw foods. Subject areascovered
include basic food science; microbiology, hygiene and
toxiology; food economicsand statistics; food engineering;
food packaging; commodity techniques;alcoholic and non-
alcoholic beverages;fruits, vegetablesand nuts; fish
and marine products; food additives, spicesand condiments;
and food laws, regulationsand standards;and more. Source
documentsgatheredworldwide include patents,books,
standards,and journal articles.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

ZMD, SDC

InternationalFood Information Service

Approximately 17,000 records per year

1969 to present

Monthly, approximately 1500 records

GEOLOGICAL DATABASE - CSATA BARI

No information but believed to be still in the
experimentalstage.

GeoRef

Geological Referencefile, covering geosciencesliterature
from 3000 journals, plus conferencesand major symposia and
monographs, in such areasas geology, economic geology,
engineering-environmentgeology, geo-chemistry,geo-
chronology, geomorphology, igneous and metamorphic
petrology, solid earth geophysics,and stratigraphy;
a total of some 29 different geoscienceareas. Includes
citations from Bibliography and Index of Geology and more.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

SDC

The American Geological Institute
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COVERAGE:

UPDATING:
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Approximately 36,000 records per year

January, 1967

Monthly, approximately 4,000 citations.

GEOTHERMAL DATABASE - CNUCE Pisa

An experimentaldatabase.

GRANTS

Complete, single source referenceto more than 1500
grant programs offered by federal, state, and local
governments,commercial organizations,associations
and private foundations in over 88 disciplines,
including adult education, agriculture, social
sciences,fine arts, architecture,natural ｾ ｣ ｩ ･ ｮ ｣ ･ ｳ Ｌ
and law.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

'UPDATING:

SDC

Oryx Press

1500 records per update

Currently available grants

Monthly, full file replacedwith current
programs.

HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS, 1973 to present, 35,000 citations,
quarterly updates (American Biblio-
graphical Center, Santa Barbara, CAl

HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS is a referenceservice that abstracts
and indexes the world's periodical literature in history
and the related social sciencesand humanities. The
databasecorrespondsto the two companion publications,
Historical Abstracts; Part ａ ｾ Modern History Abstract3;
Part ｂ ｾ Twentieth-CenturyAbstracts (1914 to the present).

HISTORICAL ABSTRACTS covers the history of the world from
1450 to the present, excluding the u.S. and Canada, which
are covered by AMERICA: HISTORY AND LIFE.
Articles are abstractedfrom more than 2,000 journals
published in 90 countries in some 30 languages.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
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INIS

Subject, Scope and Coverage: Atomic Energy and related
science and technology.

FILE SIZE: 420.000 records

GROWTH RATE: 60.000 to 80.000 records per year

PRODUCER: IAEA Vienna

OPERATOR: Each member country of IAEA may operatethe
databaseswithin its geographicallimits. In
addition IAEA will operate INIS over its own
network for those countries requiring it.
In EURONET INIS is also operatedby the CTI
of the Belgian Ministry of Economic Affairs.

INRA - Zoologie

covers Anthropology and InvertebratePhysiology.

PRODUCER:

FILE SIZE:

INRA

15,000 records (since 2 years)

GROWTH RATE:

INSPEC

5,000 to 6,000 records per year

The INSPEC databasecontains bibliographic referencesfrom
the world's published literature in physics, electrical
and electronicsengineering,computer scienceand control
engineering.

It is recognizedas being the only comprehensiveEnglish-
languagedatabasecovering the above-mentionedsubject
fields. Developed by the Institution of Electrical
Engineersas from the end of the last century under the
name of ScienceAbstracts, this service becamecomputer
basedas from 1969, when INSPEC came into being. The
INSPEC databaseincludes a citation of every item pub-
lished in Physics Abstracts, Electrical and Electronic
Abstracts, and Computer and Control Abstracts. More
than 2,000 journals are regularly scanned; some 210
journals are abstractedcompletely; conferencepapers
are covered in depth; and reports, books, thesesand
important US and UK patentsare also included.
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The INSPEC file contains referencesfrom:

*A = Physics Abstracts
*B = Electrical and ElectronicsAbstracts
*C = Computer and Control Abstracts

TIME COVERAGE:

PRESENT SIZE:

OFFERED BY:

1971 to present

888,000 references

Lockheed, SDC, SDS, INFOLINE, BRS, FIZ-4.

INTERNATIONAL PHARMACEUTICAL ABSTRACTS (IPA Informations Systems)

covers worldwide literature of pharmacy, medical and
health-relatedpublications for all articles relating to
pharmacyor pharmaceuticals.

PRODUCER: ASHP (American Society of Hospital Pharmacists),
WashingtonD.C., USA

FILE SIZE: 1977: 50,000 records

GROWTH RATE: 6500 to 7000 records per year.

OPERATED BY: HOECHST A.G.

IRRD

PRODUCER:

IRRD/InternationalRoad ResearchDocumentation.

1. Transport and Road ResearchLaboratory,
Crowthorne, U.K.

2. LaboratoireCentral des Ponts et Chaussees,
Paris, France

3. Bundesanstaltf. Strassenwesen,Forschungs-
gesellschaftfur das Strassenwesen,Koln, FRG

Note: Each of these centresproducesone language
version of the database. The coordinationorgani-
zation for the service as a whole is OECD, Paris,
France.

COVERAGE AND SIZE:
and reports
It contains
growth rate

Databasecovers worldwide literature
on all aspectsof road transport.
about 80,000 items with an estimated
of 10,000 items per year.

PRODUCT: Machine-readabledatabase.

DATABASE SERVICES: Off-line searchesare processedby the
three producing centresand others who are
members of IRRD.
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1973 to present, 55,000 citations, monthly updates
(Data Courier Inc., Louisville, KY)

Information Service in Mechanical Engineering (ISMEC)
abstractssignificant articles of interest in mechanical
engineeringfrom approximately 250 journals pUblished
throughout the world. Those journals are further
supplementedby relevant material from more than 2,000
periodicals in physics and engineeringreceivedby
INSPEC. In addition, books, reports and conference
proceedingsare also abstracted.

OFFERED BY: SDC
LOCKHEED

KKF (Kunststoffe, Kautschuk, Fasern)

covers journals in polymeres chemistry, -physic and
-technology, plastics and rubber.

PRODUCER: DeutschesKunststoffinstitut, Darmstadt, FRG

FILE SIZE: (since 1976) - about 24,000 documents

GROWTH RATE: 12,000 documentsper year

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR ABSTRACTS (LLBA)

1973 to present, 20,000 records, quarterly
updates (Sociological Abstracts, Inc.,
San Diego, CA)

LANGUAGE AND LANGUAGE BEHAVIOR ABSTRACTS (LLBA) provides
current selectiveaccessto the world's literature on
languageand languagebehavior as a service to all
researchersand practitioners in disciplines concerned
with the nature and use of language. Articles abstracted
in LLBA are drawn from approximately 1000 domestic and
foreign journals.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
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LIBCON/E

provides extensivecoverageof the monographic literature
and some non-print materialscatalogedby the u.s. Library
of Congress (LC). Includes MARC records distributed by
LC and MET (main/entry/title) records keyed by 3-M from
the LC depository card set. Covers ｅ ｮ ｧ ｬ ｩ ｳ ｨ ｾ ｬ ｡ ｮ ｧ ｵ ｡ ｧ ･

materials in all subject areas. Available on-line
exclusively on the ORBIT system.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

LIBCON/F

SOC

3-M, now SOC

Approximately 102,000 records per year

1868 entry year coveragefor MARC;
1969 for MET records
Publication year includes pre-20th Century
materials

Weekly, approximately2,100 ciations.

provides coverageof the monographic literature and some
non-print materials catalogedby the u.S. Library of
Congress (LC). Includes MARC records distributed by LC
and MET (main/entry/title) records keyed by 3-M from
the LC depository card set.
Includes MARC records of the French, German, Portugese,
and Spanish literature, and MET records of all Roman-
alphabet languages (and transliterateditems).

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

SOC, now SOC

3-H

Approximately 72,000 records per year

1968 entry year coveragefor ｾ ｭ ｒ ｃ ［

1969 for MET records
Publication year includes pre-20th Century
materials

Monthly, approximately 6,000 citations
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LISA

Based on the printed Library & Information Science
Abstracts3 provides worldwide coverageof the field of
library and information ｳ ｣ ｩ ･ ｮ ｾ ･ Ｌ including technical
processesand services; promotton of use of libraries
and library materials; organizationand administration;
library stock and materials;'use of libraries and
library materials; institutional libraries (e.g.,
hospital libraries, children's libraries); librarianship;
publishing; bookselling; reading; and reprography.
Primary materials are gatheredin over 20 languagesfrom
300 periodicals, papers in conferenceproceedings,
books and reports.

OFFERED BY:

PRf';PJlf?F;D BY:

PILE: SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

MEDLARS

SDC

Library Association, England

Approximately 4,000 records per year

1969 to present

ｂ ｩ ｾ ｭ ｯ ｮ ｴ ｨ ｬ ｹ Ｌ approximately 700 records

The MEDLARS (MEDical Literature Jlnalysis and Retrieval
System) database,produced by the National Library of
Medicine, contains citations from over 3,000 English
and major foreign language journals in all the basic
and clinical ｢ ｩ ｯ ｭ ｾ ､ ｩ ｣ ｾ ｬ sciendes.

All citations fr6m the ｰ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｴ ･ ､ Index Medicus3 Inter-
nationaZ Nursing Index3 and Index to DentaZ Literature

"are included in this comprehensivedatabase,'which now
totals in excessof 2 million citations.

OFFERED BY:

METADEX

DIMDI
BRS
BLAISE

METADEX is the ,magnetictape version of Metals Abstracts
jointly publishedmonthly by the American Society for
Metals and the Metals Society. It provides a comprehen-
sive coverageof journals, books, conferencesand symposia
in applied and theoreticalmetallurgy and related aspects
of physics and cpemistry. In the main Metals Abstracts
deals with the propertiesof metals and alloys and those
processeswhich affect the properties. Engineering
aspectswhich do not affect the propertiesof metals
are excluded.
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The file covers the following subjects:

Constitution, crystal properties, physics of metals:
metallography, testing, analysismechnical, physical,
electrical and chemical properties, corrosion: ores,
raw materials, extraction, smelting, refining, purifica-
tion, ferrous & nonferrousproduction: foundry, working,
machining, powder technique, joining, finishing, coating,
thermal treatment1 engineeringcomponentsand structures,
composites,electronic devices.

OFFERED BY: SDS
LOCKHEED

PRESENT SIZE: 242,000 reference

METEOROLOGICAL AND GEOASTROPHYSICAL ABSTRACTS (MGA)

1972 to present, 28,000 citations, irregular
updates (American Meteorological Society,
Boston, MA. The machine-readablefile is
made available through the Environmental
SciencesInformation Center, Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Washington,
DC).

Meteorological and GeoastrophysicalAbstracts (MGA) pro-
vides current citations in English for the most important
meteorologicaland geoastrophysicalresearchpublished
in both foreign and domestic literature. More than
7000 citations taken from ｡ ｰ ｰ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｩ ｾ ｡ ｴ ･ ｬ ｹ 200 primary
sources, including technical journals, monographsin
series, proceedings,reviews, and annual publications,
are added yearly.

SUbjects include the following and related subjects:
Meteorology, Astrophysics, Physical Oceanography,
Hydrosphere/Hydrology,EnvironmentalSciences,and
Glaciology.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

MTS Databases, Naples University

No information.
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FILE SIZE:
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NCC-Database(NCC's Information Serviceson Computing Information)

covers computer hardware, computer software, services,
li,terature.

NCC Ltd., Manchester,p.K.
Literature--22,000abstracts; Installations--30,000
Others 9,000

GROWTH RATE: Literature--3,000/yr.; Installations--1,500/yr,
Others--small; plus 39,000 are revised every year.

NICEM, January 1964 to present, 400,000 records, monthly
updates (National Information Center for Educational
Media, Univ. of SouthernCalifornia, Los Angeles, CAl

The NICEM databaseoffers comprehensivecoverageof non-
print educationalmaterial. NICEM covers the entire
spectrumof the ,educationalfield from pre-school to
professionaliand,graduateschool levels., Librarians,
media specialists,curriculum planners, and researchers
who searchNICEM will gain references'to all types of
educationalmedia -16 rom films, 35 rom filmstrips, over-
head transparencies,audio tapes, ｶ ｩ ､ ･ Ｖ ｾ ｡ ｰ ･ ｳ Ｌ phonograph
records, motion ｰ ｩ ｣ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･ Ｌ ｣ ｡ ｲ ｾ ｲ ｩ ､ ｧ ･ ｳ Ｌ and slides.,

OFFERED,BY:

NTIS

LOCI\HEED

This file" is basedon the semi-monthly GovernmentReports
Announcementspublished by the'NationalTechnical Informa-
tion Service (NTIS}.

It announcesinformation releasedto the public by
US GovernmentAgencies and Departmentsand includes
businessand economic data as well as scientific and
technical report literature. US Government-sponsored
translationsand some reports written in foreign languages
are included. Announcementsare arrangedin 22 subject
categories.

The following broad subject fields are covered:

Aeronautics; agriculture; astronomy and astrophysics;
atmosphericsciences;behavioral and social sciences;
chemistry; earth sciences& oceanography;electronics
and electrical engineering; energy conversion;
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materials; mathematics;mechanical,civil & marine eng.;
methods; military sciences;missile technology; navigation
and communication; nuclear science; ordnance; physics;
propulsion; spacetechnology.

OFFERED BY:

PRESENTSIZE:

NUCLEAR POOL

SDS
LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS, FIZ-4

390,000 references

This is a merged database,preparedand operatedby FIZ-4.
The main componentsare INIS and NSA, with IKK (Informa-
tion Kernforschungund Kerntechnik). A collection of
conferencepapers is also included.

OCEANIC ABSTRACTS

OCEANIC ABSTRACTS organizesand indexes worldwide technical
literature on the seasof the world. It is designedto
help researchersfind out about publishedmaterials on
many marine-relatedsubjects.

The major subjectscovered by this databaseinclude:
Biology, Fisheries,Geology, Meteorology, Oceanography,
Acoustics, Optics, Positioning, Remote Sensing, Desalina-
tion, Pollution, Coastal Resources,Engineering,Materials,
Diving, Offshore, Deep Sea, Ships, Submorsibles,Buoys,
and Governmentaland Legal aspects.

OFFERED BY:

PRESENTSIZE:

SDS
LOCKHEED

94,000 references
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OCEANOGRAPHY - CNUCE Pisa

No information.

PAPERCHEM

covers the scientific and technical literature, including
patents,of the pulp-, paper-, and board-manufacturing
and utilizing industriesgatheredfrom all industrialized
countries. Source documents include nearly 1,000 periodicals
published in over 20 languages,patent gazettesof six
major countries, symposium proceedings,and selected
secondarysources.

OFFERED BY:

PRF:PARED BY:

FIDE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

SDC

Institute of Paper Chemistry

. Approximately 12,000 records per year

January, 1968 to present

Monthly, approximately 1,000 citations.

PASCAL

PASCAL is the ｭ ｡ ｣ ｨ ｩ ｮ ･ ｾ ｲ ･ ｡ ､ ｡ ｢ ｬ ･ version of the French
abstract journal Bulletin Signaletiquewhich is composed
of 51 subject .sections. World-wide literature of all
types is enteredinto the file normally in its original
languagewith a French translatedtitle and abstracts.

Some sectionsonly offered by SDS, i.e.:

10" :"information science, .110-computerscience, automation
theory, operationsresearchand management, 120-astronomy,
space sciencesand geophysics,130-physics,optics,
acoustics, 140-electrotechnology, 145-electronicsand
telecommunications, 160-so1id state physics, 161-crystallo-
graphy, 165-atomic, molecular, plasma physics, 220-mineral-
ogy, geochemistry, 221-mining, mining economics,
222-crystallinerocks, 223-sedimentaryrocks, marine
geology, 224-stratigraphy,regional and general geology,
225-tectonics, 226-hydrology, 227-palaeontology, Ｗ Ｓ Ｐ Ｍ ｦ ｵ ･ ｾ
and energy, 740-metallurgy, 745-metal bonding, welding,
890-mechanicaland civil engineering, transportation.

OFFERED BY:

PRESENT SIZE:

SDS

905,000 referen8es
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PE/NEWS

Covers five major publications in the pretroleum and
energy fields: Platts Oilgram News Service; Middle East
Economic Survey; PetroleumIntelligance Weekly; Petroleum
Economist; and Oil Daily. Extensive indexing by company
and individual names, as well as location, and subject.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

SDC

Central Abstracting Indexing Service of the
American PetroleumInstitute

Approximately 26,000 records per year

January, 1975

Weekly, approximately 500 citations.

PHARMACEUTICAL NEWS INDEX (PNI), December 1975 to present,

15,000 citations, monthly updates
(Data Courier, Inc., Louisville, KY)

PHARMACEUTICAL NEWS INDEX (PNI) is the on-line source of
current information about the drug and cosmetic industries,
with emphasison the following subjects: Drug and Cosmetic
Industry ManagementNews, Health Legislation, Government
Relations, Industry Financial News and Reports, and
PharmaceuticalResearch.

Citations in PNI are drawn from the four major news-
letters: Drug ResearchReports, (The Blue Sheet), FDC
Reports, (The Pink Sheet), PMA Newsletter, and Washington
Drug and Device Letter.

OFFERED BY:

PLURIDATA

LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS

The main databasegeneratedby this organisationis a
databankon Nuclear Magnetic Resonance(Carbon 13).
A software.package (DARC) has been developed for the
databankwith an interactive graphics capability. The
operating host will be selectedduring 1978. Other
databaseswhich may.be included are the Cambridge
Crystallographicdatabank, and a Mass Spectrometry
databank.
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1970 to present, 45,000 citations,
bi-monthly updates (Data Courier Inc.,
Louisville, KY)

Pollution Abstracts is a leading resourcefor references
to environmentallyrelated literature on pollution, its
sourcesand its control.

The following subjectsare covered by the Pollution
Abstractsdatabases:

Air Pollution, EnvironmentalQuality, Noise Pollution,
Pesticides,Radiation, Solid Wastes, and Water Pollution.

OFFERED BY: SDS
LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS

PREDICASTS (PTS) Databases

The Predicastsystemconsistsof someseven separate
databases,all offered by Lockheed. They are:

PTS DOMESTIC STATISTICS, July 1971 to present, Ｑ ｾ ｬ Ｌ Ｐ Ｐ Ｐ cita-
tions, updatesvary with subfile. (PREDICASTS, Inc.,
Cleveland, OH)

PREDICASTS, Inc. abstractsall significant ｩ ｮ ｦ ｾ ｲ ｭ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ
appearing in annual reports of governmentagencies,
statistical reports and reviews of industry, handbooks
and yearbooksof trade associations,censusreports,
statisticalbulletins of the U.S. government, and
thousandsof businessmagazinesand trade journals.

PREDICASTS Statistical Abstracts. More than 70,000
abstractsof published forecastswith historical data
for U.S.; coverageincludes general economics, all
industries, detailed products, and end-usedata.

PREDICASTS Composites. Annual historical data (since
1958) and consensusof published forecaststhrough 1984
for more than 500 key economic, demographic, industrial,
and product time series.

PREDICASTS Basebook. Annual data for more than 20,000
time series (1960-1974) on U.S. production, value of
shipments,wages, prices, materials, consumption,
foreign trade, and end-usedistribution for all dif-
ferent types of industries, products, and services.

METROCASTS. Historical and projected (to 1990) data on
population, income, employment, earnings, and distri-
bution of industrial activity for states,standard
businesseconomic areas, and standardmetropolitan
areas.
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PREDICASTS Domestic Statistics covers every area of
industry and product statistics, governmentand services
statistics, and social economic statisticsfor the U.S.A.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

PTS EIS INDUSTRIAL PLANTS, current, 117,000 citations, quarterly
updates (Economic Information Systems, Inc., New York, NY)

Access to the EIS Plants databaseoffers immediate answers
to a broad range of questionsconcerningthe U.S. industrial
economy. The EIS Plants databaseincludes current informa-
tion on some 117,000 establishmentsoperatedby 67,000
firms with current annual salesof more than $500,000.
This total accountsfor more than 90 percent of total
U.S. industrial activity. Data are generatedfrom
businessmagazines,trade journals, state and industrial
directories, corporate financial reports, and Census
Bureau statistics. Also included are thousandsof
inputs received directly from companiesand corporations.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

PTS F&S INDEXES (FUNK & SCOTT), 1972 to present, 725,000
citations, monthly updates (PREDICASTS, Inc., Cleveland,OH)

The F&S Indexes cover both domestic and international
company, product, and industry information. It contains
information on corporateacquisitionsand mergers, new
products, technologicaldevelopments,and sociopolitical
factors. It summarizesanalysesof companiesby securities
firms, contains forecastsof company sales and profits by
company officers, and reports on factors influencing
future salesand earnings (such as price changes,govern-
ment antitrust actions, sales and licensing agreements,
and joint venture agreements).

In addition, the F&S provides on-line accessto a compre-
hensive bibliography of more than 5,000 publications
cited in PREDICASTS publications. A complete abstract
display from this bibliography includes title, publisher,
and address,annotation terms describing the publication,
frequency, and cost, and the PREDICAST codes for product,
country, and event. This portion of the data base is
known as the Source Directory. (See also PTS Weekly).

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

PTS FEDERAL INDEX, January 1977 to present, new database,
monthly updates (PREDICASTS, Inc., Cleveland, OH).

The Federal Index provides coverageof such Federal actions
as proposedrules, regulations,bill introductions,
speeches,hearings, roll calls, reports, vetoes, court
decisions, executiveorders, and contract awards. The
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Washington Post and federal documentssuch as the Con-
gressionalRecord, Federal Register, Presidentialdocu-
ments, and Commerce Businessdaily, are indexed on a
regular basis. Source documentscan be ordered from
PREDICASTS at a nominal charge.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

PTS INTERNATIONAL STATISTICS, 1972 to present, 155,000 cita-
tions, updatesvary with subfile. (PREDICASTS, Inc.,
Cleveland, OH)

PREDICASTS, Inc., abstractsinformation from more than
1,000 international sources. Included are annual reports
of foreign governments,statistical reports of industries
and trade associationsof foreign countries, publications
of the United Nations and other internationalagencies,
bank letters, newspapers,and businessand trade journals.

This essentialdatabasefor market development, sales
analysis, operationsresearch, information retrieval,
executivedecisions, economic forecasting, long-range
planning, diversification study, security analysis, and
market researchincludes the following subtitles:

WorZdcasts StatisticaZ Abstracts. Abstracts of published
forecastswith historical data for all countriesof the
world (excluding the United States). Coverage includes
general economics, all industries, detailed products, and
end-usedata.

WorZdcasts Composites. Annual historical data, SIC codes,
and consensusof published forecaststhrough 1985 for 2,500
economic, demographic, industrial, and product series for
key countries.

WorZdcasts Basebook. Annual data for 20,000 time series
(1960-1974) for all countriesof the world on production,
consumption, price, foreign trade, and usagestatistics
for agriculture, mining, manufacturing, and servicesas
well as demographyand national income.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

PTS MARKET ABSTRACTS, 1972 to present, 125.000 citations,
monthly updates (PREDICASTS, Inc., Cleveland, OH)

PREDICASTS Inc. abstractsall significant information
appearingin thousandsof newspapers,businessmagazines,
governmentreports, trade journals, bank letters, and
special reports throughout the world, The PREDICASTS
Market Abstracts databaseprovides the following kind of
information: Acquisitions, Capacities,End Uses, Environ-
ment, Foreign Trade, Market Data, New Products, Production,
Regulations, and Technology. .This information covers
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products and servicesof the following industries:
Chemical, Communications,Computers, Electronics, Energy,
Fibers, Food, Instrumentsand Equipment, Metals, Paper,
Plastics, and Rubber. (See alseo PTS WEEKLY) .

OFFERED BY:

PTS WEEKLY,

LOCKHEED

Current month, 15,000 citations, weekly updates.
(PREDICASTS, Inc., Cleveland, OH)

PREDICASTS WEEKLY includes weekly records, which, after
more complete indexing, are incorporatedinto either
PTS CMA-EMA (File 16) or PTS F&S (File 18). This data-
base combines the coverageof PTS CMA-EMA and PTS F&S.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, 1967 to present, 250,000 citations,
monthly updates (American Psychological
Association, Washington, DC)

PSYCHOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS covers the world's literature in
psychology and related disciplines in the behavioral
sciences. Over 900 periodicals and 1500 books, technical
reports, and monographsare scannedeach year to provide
coverageof original research,reviews, discussions,
theory, conferencereports, panel discussions,case
studies, and descriptionsof apparatus.

OFFERED BY: LOCKHEED
SDC
BRS
DIMDI

SCIENCE CITATION INDEX (SCISEARCH)

The lSI - Physical, Chemical and EngineeringSciencesfile
includes the complete contentsof the 1,700 journals
covered by Current ContentsPhysical and Chemical Sciences
and Current ContentsEngineeringand Technology, both
published by lSI. It is thus in fact the ScienceCitation
Index itself excluding the Life Sciencesjournals.

The ScienceCitation Index takes advantageof the concept
that authors' referencesto previously publishedmaterial
indicate subject relationshipsbetween the two. Applying
these relationshipsthe Index shows, for the time period
covered, which previously published items are being
referred to (cited) in the current literature, who is
doing the citing and in what journals they are being cited.
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Among the major subject categoriescovered are:

Acoustics; Aeronautics; AerospaceScience; Astronomy;
Astrophysics; Biochemistry; Ceramics; Chemistry - analytical,
organic, physical; Computer applicationsand Cybernetics;
Constructionand Building technology; Crystallography;
Electricity; Electrochemistry;Electronics; Engineering -
biomedical, chemical, civil, electrical and electronic,
mechanical; Environment; Fuels; Geography; Geology;
Geophysics; Geosciencesand Earth Sciences; Instruments
and Instrumentation;Machinery; Materials Science; Mathe-
matics; Mechanics; Metallurgy and ｍ ｩ ｾ ｩ ｮ ｧ ［ Meteorology;
Microscopy; Mineralogy; Nuclear Scienceand Technology;
Oceanography;Optics; Paper; Photography; Physics;
Polymer Science; Sciences,mUltidisciplinary; Soil
Sciences;Solid State Physics; Spectroscopy;Tele-
communications;Welding Technology.

OFFERED BY: SDS
LOCKHEED

PRESENTSIZE: 889,000 references

SCIENCE CITATION INDEX - SOCIAL SCIENCES, 1972 to present,

400,000 monthly updates (The Institute for
Scientific Information, Philadelphia, PAl

The SSCI is a multidisciplinary databaseindexing every
significant item from the 1,000 most important social
sciencesjournals throughout the world and social
sciencesarticles selectedfrom 2,200 additional journals
in the natural, physical, and biomedical sciences. The
SSCI includes many important monographsas well. The
SSCI covers every area of the social and behavioral
sciences.

SOCIAL SCISEARCH offers a unique information retrieval
technique. In addition to more conventionalretrieval
by title words of phrases.source authors, journal names,
corporatesource, etc., it is also possible to search
by way of the author'scited references.

OFFERED BY: DIMDI
LOCKHEED
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SOCIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS, 19·63 to present, 75,000 citations,
quarterly updates (Sociological
Abstracts, Inc., San Diego, CA)

SOCIOLOGICAL ABSTRACTS covers the world's literature in
sociology and relateddisciplines in the social and
behavioral sciences. Over 1200 journals and other
serial publications are scannedeach year to provide
coverageof original research,reviews, discussions,
monographicpublications theory, conferencereports,
panel discussionsand case studies. The following
fields are covered: Methodology and ResearchTechnology,
History and Theory of Sociology, Social Psychology and
Group Interaction, Culture and Social Structure, Manage-
ment and Complex Organization,Social Change and Economic
Development, Mass Phenomenaand Political Interactions,
Social Differentiation, Rural and Urban Sociology,
Sociology of the Arts, Education, Religion, Science,
Health and Knowledge, Demography and Human Biology,
The Family and Social Welfare, Community Development,
Policy, Planning, Forecastingand Speculation,Radical
Sociology, Studies in Violence and Poverty and Feminism,
Environmental Interaction.

OFFERED BY:

SSIE

LOCKHEED

Covers on-going and recently completedresearchin the
agricultural sciences,behavioral sciences,biological
sciences,earth sciences,chemistry and chemical engi-
neering, materials, mathematics,medical sciences,physics,
and social sciences--bothbasic and applied research
projects. Researchin progress is included from over
1,300 funding organizations,such as Federal, state, and
local government; non-profit associations;colleges and
universities; nonaffiliated investigators; and some
non-U.S. organizationsand private industry.

OFFERED BY: SDC

PREPARED BY: SmithsonianScience Information Exchange, Inc.

FILE SIZE: Approximately 108,000 projects per fiscal year

COVERAGE: Fiscal Year 1974 to date

UPDATING: Monthly, approximately 9,000 records
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STANDARDS - CNUCE PISA

An experimentaldatabasewhich will cover Italian and

ISO-standards.

STAR/IAA

The NASA Aerospacefile contains referencesto both the
reports in the NASA STAR Abstract Journal and the journal
articles in the IAA Abstract Journal.

The following broad subject areasare covered by this file:
Aeronautics; Astronautics; Chemistry and Materials; Engi-
neering; Geosciences;Life Sciences;Mathematical and
Computer Sciences;Physics; Social Sciences;Space Scien-
ces; General.

Each of these broad areas is broken down into a number of
categories. The total number of categoriesis 99.

OFFERED BY:

PRESENT SIZE:

THERMODATA

SDS

883,000 references

covers numerical data on thermodynamicbehaviour of
2500 chemical compoundswith literature referencesto
12,000 documents.

PRODUCER:

FILE SIZE:

GROWTH RATE:

TITUS

Centre Interuniversitairede Calcul de Grenoble
(CICG), Grenoble.

12,000 documents

1,500 documentsper year

A comprehensivefile of information related to the textile
industry, designedto be useful to textile managers,
engineers,and technicians. Citations for TITUS are
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gatheredfrom more than 800 periodicals (scientific
journals and technical magazines),technical reports,
patents, standards,scientific theses,manufacturers;
technical data-sheets,conferencereports, and legal
and administrativeregulations. Subject coverage
includes fibres, bonding, analysis, agents, polymeriza-
tion, properties, testing, treatments,weave, and
chemical composition.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

UPDATING:

TOXLINE

SDC, Institut Textile, ZTDI

Institut Textile de France

Approximately 18,000 records per year

Monthly, approximately 1,500 records.

TOXLINE is a bibliographic databasemade up of some ten
sub-files, taking material from Index Medicus, BIOSIS,
etc.

It covers human and animal toxicity studies, environ-
mental effects of chemicals, pollutants, adversedrug
reactionsand methods of analysis.

The presentsize is 470,000, with an annual growth rate
of about 15,000.

It is preparedby the u.S. National Library of Medicine.

Available from BLAISE.

TULSA

Covers worldwide literature and patentsrelated to oil and
natural gas exploration, development,and production in
such areasas petroleumgeology, exploration geophysics
and geochemistry;well drilling; well logging, well
completion and servicing; oil and gas production;
reservoir studies and recovery methods; pollution;
alternative fuels and energy sources; and petroleum
transportationand storage. Correspondsin coverageto
PetroZeum Abstracts.

OFFERED BY:

PREPARED BY:

FILE SIZE:

COVERAGE:

UPDATING:

SDC

University of Tulsa, Information ServicesDept.

Approximately 18,000 records per year.

1965 to present

Monthly, approximately 1,500 citations.
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WAA (WORLD ALUMINIUM ABSTRACTS)

WORLD ALUMINIUM ABSTRACTS is a monthly service covering
the world's technical literature on aluminium, from
ore processing (exclusive of mining) through end uses
such as transportation,building, etc.

Referencesare taken from more than 1600 scientific and
technical journals, patents,governmentreports,
conferenceproceedings,dissertationsand books.
The overlap with METADEX is of the order of 20%, and
the file specificationcorrespondsexactly to METADEX.

Broad subject categoriesare: Aluminium Industry;
Ores; Alumina ProductionExtraction; Melting, Casting,
Foundry; Metalworking, Fabrication, Finishing;
Physical and Mechanical Properties;Engineering
Propertiesand Tests; Quality Control and Tests;
End Uses.

OFFERED BY:

PRESENT SIZE:

SDS, LOCKHEED.

55,000 references

ZDE - Datenbasis

ZDE covers the field of electro technology.

PRODUCER:

FILE SIZE:

GROWTH RATE:

ZentralstelleDokumentationElektrotechnike.V.
beim VDE, Offenbach/Main, FRG.

278.000 references

60,000 referencesper year.



ANNEX II
--

PRICE DATA

TOTAL OFF-LINE CONNECT-

NAME OF DATABASE PRODUCER OPERATOR
LEASE / PRINT CHARGE CHARGE

ROYALTIES
LICENCE PER PER
FEE REFERENCE HOUR

* ABI/INFORM Data Courier Lockheed $30/hour $.10 $65
SDC $.10 $65
BRS

* ACCOUNTANTS INDEX Am.Inst.C.P.A. SDC $.10 $65

* AGRICOLA (CAIN) N.A.L. Lockheed $840/year free $.05 $25

SDC $.06 $35

BRS -
w

AGRIS F.A.O. Lockheed
-....J,
I

* Ｆｾｅｒｉｃａｎ HISTORY Am. Bibl. Cen. Lockheed $1200 new $.15 $65

AND LIFE $3000 old

*t AIM/ARM C.Voc.Ed.Ohio Un. Lockheed free free $.10 $25

* APILIT A.P.I. SDC $.11 $65

* APIPAT A.P. I. SDC $.11 $65

*t APTIC E.P.A. Lockheed $1800 (not USA) none $.10 $35

* ARIANE CATED CATED $100

* ART BIBL.MODERN Am.Bibl.Cen. Lockheed $1200 new $.10 $60

$3000 old



TOTAL OFF-LINE CONNECT-
LEASE/ PRINT CHARGE CHARGE

NAME OF DATABASE PRODUCER OPERATOR ROYALTIES
LICENCE PER PER
FEE REFERENCE HOUR

* ASI Congo 1. S. SOC $.25 $120

BIAM Banque d' Inf . Bancque
autornatisee d' 1. aut.
s.l.Medicaments s.1. M.

*t BIOSIS B.A. DIMDI Back: $8180 all $15/hour
SDS new: $3540 50% of > $.10/ $ .15 $44
Lockheed ref. $ .15 $45
SOC $.10 $65

IBRS ｾ

w

*t 00
CAB C.A.B. Lockheed free $26/hour $.15 $65 I

SDS + .06/ref $.06 $61
(40% of hour

+ ref.)

*t CANCERLINE/ N.L.M. DIMDI free $17.5
CANCERLIT

*t CANCERPROJECT N.L.M. DIMDI free $17.5

*t C.A.CONDENSATES C.A. INFOLINE $4000 $4/hour
SDS $.02/ref. $.08 $37
LOCKHEED $.08 $35
SOC $60
BRS

CDIUPA



TOTAL OFF-LINE CONNECT-
LEASE / PRINT CHARGE CHARGE

NAME OF DATABASE PRODUCER OPERATOR ROYALTIES
LICENCE PER PER
FEE REFERENCE HOUR

*t CHEMLINE CA/MEDLARS BLAISE $14.35/hour $36 - 45
$.04/ref

* CLAIMS/CHEM LF.L Lockheed confidential $.10 $150

* CLAIMS/CLASS LF.L Lockheed confidential $.10 $90
= CLAIMS/GEH

*t COMPENDEX Eng. Index Lockheed License $7400 $lO/hour $.10 $65
SDC + 300 $.03/ref. $.10 $65
SDS $.09 $45 .....

w
1.0
I

* CIS INDEX Congo LS. SDC $.25 $120

* COHP.DISS.INDEX U.Mic.Int. Lockheed special special $.12 $55
BRS agreement agreement
SDC

* CRECORD Capitol Serv.Inc. SDC $.15 $80

* CRIS U.S.D.A. Lockheed free free $.10 $40

DECHEMA (Chern. DECHEMA DECHEMA
Technik)

* DERWENT DERWENT INFOLINE $50 ID/year
SDC $.25 $120



TOTAL OFF-LINE CONNECT-

NAME OF DATABASE PRODUCER OPERATOR
LEASE /

ROYALTIES
PRINT CHARGE CHARGE

LICENCE PER PER
FEE REFERENCE HOUR

* DOMA DOMA ZDE $.l7/min
FIZ-4 $220/month

*t EIDB ERDA free

* ELECTRONIC COM- SDS SDS $.06 $43
PONENTS

*t ENERGYLINE E.I.C. SDC $lO/hour $.25 $95
SDS $.06 $52 I......

J::"

* ENVIROBIB/EPB Lockheed confidential $.15 $65
0

Env.St.Inst. I

on-line

*t ENVIRONMENTAL E.I.C. Lockheed $2000 old $15/hour $.20 $90
SCIENCE INDEX SDS $6500 new $.06 $45
(ENVIROLINE)

*t EPIC Belg.Min.Econ. $8750 1/3 of on-line ::::$25

Affairs

*t ERIC N.I.E. Lockheed free free $.10 $25
SDC $.08 $35
BRS

*t EXCEPT.CHILD ED. Counc.Except. Lockheed free free $.10 $25

RESOURCES Children



TOTAL OFF-LINE CONNECT-

NAME OF DATABASE PRODUCER OPERATOR
LEASE /

ROYALTIES PRINT CHARGE CHARGE
LICENCE PER PER
FEE REFERENCE HOUR-_._.-

EXCERPTA MEDICA EXCERPTA MEDICA

* FOUNDATION Foundation Lockheed % of hour $.30 $60
DIRECTORY Center and ref.

* FOUNDATION Foundation Lockheed % of hour $.30 $60
GRANTS INDEX Center and ref.

*t FSTA IFIS ZMD $3060 new 35% of hour $.10 $65
Lockheed and ref. ....
SDC ｾ....

I

*t GEOREF Am. Geol.Inst. SDC $1222 new $15/hour $.20 $75
$1100 old $.lO/ref.

* GRANTS Oryx Press SDC $.35 $60

* HISTORICAL Am. Bibl. Cen. Lockheed $1200 new $.15 $65
ABSTRACTS $3000 old

* IKK FIZ-4 FIZ-4

*t INSPEC lEE Lockheed $6750 new $15/hour $.10 $45
SDC $3900 old
SDS $4550 (74-76) $.06 $44
INFOLINE
BRS
FIZ-4 $477



NAME OF DATABASE

*t INIS

INT.PHARM.
ABSTRACTS

PRODUCER

IAEA

Am.Soc.Hosp.
Pharrn.

OPERATOR

C.T.Lof
Belg.Min.
of Econ.
AfL

LEASE/
LICENCE
FEE

free

ROYALTIES

free

TOTAL OFF-LINE
PRINT CHARGE
PER
REFERENCE

$ .12.

CONNECT-
CHARGE
PER
HOUR

$62.5

*t ISMEC lEE SDS $.03/reL $.09 $61
Lockheed $lO/hour $.12 $65

I......

* LANGUAGE & LAN- Soc.Abstracts Lockheed $.15 $55
ｾ

N

GUAGE BEHAVIOUR I

ABSTRACTS

* LIBCON E & F SDC SDC $.25 $120

* LIBRARY and IN- Libr.Assoc. SDC $.10 $50
FORl'1ATION SCI. England
ABSTRACTS

* MARC U.K. Brit. Library BLAISE $36-45/hr
+$45/yr

*t MEDLARS N.L.M. DIMDI $52.50/search
BLAISE $36-45/hr.

plus $45/yr.
BRS



* PASCAL

* PIE News

CNRS

API

SDS

SDC

$4075/year $13/hour $.06

$ .11

$45

$115



TOTAL OFF-LINE CONNECT-

NAME OF DATABASE PRODUCER OPERATOR
LEASE/

ROYALTIES PRINT-CHARGE CHARGE
LICENCE PER PER
FEE REFERENCE HOUR

*t Pollution Abstr. Data Courier Inc. Lockheed $2000/yearnew $10/hour $.10 $65
SDC $lOOO/year old $.15 $65
SDS $.06 $52
BRS

* Pharm. News Index Data Courier Lockheed $30/hour $.15 $65
SDC $.15 $65
BRS

* PREDICASTS PREDICASTS Lockheed $.20 $90
I.....

+0

*t PSYCHOLOGICAL Am.Psych.Ass. Lockheed $800/year $20/hour $.10 $50 +0
I

ABSTRACTS SDC

DIMDI $37.5
BRS

*t SCIENCE CITA- lSI Lockheed $ 20000/year $10/hour $.10 $70
TION INDEX DIMDI $47.5

SDS (discontinued '78) $.09 $51

* SOCIOLOGICAL Soc.Abstr. Lockheed $.15 $55
ABSTRACT

* SSIE Smithsonian SDC $25000/year $35/hour $.15 $110
Sc.lnt.Exch. $.12/ref.

* STAR/IM NASA SDS free free $.06 $28



TOTAL OFF-LINE CONNECT-

NAME OF DATABASE PRODUCER OPERATOR
LEASE /

ROYALTIES PRINT CHARGE CHARGE
LICENCE PER PER
FEE REFERENCE HOUR

*t THERMODYNAMIC Thermodynamic Thermo- free free $51
DATA Grenoble data Gr.

*t TITUS Inst.Textile Inst.Tex. $20/hour $.21 $71
ZTDI
SDC $.20 $80

*t TOXLINE NLM DIMDI $.04/page $32
BLAISE $14.35 $36-45

* TULSA Univ.Tulsa SDC $.50 $125 -
+::
U1

*t World Alu- WAA SDS free $.06 $30.5 I

minium Abstr. LOCKHEED $.10 $50

* ZDE (Electro- ZDE ZDE $4340/yr. $.44 $44
technik)

*
t

End-userprice data obtained

Databaseprice data to operatorobtained.

No superscript- no on-line price data available yet, but non-quantitativedata
on charging policy or systemexists.


